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A

year to remember, and
a year to forget. This
writer has never observed
another like it. This book aims
to wrap it all up for posterity.
Sadly 2013 will always be
remembered for a pair of lost
talents, one having just achieved
his ambition of reaching a factory team in a world championship and at Le Mans, and the
other who after a breakthrough
year would surely have followed him up the ladder.
Racing drivers are all a bit
different to the rest of us, but
some are more different than
others, and both Allan Simonsen and Sean Edwards were
even more different than that.
Both supreme talents, both
utterly committed but totally
approachable, neither forgot their roots and both are
mourned by the entire sport. As
one observer put it, God now
has one hell of a race team!
We said goodbye too – in an
altogether happier way – to the
talents of Allan McNish, the wee
Scot bowing out after securing
a life’s ambition, a world title
to add to a trophy cabinet that
now includes a third Le Mans
win. He’s another that is just
more different than most.
2013 started as a year of
anniversaries: 100 years of Aston
Martin, 50 years of the Porsche
911, 40 years of Oreca and, at
the end of the year, the 20th
anniversary of Dr Wolfgang
Ullrich’s tenure as the head of
Audi Sport – incredible times.
The number of emerging endurance races seemed to accelerate
throughout the year, the Creventic
organisation finding a loyal band
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of competitors to support their
growing portfolio, while a single
year association with the Bathurst
12 Hours heralded a big step
forward for the return of endurance sportscar racing down under.
With races in Dubai and
Abu Dhabi bookending the
year, the truth is that we no
longer have an off-season.
Endurance racing is – in itself
– now a feat of endurance!
In Asia, the new-for-2013
Asian Le Mans Series struggled
for numbers, but there are plenty
of players pushing for a long-term
approach, recognising that a new
market needs time and patience.
It was a year of preparation
in North America for #thefuture,
the final year of the ALMS,
arguably the series that shaped
modern endurance racing, and
of Grand-Am too. Both produced
fine racing, though neither were
at the peak of their powers,
and the loss of the 12 Hours
of Sebring and Petit Le Mans
as international events for the
big factory sportscars with
the coming of the new order is likely to be keenly felt
among the sportscar faithful.
In Europe there were ups and
downs for the various national
championships and series, with
the British GT Championship
emerging from the seething mass
of racing options to muscle its
way to the head of the queue
as one of the best national
championships in the world.
In international GT racing,
we said goodbye to the FIA GT1
World Championship at the end
of 2012, and hello to the FIA
GT Series in 2013. Fine teams,
exciting GT3 cars and some real

It was a year to remember, and
a year to forget. This writer has
never observed another like it

racing, with the series finale at the
spectacular – and unusual – Baku
street circuit, give some real hope
for the future as the series moves
away from an FIA moniker and
adopts the Blancpain identity.
GT racing owes a lot to this brand.
Not least, of course, the stillthriving Blancpain Endurance
Series, with high quality grids
(which averaged an incredible
57 cars) and a race format that
encouraged both speed and tactical
nous. The Spa 24 Hours again
proved to be a worthy centrepiece
and, once again, GT3 showed
what it was capable of providing
by way of entertainment for
competitors, fans at the trackside, and TV viewers alike.
New teams arrived at the beginning of the year. Others decided
to move on afterwards, but the
key is that this series seems to have
found its place in the endurance
and GT racing worlds. Racing
here is an aspiration for some, and
a stepping stone for others, and
that is a very good place to be.
It was a relatively quiet and
stable year for the International
GT Open, but a very good year
indeed for the resurgent European
Le Mans Series, now under the
wing of Gérard Neveu and co.
The extra care and attention
showed – grid sizes doubled, and
the racing was excellent. Nissan
engines powered a return to the
track from Alpine, and they took
the title after a fine scrap with
GTE newcomers Ram Racing,
bossing the class to launch
themselves into the global scene.
The GT3-spec GTC class found
a growing audience too.
The FIA World Endurance
Championship burst into 2013

with the controlled ambition of
an enterprise that understands the
challenges, and the opportunities
ahead. A stable grid, a growing
paddock ambience, fine racing in
every class and, it seems, growth
where it matters – the audience.
In LMP1, the two big factory teams banged heads all year,
Audi responding very forcefully
to Toyota’s tweaking of the tiger’s
tail in late 2012. Porsche returned
with a factory team in GTE and
won Le Mans, and set up a classic
intermarque battle in the process.
Gone was Sebring from the
calendar and in came Austin,
and while the US event needs
work, there were clearly bigger crowds than in year one
almost everywhere else. A stable
calendar for 2014 was another
wise move, and sensible steps
appear to be under way to
expand the media reach again.
With the exception of the
awfulness of tragedy at Le Mans
and the frustration of the weather
at Fuji, there were signs of
greater things to come, with
writers and commentators from
far beyond these pages regularly
noting that we look to be on
the threshold of a new golden
age for endurance racing.
Whether that “golden” feeling
comes in part from the return
of Porsche to the top tier, the
tech-filled battle between Porsche,
Audi and Toyota, the return of
Bentley to the tracks in GT3,
the new unified scene in North
America, or even with a look
further into the future with the Le
Mans-bound Nissan ZEOD RC
there’s going to be plenty to watch,
cheer and write about in 2014.
We’ll see you all there.
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Dunlop
Dubai 24 Hours
Black Falcon Racing handle the heat
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lack Falcon Racing
crushed all before
them and took a
commanding victory at the
Dunlop 24 Hours of Dubai.
Their #1 Mercedes, crewed
by Jeroen Bleekemolen, Sean
Edwards, Bernd Schneider and
Khaled Al Qubaisi, completed 600
laps – two more than their nearest
competitor. It was a remarkable
victory, considering that their
original chassis was totalled just
one day before the race started.
The race lead was held by nine
different cars over the course of
the 24 hours. For much of the
first hour it was Nicki Thiim in
the #26 Attempto Racing Porsche.
When he was forced to retire due
to a fuel leak and subsequent
fire, Claudia Hürtgen took the
lead, having hounded the Porsche
throughout the stint. She had been
part of a five-car lead scrap including Thiim, Darren Turner for
Craft Eurasia AMR, Lorenzo Case
for AF Corse and Bleekemolen.
At the top of the hour, however, a recurring theme began

(Clockwise from top left) Dubai’s unique atmosphere plays host to a massive,
varied grid; Black Falcon won despite switching chassis; the start – Thiim
leads; Corvette in front of the cityscape

– confusion under code 60. The
rule, which sees cars travel at
60km/h as opposed to running
behind a safety car, was not the
issue in the first instance, but
the fact that 82 cars were in line
to make use of 10 fuel pumps.
With the first code 60 caused
by Thiim’s Porsche, all of the
leaders dived pitward only to
see their progress halted by the
queue. The top three at the time
all suffered heavily, and would
rejoin well down the order.
Leader for much of hours two
and three was Dirk Adorf in the
#12 Saudi Falcon, who took advantage of the fuel delay for other
cars to put himself on top. Also
benefitting from the chaos was the
#20 Stadler Porsche with Ineichen,
Matter, Amstutz and Seefried,
which found itself, remarkably, in
the lead for some time in the early
hours. They would only lose it
when gremlins struck after dark.
The early hours were punctuated by repeated nullified code 60
periods, for varying reasons,
which left the race in chaos.

»

(Overleaf ) could it be anywhere else?
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It was almost impossible to see a
pattern but for one thing – the
continued efficiency of #20.
As darkness fell, it continued to circle with metronomic
consistency, the 997’s famous
fuel sipping helping them to save
on stops. The same was true of
the #88 Dragon Racing Ferrari,
which was on a similar strategy.
In the night, however, both
would strike trouble, with the
#88 briefly leading before retiring with power steering-related
issues. They were joined overnight
on the sidelines by the #12 Saudi
Falcons BMW, which suffered
exhaust issues and was withdrawn.
Also in the wars was the
RAM Ferrari. It took contact
from a slower car at the beginning of a code 60, with both cars
heavily damaged. After a good
look at the bent rear corner,
the team withdrew the car.
A new leader emerged before
halfway, with the AF Corse #16
Ferrari taking over. Impressive
laps from Salo, Case and Cioci
in particular put them in strong
stead. It would not last, despite
their best efforts, and a fantastic
battle between Case and Hürtgen. The Mercedes’ shadow
was looming large, and come
the 14th hour they were in the
lead – soon by a big margin.
Throughout the remainder
of the race, the #24 BMW set
some extraordinary laps through
Hürtgen (as well as both Müllers),
though the lady racer was for a
long time the only driver under
two minutes. Despite the best
efforts of the green car, however,
Jim Roller announced on Radio Le
Mans that “it’s the #1 car’s race to
lose” – and he was not far wrong.
Their opposition was gone completely before the finish. The Ferrari broke a disc and ended up two
laps behind, and then worse problems befell Saudi Falcons’ #24. Jörg
Müller suffering a failed oil pump
with less than four hours to go.
It left the way clear for a
comfortable finish, allowing local
favourite Al Qubaisi to do one
stint – the very last – to take the car
over the line for victory. Nissan’s
GT Academy Team RJN took a
second place in the SP3 class.
Nissan’s GT Academy graduates scored an all-gamer podium
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European
Le Mans Series
Alpine hit their peak
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T

he ALMS may have
bowed out of the world
sportscar racing stage
at the end of 2013 but journey
across the pond, rewind back
to the start of the season, and
here was a series that was
experiencing a rebirth, having
frankly imploded in 2012.
It was a delight to report that
the series now appeared to be in
safe hands. From the moment
the lights went green for the
first round at Silverstone to
the sun setting on the fifth
and final round at Paul Ricard,
there was always something
very interesting happening on
track, usually in every class.
The three-hour race format
was always a compromise, it
suited some but was a headache – insurmountable in some
cases – for those team owners who
had been counting on bringing
two paying amateur drivers to
support a pro. When the calculations were done, it was clear that
two-driver teams would have
a very significant advantage.
Piggy-backing on to the
World Series by Renault race
card was a great way to secure a
sustainable five-race championship – and even bring in a crowd.
It was an eclectic mix of circuits
too, with few – if any – teams
boasting a single driver who had
raced on all of them, so everyone was kept on their toes.
On the negative side, there
were grumbles about being shoved
back into paddock awnings rather
than pit boxes in Austria and
France, especially when the cars
that did occupy them instead were
sprint racers which don’t even
need a garage during the race.
The Friday and Saturday-only
format was novel, but this all
bestowed rather too much of a
“support race” feel. Thankfully,
it was all a temporary stepping
stone and next season’s
changes address these issues.

»

(Clockwise from top) Alpine returned to racing – or, at least, the brand did –
and won the series; there were respectable grids; Ram Racing took GTE glory
(Overleaf ) green racing?
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The headline class was P2 and
this was certainly the right choice,
allowing plenty of variation at the
sharp end of the grid. No fewer
than six different types of chassis
were deployed across the 11 entries
that raced this season, and the
majority could be considered
to be genuine contenders.
Silverstone was a wet and wild
weekend, and was utterly unpredictable throughout, not least due
to chaotic strategic calls from the
outset which completely split the
pack. For Murphy Prototypes,
the race swung very much the
wrong way after an error from
Brendon Hartley beached their
Oreca Nissan in the gravel.
Hartley was otherwise a revelation this season, and pole position
shoot-outs between he and Jota’s
Oliver Turvey were an event in
their own right (4-1 to Turvey).
Morand Racing inherited the
lead, but Franck Mailleux went
from hero to zero when he hit a
puddle at speed on the Hangar
Straight passing a backmarker.
The car aquaplaned into an
uncontrollable spin and it was
straight to the scene of a raceending accident. Thiriet by TDS
looked set to take the race win,
but conditions became so bad
that the safety car was deployed,
and the leaders gambled on a pit
stop from the head of the train.
The gamble backfired when the
race was then red-flagged to a
premature end. Jota were, perhaps, rather fortunate winners.
Imola saw another soggy start,
but race day itself was dry and led
to a real cracker. 45 minutes of six
cars all on the pace around this
iconic track was a thrilling sight to
behold. Turvey and Hartley may

as well have been on each end of
a very short bungee cord for their
opening stints, and Beche, Panciatici, Mailleux and Kimber-Smith
were all keeping a watching brief.
As the race wore on, Signatech’s
charge was tripped up by a
starting problem and the Greaves
Zytek Nissan fighting back in
the hands of David Heinemeier
Hansson’s one-off appearance,
holding up the Alpine Nissan.
Nelson Panciatici reckoned that
if they had stayed ahead they
could have won. As it was, they
finished second behind a faultless display by Thiriet by TDS’s
Oreca Nissan, Thiriet having taken
the lead after a heated exchange
with a defensive Simon Dolan
in the Jota Zytek Nissan. Signatech by now had a mountain
to climb after the first two races,
but it seemed inevitable that they
would eventually win a race, even
if the championship didn’t seem
to be on for them at this stage.
Then it was off to Austria
in August and the beautiful
setting of the Red Bull Ring.
Still not quite as spectacular as
the vistas just a short distance
away, but unique nonetheless. Also unique for the season
was a relatively straightforward
race. Murphy Prototypes, now
with Jonathan Hirschi replacing Mark Patterson, were running well, but yet more starter
trouble saw them lose 19 laps.
SMP Racing joined the P2
ranks too with an Oreca Nissan,
the start of something much more
significant for 2014. Jota were
penalised for pit lane speeding
and Alpine had to start from the
back of the grid, leaving Thiriet
by TDS the eventual winners.

So it was that
the final round
would be
the decider –
and it was a
real thriller

The penultimate round took
the circus to Hungary and the
Hungaroring, not far from the
capital city, Budapest. It was all
change there in marginal conditions and a frankly dreadful race
for Thiriet by TDS. Incidents
aplenty for Thiriet in his opening
stint had them well down the order and they could only bring the
car home sixth, despite Mathias
Beche’s best efforts. The Signatech
Alpine Nissan took the lead on lap
three and the Michelin tyres had
the edge in the drying conditions,
leading to that probably overdue
win and moving them to equal
title points with Thiriet by TDS.
So it was that the final round
at Paul Ricard would be the
decider – no need for double
points here to add interest – and
it was a real thriller. For reigning champions Thiriet by TDS
it seemed to be a weekend that
was always running away from
them, summed up after only 25
minutes of the race when their
left rear wheel ran away from the
car, putting them out of contention and leaving Signatech
Alpine finally in front of an open
goal for the title, albeit coming
home fourth in a safe fashion.
It was a well-deserved and
very popular win for Murphy
Prototypes however. Hartley was
again superb as he chased down
the lead and took it, but it was
only after the race that it became
apparent his drive really had been
on another level given that he
only had three operating brakes!
He will be a great addition to
Porsche’s LMP1 ranks, as announced recently and, although
it is acknowledged that the
ELMS is most certainly
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(Clockwise from top) organisers scored a bullseye by allowing only GTE Am
entries; big skies at Paul Ricard; Greaves flew the Zytek Nissan flag with pride
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There were familiar teams all over the grid – IMSA Matmut (top),
Proton Competition (right) and Race Performance (above) among them
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not the only place he plies his
trade, that in itself should be
a good enough advertisement
for what the ELMS can do.
So Signatech Alpine Nissan
took the title ahead of the
Thiriet by TDS Oreca Nissan,
Jota’s Zytek Nissan and
Murphy’s Oreca Nissan.
LMPC was the poor relation
this season, but it was still a good
proving ground and a showcase
of talent, which is exactly what
it was intended to be. Most GT
enthusiasts will know that Nicky
Catsburg is a very handy pedaller,
but after a one-off drive in the
Algarve Pro Racing car in Austria
it is pretty obvious that he can
do the business in a prototype
too. Paul-Loup Chatin was
always impressive, and his Alpine
overalls will serve him well next
season when he makes the move
to race with the big boys.
His team-mate Gary Hirsch
developed superbly alongside
him and was a worthy champion whose name will surely
be towards the top of a few
of wanted lists next season.
LM GTE provided plenty of
thrills too. The cars (albeit only
Ferrari and Porsche) were fielded
by among the strongest teams in
GT racing, yet it was a newcomer
that stole the show. RAM Racing’s
debut season was aided no doubt
by the mercurial Matt Griffin’s
underplayed driver rating in #52,
but they played by the rules and
did everything (almost) to plan
to take the crown and become a
name that will now be feared by
rivals on any entry list they appear

on. Again, this is exactly why
the ELMS plays such an essential
role to the bigger picture of this
wonderful sport. Given their
performance, nobody would
dispute RAM Racing as being
genuine contenders for the biggest
prize at all of Le Mans next year,
and they have a guaranteed entry
to boot. Perfect. That should
take nothing away from the fact
that Griffin and Mowlem won
three of the five races, however.
Besides RAM, there were
great performances – particularly
from Proton Competition. They
managed twice to overcome the
three driver handicap using brilliant strategy, teamwork, inspired
driving (with special mention to
Nick Tandy on that front) and a
well-honed car to win at Silverstone and the Hungaroring and
take the runner-up spot in the
championship. Their reward is also
an automatic entry to Le Mans.
Some teams under-achieved.
JMW will be wondering what went
wrong, while IMSA and Prospeed
simply couldn’t overcome the fact
that at this level your “gentlemen”
drivers have to be among the
best out there if you are to challenge (Pat Long v Matt Griffin at
Imola was a stand-out scrap). Their
customers were clearly having a
great deal of fun nonetheless.
GTC was perhaps the controversial class, as a concept rather
than in execution. GT3 cars
racing in an ACO series in Europe
– could that work? Oh yes, and
then some. ABS and straight-line
pace are probably the biggest
differences between a GTE and

LM GTE
provided plenty
of thrills –
and it was a
newcomer that
stole the show

a GT3 car, so when the track
was greasy and/or straight, GT3
cars would come to the fore,
but the GTE cars would always
prevail by the end, aided by a
fuel load restriction for GTC.
From only a three-car turnout
at Silverstone (a win in difficult
conditions for Ecurie Ecosse’s
BMW), the class grew to become
a lot more than a temporary gridfiller. The Momo-Megatron-DF1
Audi R8 only lasted two races and
finished neither, but Kox Racing
brought welcome variety with
a Reiter-backed Lamborghini
Gallardo, which took pole in its
first race at Imola but had pretty
bad luck from there on in.
SMP Racing brought nearly
half the class to Austria, three
immaculately prepared F458
Italia GT3s intended as a oneoff, but two of them staying to
the conclusion once it became
apparent that they could win the
class. It was a wise choice, because
one of those – the #69 of Babini,
Ladygin and Shaitar – had a
perfect record, four wins out of
four making them worthy championship winners and giving the
Russian team immediate credibility on the world stage. AF Corse
pushed them all the way with
their #62, but they fell just short.
GTC has, it seems, really caught
on, with a lot of interest rumoured
for 2014. With a jump to fourhour races and confirmation that
ELMS will be going it alone as
a headline series in its own right
next season, it is hard to imagine
that 2014 won’t be better yet for
everyone involved.

(Top) SMP took GTC glory, but Ecurie Ecosse (bottom right) fought them hard
(Bottom left) the LMPC field was thin, but competition was strong
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FIA GT Series
WRT come out on top
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T

(Clockwise from top) though it wasn’t quite back to its glory days,
FIA GT was a huge improvement over 2012; international interest
from Brazil and India; fast pit work is key in sprint racing
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he 2013 FIA GT Series
promised much – and
delivered a fair chunk
of what it promised.
The new series replaced both
the FIA GT1 and GT3 championships, a move that perhaps would
have made sense one year earlier,
as the thin grids for both championships proved. There was plenty
of close action, battered bodywork
and one or two bruised egos. The
champions, almost predictably,
were WRT and Audi, as the Belgian squad’s line up made it clear
from the off that they were very
interested in this championship.
Starting the season in Nogaro,
a decent field was assembled. The
grid had it all – ex-F1 racer Karun
Chandhok, the new GT Academy
drivers Wolfgang Reip and Mark
Shulzhitskiy, and a nine-time world
champion. Sébastien Loeb had
decided he was bored of thrashing
his competitors in rally cars, and
decided it was time to have a go
at circuit racing more seriously.

The partisan French crowd got
what it wanted in the qualifying
race. Loeb, with team-mate Alvaro
Parente, stormed to victory in the
McLaren after a stunning battle
with René Rast and Niki MayrMelnhof, who ended second.
The WRT Audi pair were
entered in – and won – Pro-Am
at Nogaro, but Mayr-Melnhof ’s
performance was such that he
was moved into the Pro division
for the remainder of the year.
There was more to cheer for
the French crowd as ex-football
international goalkeeper Fabien Barthez took the Gentlemen Trophy (GTR) spoils,
with fellow Frenchman Gérard
Tonelli for SOFREV Ferrari.
In the main race, the results
were dominated by pit lane
infringements. Having won
outright on the road, MayrMelnhof and Rast were docked
30 seconds – post-race – for a
pit lane infringement. Their
WRT team-mates, Edward

»
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(Clockwise from top) Loeb was one of the series’s biggest stars; Sparks flew for WRT, but things
came good for them; HTP Mercedes, with Afanasiev and Simonsen, were kings of Pro-Am
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Sandström and Frank Stippler,
inherited the win in the wet
conditions with Stéphane Ortelli
and Laurens Vanthoor second.
Loeb and Parente had looked on
for another win, but they suffered
a pit penalty during the race and
finished only 12th. The penalty for
WRT’s Pro-Am pair meant that
Novadriver Audi took the class,
with César Campaniço and Carlos
Vieira. Rast and Mayr-Melnhof
were second with Nissan’s Lucas
Ordoñez and Alex Buncombe
third. Tonelli and Barthez once
more took the GTR class.
Round two at Zolder saw
frantic action. At the track his
bedroom overlooks – quite
literally, in fact –Vanthoor, with
Ortelli, was on top in the qualifying race for the local WRT squad.
Sergei Afanasiev and Andreas
Simonsen won Pro-Am, while Petr
Charouz and Jan Stovicek took
GTR, both with HTP Mercedes.
The main race was a barnstormer, and Reiter Lamborghini’s
Peter Kox yet again showed his
class. The Dutchman dominated
the opening stint and handed
the car to Štefan Rosina, who
held on with a mighty defensive
drive against Vanthoor’s stint
long charge. The winning margin was just 0.448secs. HTP
scored their second class double
of the weekend as Simonsen
and Afanasiev once more took
Pro-Am and Charouz and Stovicek comfortably won GTR.
The “duel in the dunes” at
Zandvoort was next, a short hop
from Belgium to the Netherlands.
Vanthoor and Ortelli triumphed
in the qualifying race, but this was
HTP’s weekend. They repeated
their class form from Zolder, with
Afanasiev and Simonsen winning
the first Pro-Am race and Charouz
and Stovicek – by dint of being
the only entrant – both GTR
events. It got even better for
the Mercedes squad as their
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At the track
his bedroom
overlooks,
Laurens
Vanthoor was
on top

(Above) champion Vanthoor concentrates
(Previous spread) grids were rather more full than the pessimists had feared
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(Clockwise from left) the racing wasn’t always clean; sunset action;
Wolfgang Reip’s first season of racing was rough and tumble, but he stood up tall
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Pro car, with Max Buhk and Alon
Day, took victory in the main race.
They edged Ortelli and Vanthoor into second and Sandström
and Stippler into third. Grasser
Racing, with Hari Proczyk and
Dominik Baumann took the main
Pro-Am race, with Buncombe
and Ordoñez in second place.
As the series moved east, to
Slovakia, so Loeb and Parente
found form again. They took the
qualifying race, with Afanasiev
and Simonsen in charge in
Pro-Am and AF Corse’s Michele
Rugolo and Claudio Sdanewitsch
in GTR. It got even better for
Afanasiev and Simonsen in the
main race, as they made it two
overall wins from two for HTP
and became the first Pro-Am
pairing to hold an outright victory in the series. In second,
and winning the Pro class, were
Mayr-Melnhof and Rast. It was
a WRT 1-2-3 in Pro as Ortelli
and Vanthoor edged Sandström
and Stippler for second in the
class. Proczyk and Baumann
were second and Buncombe,
now sharing with Reip, third in
Pro-Am for Nissan. Sdanewitsch
and Rugolo took GTR glory.
Navarra finally saw Loeb, and
his Sébastien Loeb Racing Team,
deliver in the main race as well as
the qualifying race – the McLaren
team took a double success in
Spain. Loeb and Parente took both
races, and saw team-mates Andy
Zuber and Mike Parisy follow
them home to make it a main race
1-2. In Pro-Am, though Grasser’s
Proczyk – sharing with Gerhard
Tweraser – took the qualifying
race, Afanasiev and Simonsen
ruled the main race again. The
HTP pair beat Nissan’s Reip, with
fellow 2012 GT Academy graduate Steve Doherty, into a main
race second place. Sdanewitsch
and Rugolo won both GTR races.
The series finished in chaotic
style in Azerbaijan, with the

Baku World Challenge. A flurry
of extra entrants – three works
crewed Trackspeed Porsches,
Hexis McLaren and Blancpain
teams’ champions Marc VDS
– made the trip to fight for the
prize money. Delays and late
circuit changes were one half of
the coin, while a manic main
race saw the field shuffled – and
thinned – on the first lap.
The qualifying race fell to Rast
and Mayr-Melnhof, despite a
safety car and a red flag, as the
German proved to be a step above
anyone else in the Asian capital.
He was nothing short of sensational throughout the weekend.
In the main race, Ortelli and
Vanthoor won – and took the
title. But they did so after a
heart-stopping race, with action
all through the field. Despite an
early pit stop, Kevin Estre and
Rob Bell ended the life of Hexis
Racing with a podium after a
staggering comeback from the
young French driver. Second on
the road, they were penalised for
contact on track and took third.
Loeb and Parente rounded out
their season with a second place.
Pro-Am – qualifying race,
main race and title – went to
Afanasiev and Simonsen as they
dominated for HTP Mercedes.
Though many of the class runners
didn’t travel to Asia, it was still
a worthy triumph for the squad.
Federico Leo shared with Sdanewitsch and took both GTR wins.
The 2013 FIA GT Series Pro
drivers’ champions, then, are
Stéphane Ortelli and Laurens
Vanthoor. Their Belgian Audi
Club Team WRT squad took
the teams’ honours. In Pro-Am,
Sergei Afanasiev and Andreas
Simonsen, with their HTP Gravity
Charouz team, took the titles.
With no full season entrants
in the class, Petr Charouz and
Jan Stovicek, and HTP Gravity
Charouz, took the GTR titles.

(Above) GT-R on the sweeper
(Previous spread) dancing in the rain
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Race
Qualifying

S

MP Racing took the
first pole position of the
2013 season, as Alessandro Pier Guidi put the
blue F458 on pole position.
The Q3 session was stopped
for the #2 WRT Audi, with a
gearbox issue for Niki MayrMelnhof at pit out. The car had
been spun by David Hallyday and
suffered a puncture with Rahel
Frey in the other sessions – not
a good qualifying for the Audi!
Second place, and making an
all-Pro front row, was Maxime
Soulet for Prospeed Porsche.
The first Pro-Am car was third,
the Pro GT Almeras Porsche of
Franck Perera, with Alex Buncombe fourth for Nissan GT
Academy Team RJN. 24 cars
ended within one second.
“It was a bit tricky to find
an almost clear lap. The car
was really good and to be on
pole for our first race is an
incredible job,” said Pier Guidi.

T

he opening round of
the season saw beauty
and chaos in equal
measure, with some great
driving, last corner overtaking and even a return to the
intra-Belgian controversy in
2013. In short, it was fantastic.
Fittingly, the race ran out
to a Ferrari, as Kessel Racing
finally delivered on their promise
of previous seasons to seal the
win with César Ramos, Davide
Rigon and Daniel Zampieri.
At the start, with 60 cars
flying into the first turn, it was
predictably tight, but miraculously most made it through
unscathed. One Sainteloc Audi
would lose its front bodywork sweeping through Curva
Grande, but he managed to do
it without causing any major trouble for anyone else.
“We had a €10 wager that
there would be a safety car on
the first lap,” said David Addison
on the commentary. “So far, I’m
€10 up, as they’ve managed to
get through safely.”
From pole position, the SMP
Racing Ferrari of Alexey Basov,
qualified by Allessandro Pier
Guidi, was swallowed and both
he and fellow front row starter
Marc Hennerici in the Prospeed
Porsche dropped back, the
Porsche retiring before the hour
was up in an off at the first chicane. It meant that Philipp Eng
in the MRS McLaren and Alex
Buncombe in the Nissan GT
Acadmey Team RJN GT-R were
side-by-side into turn one. With
discretion most certainly the better part of valour for the Briton,
it was Eng that took the lead.
The two Pro-Am cars soon had
a reasonable gap while behind them, and further back
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the battle for third was superb
with Hennerici unable to keep
the pace and soon dropping back
with regular place mixing all the
way down to the fringes of the top
ten. Basov got into second place.
A few cars were seemingly
forgetting the endurance nature of
the event, as experienced racers got
quite excited. Rob Barff got into
the side of the #13 Audi exiting
the Roggia chicane, having already
gone across a couple of ciabatta
kerbs attempting to go around the
outside of the Audi under braking and finding himself unable
to stop before making contact.
Up front, Buncombe was beginning to apply serious pressure to
Eng for the lead of the race, as the
pair pulled away. The Nissan’s
straightline speed gave him a
chance to pass into the first
chicane, but he braked just too
late and went around the outside
and on to the kerbs. He wasn’t
behind for long, managing to
perfect the move a few laps later.
There was more trouble for
series veterans. After the loss of
Prospeed, WRT’s Vanthoor suffered a puncture, and then the #27
Vita4One BMW retired after half
an hour. Hexis, too, had an engine
issue that Philippe Dumas said was
losing their McLaren more than
a second per lap. Even Peter Kox
in the Blancpain Racing Lamborghini was in trouble, pirouetting
and clouting the barrier just after
he took it over from Marc Hayek.
The fight for third was fantastic,
with Antoine Leclerc, Davide
Rigone and Rob Bell nose-to-tail
lap-on-lap, but Leclerc’s ART
McLaren just about edged the Kessel Ferrari and the Gulf McLaren.
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The turbo McLarens were clearly
in charge exiting the turns.
At the pit stops, the 60 car
field became a big, big issue. Too
many cars in the tight pit lane
caused chaos, and the lottery of
whether drivers would or wouldn’t
lose time saw teams catapulted
up – or down – the field. One
car going down was the MRS
McLaren. Having led in the
hands of Eng, it was stationary
for a while in the pits and lost any
chance of a good result. It wasn’t
all tears for McLaren though,
as Gulf Racing ended up in the
lead of the race from Kessel.
But not for long. Nico Verdonck was powerless to stop the
red car scything inside into the
first chicane after good slipstream work from Ramos, the
Ferrari having an edge on the
brakes and was soon pulling a
small gap from its British rival.
It went from bad to worse for
Vita4One, as Stefano Colombo
got himself in trouble on the inside
of Parabolica. As the marshals
struggled to shove him back on to
the track, traffic was rushing by at
barely abated speed. The safety car
was belatedly called, just in time
for the car to be returned to the
track. The Lamborghini with the
flashing lights on was launched, but
missed the leading car, and it took
a few laps for the field to settle.
When it did, leader Ramos used
the launch to his advantage, with a
few cars between himself and second-placed Verdonck, who was in
serious trouble from Mike Parisy –
who had taken over from Leclerc.
If one Gulf Racing McLaren was
in trouble, for the other things
were even worse. Andy Meyrick,

“We are very
happy; we
never did
a mistake,
which was
very difficult
because with
so many cars
on the track,
it would have
been easy”

Davide Rigon

in the Pro-Am entry, then caused
a second safety car as he smacked
the wall on the exit of Ascari.
After the safety cars had settled
the field, just passed the halfway
mark, there was chance to glance
back searching for last year’s major
protagonists Marc VDS and WRT.
The former’s BMWs and latter’s
Audis were never going to suit this
track – despite a 1-2 finish in torrential rain one year earlier. Despite
starting 28th, the #4 BMW was
into seventh with Markus Palttala
and well up on its team-mate,
while the highest WRT Audi had
managed to climb to fourth with
Frank Stippler onboard. Yelmer
Buurman, in the #3 Marc VDS
car, then dived for the pits with a
puncture just on the edge of the
car’s fuel range – 65 minutes.
The #35 Nissan, started by
Buncombe and now in the hands
of Ordoñez, led Pro-Am and was
well placed in fifth overall. He
was chased by Louis Machiels
a few cars back for AF Corse,
the reigning Pro-Am champion showing no lack of speed.
Jordan Grogor rounded out the
class top three in the McLaren
that Barff had started so effectively. Kessel were in charge in
Gentleman Trophy, with a gap
back to the Jones’s Mercedes.
In Pro, Kessel were now able to
pit and rejoin in first place, now
with Daniel Zampieri aboard. Also
in were second and third places,
with Verdonck and Parisy diving
for the pit lane together to hand
over to Adam Carroll and Andy
Soucek respectively. Joining them
in the pits was the #13 Audi from
fourth, Stippler handing over
to Sandström. The WRT
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(Clockwise from top) Monza’s modern pit building
is in stark contrast to its ailing grandstands; Kessel had
the pace all weekend; Italy – colourful
(Overleaf ) flat out through Monza’s parkland
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(Clockwise from top) the #35 Nissan, and Al Buncombe in
particular, was blindingly fast; AF Corse stroked home the
Pro-Am win; Black Falcon took a class podium
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Audi jumped from fourth to
second, with Soucek just behind
and Carroll a little further back.
The pressure from Soucek got
to Sandström, and the Swede
drifted wide exiting Lesmo 2,
and the McLaren swept by before
Ascari. The Audi had a comfortable advantage, though, over
Carroll in third. Would it be
enough? Soucek had 20 seconds
to gain to catch Zampieri.
The #4 BMW was up into fifth
with Catsburg, but his day was
getting more and more difficult
as his brakes began to fade. He
saw Pro-Am leader Bertolini and
Marc VDS team-mate Maxime
Martin sweep through, and was
seriously struggling. With the situation becoming dangerous, he was
forced to pit to rectify the issue.
“OK, the brakes were not
great but I thought this was usual
for Monza because there is a lot
of heavy braking here and the
brakes were already two hours
old,” explained Catsburg. “But
it got worse and worse. At one
point I had no brakes at all. It was
dangerous to drive – my main
worry was hitting other cars.”
That meant that the #50 AF
Corse Ferrari was into a staggering
fifth place, and with rapid Italian
Bertolini aboard, an overall podium began to look like a real possibility. He was catching Carroll,
and Carroll was getting ever closer
to Sandström, who according to
Addison was on “borrowed time”.
It wasn’t long until they were nose
to tail for the final podium place.
Side-by-side went Sandström
and Carroll through Parabolica,
then bumped into the first chicane.
Bertolini was in the mix but,

unfortunately for everyone, Pier
Guidi saw it as his duty to get
involved from a lap down. With
class position in mind, Bertolini
backed down. It left the overall
podium down to Sandström vs
Carroll and on the final turn of
the final lap of the three hour race,
the Ulster driver swept inside at
the Parabolica and took third by
the breadth of a gnat’s wing.
None, however, could get near
Zampieri. The Italian strode
away to win by more nearly 20
seconds, and put Kessel Racing,
Zampieri, Rigon and Ramos on
the top step for the first time in
the Blancpain Endurance Series.
“I would like to say thank
you to all the team who did a
fantastic job during the pit stops
and to my team-mates Daniel
and Cesar,” grinned Rigon.
“We are very happy; we never
did a mistake, which was very
difficult because with so many cars
on the track, it would have been
easy. So, we are happy, especially
because it was difficult to overtake
in the straight – but we did!”
Soucek cruised home in second
for ART with Carroll’s heroics
edging third place. Fourth in
Pro was Sandström’s WRT Audi,
shared with Stippler and Chris
Mies. Fifth were Markus Winkelhock, Enzo Ide and Anthony
Kumpen for Phoenix Audi and
sixth, stopping just past the finish,
was Martin’s Marc VDS BMW.
The Belgian, sharing with Bas
Leinders and Buurman, cited
damage to the car resulting from
the puncture. There would be
more heartache for the team,
though, as mechanics helped the
marshals push the car back to

“The Ferrari
was very
great on this
track, which is
obvious with
three Ferraris
on the podium”

Patrice Goueslard

its box. The team were adjudged
to have broken parc fermé rules
and were penalised 30 seconds,
dropping to seventh in class.
In Pro-Am, the AF Corse
Ferrari proved most consistent,
and comfortably took the class
win. Machiels, Hommerson and
Bertolini were a mighty impressive
fifth overall, with second in class
– and Blancpain Endurance Series
debutants – Thiriet by TDS Racing
seventh overall. Henry Hassid and
Ludovic Badey shared the BMW
Z4 GT3. Rounding out the class
podium were Steve Jans, Klaas
Hummel and Adam Christodoulou
for Black Falcon Mercedes. Early
leader, the #35 Nissan GT Academy Team RJN GT-R, finished
sixth in class with Buncombe, Ordoñez and new boy Steve Doherty.
SOFREV earned the Gentleman trophy as Ferrari clean
swept the podium. Jean-Lucs
Blanchemain and Beaubelique
joined Patrice Goueslard on the
top step, with Garofano, Caccia and Bontempelli second
for Kessel, and Barreiros and
Guedes third for AF Corse.
“It was a very good weekend for
us,” reckoned veteran Goueslard.
“The Ferrari was very great on this
track, which is obvious with three
Ferraris on the podium. We had
a good battle with all the other
teams. Moreover, my team-mate
did not make any mistakes, so
it is good for the first race.”
Despite chaos in the pits and
doom and gloom predicted for
the start, it turned into a fantastic
opening round of the Blancpain
Endurance Series, and a great
stager for the European sportscar racing season in general.
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Results/01 Monza

Pos

Car No

Class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

44
11
69
13
50
16
25
6
18
3
99
1
17
70
35
83
2
8
20
79
32
23
12
51
7
22
26
80
53
10
230
33
66

PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO
PRO-AM
GTR
GTR
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO
GTR
PRO
PRO
GTR
GTR
GTR
GTR
GTR

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

71
54
4
111
52
55
72
15
73
24
42
77
88

Not Classified
47
43
48
48
49
123
50
9
51
41
52
58
53
19
54
57
55
78
56
34
57
27
58
75
59
5
60
40

76

Drivers

Team

Car

Laps/Gap

Ramos/Rigon/Zampieri
Leclerc/Parisy/Soucek
Caroll/Verdonck/Bell
Stippler/Sandstrom/Mies
Hommerson/Machiels/Bertolini
Ide/Kumpen/Winkelhock
Hassid/Badey
Primat/Jarvis/Haase
Hummel/Jans/Christodoulou
Leinders/Buurman/Martin
Howard/McKenzie/Adam
Ortelli/Vanthoor/Rast
Andersen/Jenssen
Basov/Skryabin/Guidi
Ordoñez/Doherty/Buncombe
Mapelli/Clement/Armindo
Frey/Halliday/Mayr-Melnhof
Riegel/Stursberg/Westbrook
Blanchemain/Beaubelique/Goueslard
Garofano/Caccia/Bontempelli
Shulzhitskiy/Pyzera/Reip
Luhr/Kane/Dumbreck
Goudy/Vannelet/Demoustier
Barreiros/Guedes
Dusseldorp/Sims/Parente
Jones/Jones
Franchi/Colombo/Kechele
Frey/Gardel/Barth
Cabanne/Gorinni/Brandela

Kessel Racing (CHE)
ART Grand Prix (FRA)
Gulf Racing (GBR)
Belgian Audi Club Team WRT (BEL)
AF Corse (ITA)
Phoenix Racing (DEU)
Thiriet by TDS Racing (FRA)
Phoenix Racing (DEU)
Black Falcon (DEU)
Marc VDS Racing Team (BEL)
Beechdean AMR (GBR)
Belgian Audi Club Team WRT (BEL)
Insight Racing with Flex Box (DNK)
SMP Racing (RUS)
Nissan GT Academy Team RJN (GBR)
SMG Challenge (FRA)
Belgian Audi Club Team WRT (BEL)
Haribo Racing Team (DEU)
SOFREV Auto Sport Promotion (FRA)
Kessel Racing (CHE)
Nissan GT Academy Team RJN (GBR)
JRM (GBR)
ART Grand Prix (FRA)
AF Corse (ITA)
Hexis Racing (FRA)
Preci Spark (GBR)
Vita4One Racing Team (DEU)
Young Driver AMR/Emil Frey Racing (CHE)
Sport Garage (FRA)

Ferrari 458 Italia
McLaren MP4-12C
McLaren MP4-12C
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Ferrari 458 Italia
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
BMW Z4
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
BMW Z4
Aston Martin Vantage GT3
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
McLaren MP4-12C
Ferrari 458 Italia
McLaren MP4-12C
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
BMW Z4
Aston Martin Vantage GT3
Ferrari 458 Italia

94
18.107
32.887
32.915
35.056
1:03.210
1:05.494
1:07.819
1:15.675
1:36.434
1:46.280
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
2 LAPS
2 LAPS
2 LAPS
2 LAPS

PRO
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
GTR
GTR
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO-AM

Ricci/Balthazard/Policand
Al Masaood/Bateman/Bell
Blugeon/Amengole/Giauque
Al Harty/Konôpka
Ladygin/Aleshin/Shaitar
Rattenbury/Danyliw/Jely
Palttala/Moser/Catsburg
Zanuttini/Kemeneter/Gattuso
Stepec/Comole/Prignault
Taraborelli/Gomez/Menendez
Zlobin/Rotenberg/Move
De Fierlant/Broggi/Oijeh
Markozow/Evstigneev/Frolov
Hayek/Kox
Halyday/Monti/Latinne
Kray/Eng/Younessi
Price/Grogor/Barff

SOFREV Auto Sport Promotion (FRA)
JRM (GBR)
Pro GT by Almeras (FRA)
ARC Bratislava (SVK)
SMP Racing (RUS)
Mtech Racing (GBR)
Marc VDS Racing Team (BEL)
Kessel Racing (CHE)
Sport Garage (FRA)
Mtech Racing (GBR)
SMP Racing (RUS)
Boutsen Ginion (BEL)
SMP Racing (RUS)
Blancpain Racing (CHE)
Sainteloc Racing (FRA)
MRS GT Racing (DEU)
Von Ryan Racing (NZL)

Ferrari 458 Italia
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
BMW Z4
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
McLaren MP4-12C
Ferrari 458 Italia
Lamborghini LP560-4
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
McLaren MP4-12C
McLaren MP4-12C

2 LAPS
2 LAPS
3 LAPS
3 LAPS
3 LAPS
3 LAPS
3 LAPS
4 LAPS
4 LAPS
5 LAPS
5 LAPS
6 LAPS
6 LAPS
8 LAPS
8 LAPS
22 LAPS
29 LAPS

PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
GTR
GTR
GTR
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO

Cerruti/Comandini/Liberati
Putman/Foster/Espenlaub
Tsyplakov/Kruglik/Gianmaria
Wainwright/Meyrick
Gosselin/Hirschi/Sourd
Desbruères/Kelders
Hissom/Lebed/Morley
Petrobelli/Amos/Castellacci
Grasser/Tweraser/Proczyk
Dermont/Perera
Russo/Matzke/Gressoni
Hennerici/Maassen/Soulet
Dermont/Wauters/Vervisch
Guilvert/Müller/Ammermüller

ROAL Motorsport (ITA)
Prospeed Competition (BEL)
Team Ukraine (UKR)
Gulf Racing (GBR)
Sainteloc Racing (FRA)
Delahaye Racing (BEL)
Black Falcon (DEU)
Vita4One Team Italy (ITA)
GRT Grasser Racing Team (AUT)
Pro GT by Almeras (FRA)
Vita4One Racing Team (DEU)
Prospeed Competition (BEL)
Boutsen Ginion (BEL)
Sainteloc Racing (FRA)

BMW Z4
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Ferrari 458 Italia
McLaren MP4-12C
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
Ferrari 458 Italia
Lamborghini LP560-4
Porsche 997 GT3 R
BMW Z4
Porsche 997 GT3 R
McLaren MP4-12C
Audi R8 LMS Ultra

39 LAPS
41 LAPS
43 LAPS
52 LAPS
53 LAPS
56 LAPS
61 LAPS
63 LAPS
76 LAPS
76 LAPS
78 LAPS
84 LAPS
84 LAPS
91 LAPS

Class winners

44
PRO CUP

1 César Ramos, Davide Rigon, Daniele Zampieri | Kessel Racing | Ferrari 458 Italia
2 Antoine Leclerc, Mike Parisy, Andy Soucek | ART Grand Prix | McLaren MP4 12C
3 Adam Carroll, Tim Mullen, Rob Bell | Gulf Racing | McLaren MP4 12C

50
PRO-AM
CUP

1 Niek Hommerson, Louis Machiels, Andrea Bertolini | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia
2 Henry Hassid, Ludovic Badey | Thiriet by TDS Racing | BMW Z4
3 Klaas Hummel, Steve Jans, Adam Christodoulou | Black Falcon | Mercedes SLS AMG GT3

20
GENTLEMAN
TROPHY

1 Maurice Ricci, Gabriel Balthazard, Jérôme Policand | SOFREV Auto Sport Promotion | Ferrari 458 Italia
2 Alessandro Garofano, Beniamino Caccia, Lorenzo Bontempelli | Kessel Racing | Ferrari 458 Italia
3 Filipe Barreiros, Francisco Guedes | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia
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Blancpain Endurance Series

Silverstone, United Kingdom
June 1st – 2nd
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Race
Qualifying

F

rédéric Makowiecki was
the king of Silverstone,
aboard his Aston Martin
Racing V12 Vantage – setting
his time in the second session.
Not for him the lighter fuel
load or the common tradition
of setting fastest time in Q3.
Alex Buncombe was the closest to the Frenchman’s pace,
the Nissan man again showing good speed to go second
overall and first in Pro-Am.
Audi’s WRT team were third
with Christopher Mies, and
Alessandro Pier Guidi was fast
once again in fourth place.
“I was a bit lucky as I did not
have a lot of traffic,” explained
Mako. “The level is high in
the series, but we have a good
chance to have a good result at
the end. We hope to do well.”

R

ule Britannia: it’s a rousing
call to arms for Britons
with dreams of Empire
to take back the oceans, and
one repatriated for any British
interest in a sporting event.
Thusly, Britannia ruled in
Britain as Frédéric Makowiecki,
Darren Turner and Stefan Mücke
dominated at Silverstone and
handed Aston Martin Racing
victory on home soil. In Pro-Am,
Nissan delivered on GT
Academy potential as Alex
Buncombe, Peter Pyzera and
Lucas Ordoñez took the win.
Heading into the race, it
looked as if they would have very
strong opposition from last year’s
winners Marc VDS – keen to
avenge what was, by their high
standards, a low key start to the
season – and WRT, who had
shone despite the opening round
hosted at a circuit that didn’t
suit their Audis. What emerged
was a battle for second place
behind the works V12 Vantage.
Once again, the Pro-Am Nissan GT-R qualified by Buncombe
was at the front, as the Japanese
car once more showed strong
pace in qualifying. Ordoñez
started the car alongside the pole
sitting Aston Martin. At the drop
of the flag, Turner and Ordoñez
went side-by-side through Copse
and the Spaniard had the advantage into the Maggots/Becketts
complex. Once more, all the cars
were safely through the first turns
in near-perfect sunny conditions.
Lap one was a big shuffle, but
it was relatively stable in the front
few places. Ordoñez led from
Turner, with Alexander Skryabin
holding Christopher Mies and a
snake of fighting GT3 cars at bay
as the top two began to gap
the field. The Nissan and the
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Aston Martin were putting on the
fastest sector times as they got a
hustle on. The shuffle didn’t work
out so well for Harold Primat,
punted into a spin by Victor
Shaitar, who earned the stewards’
attention for his troubles. It would
not be Primat’s only off-track
excursion in the first stint.
Turner’s greater experience in
traffic saw him close the small
gap Ordoñez had built before the
Spaniard got horribly unlucky.
Coming through Abbey toward
the complex he was held up by
Mike Wainwright’s Gulf Racing
McLaren. And as he went one
side, Turner went the other. The
blue and yellow Aston finished
the move at the hairpin, having run round the outside in the
right-hand part of The Loop.
Though the Nissan stayed close,
he was unable to make a decisive impact on the race leader.
Skryabin, meanwhile, was
under pressure from Mies, Peter
Dumbreck’s JRM Nissan and then
WRT’s second Audi, Monza winners Kessel and Bas Leinders for
Marc VDS. Leinders, though, was
in trouble. As the snake worked its
way past Pierre Hirschi’s Gentleman Trophy Sainteloc Audi, the
Belgian tried to follow the Kessel
Ferrari through at Farm, only for
there to be heavy side-by-side
contact. The Marc VDS BMW
would eventually limp back to
the pits, but would retire shortly
after returning to the track.
Among the others struggling
were Rodin Younessi, who had
a number of spins in the car
that had led at Monza, including a very hairy one in traffic at
Stowe, Phil Dryburgh (racing
with AMR boss John Gaw in the
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PFG Kinfaun Vantage) and Steve
Jans. Jans’s Luffield spin earned
Eugenio Amos a trip around
him into the gravel, too. Having
earned a podium in Italy, TDS
were less fortunate as they suffered
a puncture and had to fight back.
SMP Racing also saw one of their
Pro-Am entries suffer tyre woes.
Grégoire Demoustier found
himself in a spot of bother as he
lost a wheel in the Pro-Am ART
McLaren at The Loop, limping
back to the pits for repairs and later rejoining. Having caused issues
earlier for Primat, Shaitar then
had a very lairy moment at Maggots, screaming across the grass
and rejoining directly in front
of Henri Moser’s #4 Marc VDS
car, the Swiss avoiding his Russian competitor by mere inches.
Less lucky of the leading BMWs
were Vita4One, whose driver
Stefano Colombo tangled with a
Gentleman Trophy Ferrari at The
Loop and ended up stranded.
For third place, Mies,
Dumbreck and Ortelli were noseto-tail, and as Mies lapped Enzo
Ide’s Phoenix Audi, Dumbreck
found the Belgian less charitable.
The big Nissan was chopped into
Maggots and had to fight his
way past into Stowe, losing him
ground on the WRT car ahead.
Ortelli, too, would be held up
for some time behind the red
and white Audi. Mies was the
first of the leaders to pit, handing
over to Stippler with a slight
delay for a stall.
Last of the leaders to pit was
Turner, who stayed out well past
the one-hour mark to extend his
lead. By the time he handed over
to Makowiecki, the car was well
clear. It was a near-perfect stop, in

“Lucas was
super fast and
it was hard to
keep up with
him. When we
hit traffic it
was sometimes
in his favour,
sometimes in
my favour. He
had an incident
where he went
one way and I
went the other”

Darren Turner

contrast to Skryabin. Having performed admirably to stay near the
front, his SMP Racing car suffered
the ignominy of a drive-through
for speeding in the pit lane.
Mies’s earlier stop to hand to
Stippler worked out for them as
the #13 WRT car moved into
second, with its team-mate #1 in
third. Both had jumped the JRM
and RJN Nissans, as had the Kessel
Ferrari. The Swiss-run stallion was
fourth, with Peter Pyzera fifth –
and leading Pro-Am – in #35 and
Lucas Luhr sixth after a less swift
stop for the JRM crew. Young
German Pyzera performed more
than admirably, racing against
long-term Nissan, Porsche and
Audi factory pilot and compatriot
Luhr in equivalent equipment.
Mako, though, was putting the
screws on. Lap after lap he extended the gap, scything through
traffic and underlining why Aston
Martin had been keen to sign
him to their factory squad for this
race and the FIA WEC. Behind
him, the WRT Audis were getting
involved, as Stippler was caught by
Vanthoor. Seemingly, the German
wasn’t told to make it easy for
his team-mate, and the Belgian
had to fight his way past – but
did so at Stowe. White-trimmed
Battlefield Audi #1 pushed away
from red-trimmed Battlefield Audi
#13. They were, however, a second
a lap slower than the leader.
For sixth, it was hotting up. Stef
Dusseldorp was pushing on in the
Hexis McLaren that had started
well down and he was dragging
Nick Catsburg’s Marc VDS BMW
with him. Both Dutch drivers had
seen bad luck wreck their Italian
jaunts, so were in no mood
to give quarter in Britain.
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(Clockwise from top) Ordoñez gets a hustle on after jumping Turner at
the start; Vita4One Italy on the hustle, but their hopes went up in smoke –
literally; that rare thing at Silverstone, blue skies
(Overleaf ) the Wing has its critics, but it makes a dramatic picture
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(Clockwise from top) Aston Martin Racing simply dominated;
Marc VDS could only manage fifth when they’d dominated one year
previous; Nissan took the Pro-Am honours
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McLaren and BMW were side
by side entering The Loop, then
Catsburg pulled a classic undercut through the hairpin. Both
showed superb respect and driving
standards as they went side-byside through the kink, down the
straight and through Brooklands,
with Dusseldorp eventually giving
best as Catsburg braked slightly
later for Luffield. It was a wonderful example of the talent top
level GT racing has on offer.
The final pit stops came and
went without incident, and
Mücke took over from Mako to
continue the demolition work.
Rast was in the region of 20
seconds behind, with Sandström
a further 30 back. Fourth was not
done, however. Markus Palttala
had the bit between his teeth
and, despite a 20 second gap to
chase, had his sights locked on
to the Kessel Ferrari in fourth.
Both were being chased down by
Steven Kane in the JRM Nissan.
In Pro-Am, Buncombe was
11th overall and top in class for
Nissan. Grasser were second with
Lamborghini, more than half a
minute back, with Barwell’s oneoff Aston Martin entry a further
dozen seconds behind. ARC
Bratislava, with Ahmed al Harthy
onboard, were comfortable in the
lead of the Gentleman Trophy.
There was a scary moment for
Giacomo Petrobelli, as he found his
Vita4One Team Italy Ferrari pouring ominous-looking smoke and,
as he stopped at Luffield, saw that
the smoke indeed heralded fire. He
crashed through the gravel to make
sure he stopped at a fire station.

With five minutes on the
clock, Palttala caught Zampieri
for fourth place. The Italian was
robust – “perhaps beyond sporting” according to John Watson
– in his defence, shoving the
BMW on to the grass going into
The Loop. At that point, the pair
had the length of the pit straight
over Kane’s Nissan. Another lap,
and another nose-to-tail circuit
for fourth and fifth, Zampieri
seemingly driving the widest F458
Italia ever constructed. Palttala
thought about it Abbey, then tried
again into The Loop. This time,
the Italian smacked the Finn.
Amazingly, the stewards weren’t
interested, but Steven Kane was.
As the last lap came around, Kane
took advantage of Zampieri’s
blocking to pass both cars and seal
a remarkable fourth place, with
Palttala passing the Ferrari but
having to settle for fifth in the end.
None, though, could get close
to Mücke, who cruised over the
line ahead of the field to win the
race. Remarkably, Turner became
the first Briton to win a race in
the series, and it was a first overall
win for Aston Martin too. René
Rast, sharing with Vanthoor and
Ortelli for WRT, was second
– 20 seconds back – with Sandström, Stippler and Mies third.
“I was a bit cautious at the
beginning,” explained Turner.
“Lucas Ordoñez was super-fast and
it was hard to keep up with him.
When we hit traffic, it was sometimes in his favour, and sometimes
in mine. He had an incident where
he went one way and I went the
other. After that it was just traffic

“It was a crazy
start, and I
tried to be safe.
The GTR was
great in the first
laps, but then
I caught traffic
and they were
struggling to
watch the
blue flags”
Lucas Ordoñez

management and I was lucky. I’m
pleased with how the car went
and the team made no mistakes.”
There was joy for Nissan as
their Pro-Am victory was sealed
for Buncombe, Ordoñez and
Pyzera – by a country mile
and in an impressive 10th
overall. It was good news for
Nissan GT Academy Team
RJN, who had seen the team
#32 retire early with a fire.
“It was a crazy start, and I tried
to be safe,” said Ordoñez afterward. “I had the chance to go
around the outside and lead the
race for some laps. The GTR was
great in the first laps, but then I
caught traffic and they were struggling to watch the blue flags.”
Second were Barwell’s Joe
Osborne, Mark Poole and Richard
Abra, Abra pulling some magic
in the final stint to overhaul the
Grasser Lamborghini. The Austrian Gallardo was unfortunate
not to take a podium, squeezed
out late on by the TDS BMW of
Henry Hassid and Ludovic Badey.
Porsche’s first class victory
of the season came in the Gentleman Trophy as Ahmad al Harthy
and Miro Konôpka took the spoils
for ARC Bratislava. “I’ve waited
for this for a long time. The last
time I was in a press conference
was in FIA GT back in 2004,
in China,” smiled Konôpka.
SOFREV’s Maurice Ricci,
Gabriel Balthazard and Jérôme
Policand were second for Ferrari and – despite a couple of
spins – Phil Dryburgh and
John Gaw stood on the podium
for PGF-Kinfaun AMR.
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Results/02 Silverstone

Pos

Car No

Class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

97
1
13
23
4
44
7
2
16
35
69
6
180
25
78
62
71
75
230
50
123
43
19
70
66

27
28
29
30
31
32
33

42
10
98
22
20
72
51

26

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

88

17
9
49
73
53
58
33
77
41
99
52
57
11
18
55

Not Classified
49
32
50
12
51
15
52
3
53
26
54
34
55
24
56
40
57
83
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Drivers

Team

Car

Laps/Gap

PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO
GTR

Turner/Makowiecki/Mücke
Ortelli/Vanthoor/Rast
Stippler/Sandstrom/Mies
Luhr/Kane/Dumbreck
Palttala/Catsburg/Moser
Ramos/Zampieri/Rigon
Sims/Dusseldorp/Parente
Mayr-Melnhof/Frey/Halliday
Ide/Kumpen/Winkelhock
Ordoñez/Pyzera/Buncombe
Verdonck/Caroll/Bell
Primat/Jarvis/Haase
Poole/Osborne/Abra
Hassid/Badey
Grasser/Proczyk/Tweraser
Hancock/Jelley/Hetherington
Markozow/Shaitar/Salo
Hennerici/Maassen/Soulet
Al Masaood/Bateman/Bell
Hommerson/Machiels/Bertolini
Tsyplakov/Kruglik/Gianmaria
Cerruti/Comandini/Biagi
Morley/Lebed/Tappy
Basov/Skryabin/Guidi
Konôpka/Al Harty

Aston Martin Racing (GBR)
Belgian Audi Club Team WRT (BEL)
Belgian Audi Club Team WRT (BEL)
JRM (GBR)
Marc VDS Racing Team (BEL)
Kessel Racing (CHE)
Hexis Racing (FRA)
Belgian Audi Club Team WRT (BEL)
Phoenix Racing (DEU)
Nissan GT Academy Team RJN (GBR)
Gulf Racing (GBR)
Phoenix Racing (DEU)
Barwell (GBR)
Thiriet by TDS Racing (FRA)
GRT Grasser Racing Team (AUT)
Fortec Competition (GBR)
SMP Racing (RUS)
Prospeed Competition (BEL)
JRM (GBR)
AF Corse (ITA)
Team Ukraine (UKR)
ROAL Motorsport (ITA)
Black Falcon (DEU)
SMP Racing (RUS)
ARC Bratislava (SVK)

Aston Martin Vantage GT3
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
BMW Z4
Ferrari 458 Italia
McLaren MP4-12C
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
McLaren MP4-12C
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Aston Martin Vantage GT3
BMW Z4
Lamborghini LP560-4
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
Ferrari 458 Italia
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
BMW Z4
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
Ferrari 458 Italia
Porsche 997 GT3 R
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20.981
55.516
1:15.101
1:15.354
1:15.548
1:18.263
1:33.309
1:34.091
1:58.134
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
2 LAPS
2 LAPS
2 LAPS
2 LAPS
2 LAPS
2 LAPS
2 LAPS

PRO-AM
GTR
GTR
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO-AM
GTR

Halyday/Monti/Latinne
Ricci/Balthazard/Policand
Dryburg/Gaw

Sainteloc Racing (FRA)
SOFREV Auto Sport Promotion (FRA)
PGF-Kinfaun AMR (GBR)

Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Ferrari 458 Italia
Aston Martin Vantage GT3
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia

3 LAPS
3 LAPS
3 LAPS

PRO-AM Price/Grogor/Barff

Von Ryan Racing (NZL)

Preci Spark(GBR)
SOFREV Auto Sport Promotion (FRA)

PRO-AM
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO-AM
GTR
GTR
GTR
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO
PRO
PRO-AM
GTR

Jones/Jones/Jones
Blanchemain/Beaubelique/Goueslard
Rotenberg/Zlobin/Mediani
Mann/Barreiros/Guedes
Andersen/Jensen
Wainwright/Meyrick
Blank/Bachelier/Mallegol
Evstigneev/Frolov/Persiani
Cabannes/Gorinni/Brandela
Desbruères/Kelders
Amengole/Wintenberger/Blugeon
Kray/Younessi/Gini
Gosselin/Hirschi
McKenzie/Howard/Adam
Comole/Paillard/Lorgere Roux
Amos/Petrobelli/Castellacci
Leclerc/Parisy/Soucek
Hummel/Jans/Christodoulou
Chahwan/Josephsohn/Taraborelli

PRO-AM
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO

Shulzhitskiy/Doherty/Reip
Goudy/Vannelet/Demoustier
Hartshorne/Broggi/Oijeh
Leinders/Buurman/Martin
Franchi/Colombo/Kechele
Dermont/Perera
Hayek/Kox
Ammermüller/Müller/Guilvert
Clement/Pla/Armindo

McLaren MP4-12C

2 LAPS

AF Corse (ITA)
SMP Racing (RUS)
Sport Garage (FRA)
Delahaye Racing (BEL)
Pro GT by Almeras (FRA)
MRS GT Racing (DEU)
Sainteloc Racing (FRA)
Beechdean AMR (GBR)
Sport Garage (FRA)
Vita4One Team Italy (ITA)
ART Grand Prix (FRA)
Black Falcon (DEU)
Mtech Racing (GBR)

Ferrari 458 Italia
McLaren MP4-12C
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Porsche 997 GT3 R
McLaren MP4-12C
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Aston Martin Vantage GT3
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
McLaren MP4-12C
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
Ferrari 458 Italia

3 LAPS
3 LAPS
4 LAPS
4 LAPS
4 LAPS
4 LAPS
4 LAPS
5 LAPS
5 LAPS
5 LAPS
7 LAPS
7 LAPS
7 LAPS
8 LAPS
8 LAPS
14 LAPS
15 LAPS
19 LAPS
19 LAPS

Nissan GT Academy Team RJN (GBR)
ART Grand Prix (FRA)
Boutsen Ginion (BEL)
Marc VDS Racing Team (BEL)
Vita4One Racing Team (DEU)
Pro GT by Almeras (FRA)
Blancpain Racing (CHE)
Sainteloc Racing (FRA)
SMG Challenge (FRA)

Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
McLaren MP4-12C
McLaren MP4-12C
BMW Z4
BMW Z4
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Lamborghini LP560-4
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Porsche 997 GT3 R

32 LAPS
41 LAPS
52 LAPS
53 LAPS
58 LAPS
59 LAPS
60 LAPS
70 LAPS
77 LAPS

SMP Racing (RUS)
AF Corse (ITA)
Insight Racing with Flex Box (DNK)
Gulf Racing (GBR)

Class winners
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PRO CUP

1 Darren Turner, Frédéric Makowiecki, Stefan Mücke | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage GT3
2 Stéphane Ortelli, Laurens Vanthoor, Rene Rast | Belgian Audi Club Team WRT | Audi R8 LMS Ultra
3 Frank Stippler, Edward Sandström, Christopher Mies | Belgian Audi Club Team WRT | Audi R8 LMS Ultra

35
PRO-AM
CUP

1 Lucas Ordoñez, Peter Pyzera, Wolfgang Reip | Nissan GT Academy Team RJN | Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
2 Mark Poole, Joe Osborne, Richard Abra | Barwell | Aston Martin Vantage GT3
3 Henry Hassid, Ludovic Badey | Thiriet by TDS Racing | BMW Z4

66
GENTLEMAN
TROPHY

1 Ahmad Al Harthy, Miro Konôpka | ARC Bratislava | Porsche 997 GT3 R
2 Maurice Ricci, Gabriel Balthazard, Jérôme Policand | SOFREV Auto Sport Promotion | Ferrari 458 Italia
3 Phil Dryburg, John Gaw | PGF-Kinfaun AMR | Aston Martin Vantage GT3
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Blancpain Endurance Series

Paul Ricard, France
June 29th – 30th
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Race
Qualifying

M

axime Martin, in the
Marc VDS Racing Team
BMW, took pole in Paul
Ricard. The Belgian’s pace was
enough to make it three different
brands on pole in three consecutive Blancpain Endurance races.
Behind him were a pair of
Mercedes, with Black Falcon’s
Pro-Am effort in the hands of
Adam Christodoulou second
and HTP’s Alon Day third.
Championship leaders Kessel
were fourth with Daniele
Zampieri setting the time.
“We knew the car would be
good on this track, with the chicane on the straight, so it’s a good
step,” said Martin. “It’s important
regarding the championship.
We started with two bad races, so
now we need a good one. We’ve
got pole, it’s not the race. The race
is long – three hours – and we
need to get to the finish without
mistakes, and with consistent
pace. I think it’s a good step.”

T

he south of France
welcomed the series
with hot temperatures
and a good crowd. Sadly, the
race was already being run
under the shadow of tragedy.
All the cars were sporting
graphics in memory of Allan
Simonsen after the tragedy at
La Sarthe, but there was more
bad news as Italian Blancpain
Super Trofeo driver Andrea
Mamé lost his life in the support
race. It was a painful time for
the sport. As a mark of respect,
Blancpain Racing withdrew their
Lamborghini Gallardo from the
Blancpain Endurance race.
Marc VDS took their first
win of the season, as Maxime
Martin, Bas Leinders and Yelmer
Buurman edeged out fellow
Blancpain stalwarts Hexis Racing after an enthralling battle.
There was a looming portent
for everyone, however, as HTP
Motorsport put on a strong
show with their Mercedes.
Pro-Am went the way of
Boutsen Ginion and McLaren,
with Frédéric Vervisch and
David Dermont. Alex Buncombe switched from the white
GT Academy RJN Nissan to
the black one, but it didn’t slow
him down as he joined Mark
Shulzhitskiy and Steve Doherty
on the podium in second. Once
more, the best-named trio in the
series – Jean-Lucs Blanchemain
and Beaubelique with Patrice
Goueslard – took the Gentleman
Trophy in their SOFREV Ferrari.
Keen to avoid any start line
incidents, the race director
deemed a safety car start wise,
and as Klaas Hummel – from
second on the grid – seemed
asleep, Buurman from pole
disappeared and Max Buhk

»
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slipped into second place. Hummel, in the Pro-Am Mercedes
for Black Falcon, dropped back
very quickly. Third and fourth
were Kessel’s #44 and Hexis’ #7.
Alvaro Parente was applying
extreme pressure to Davide Rigon’s
Ferrari as the gap between the
red car and the second-placed
HTP Mercedes grew, and was
soon through, though the gap
remained. Behind, Hummel was
now back down the field and
met Henri Moser coming the
other way. Moser had started
well, but was a little too eager to
get past the defensively-driven
Mercedes. There was contact,
and the Swiss driver suffered a
puncture and the Dutchman
a spin. Further woe was added
as Moser was forced to take a
drive-through penalty as well.
Up front, Buurman was
comfortable – a consistent gap of
around two seconds – with Buhk
happy to stay in sight. The front
two might have been comfortable,
but large groups of cars up and
down the field were bunched
together and that the MoserHummel incident was the only
major contact was a miracle.
Leading Pro-Am already was
the Boutsen Ginion McLaren, in
sixth overall, while fellow McLaren
runners Von Ryan were second
and AF Corse’s Niek Hommerson
third. The Nissan of Wolfgang
Reip – fourth in class – was
fighting tooth and nail with Rob
Bell. The GT Academy strategy
of giving their drivers chance to
fight experienced pros early in
their careers had shown well at
Monza – where Reip had battled
Moser, and held him behind for
the first stint – and was showing well once more. However,
the Belgian was overhauled first
by Bell and then by team-mate
Alex Buncombe, recovering
from a disappointing grid slot.
Bell was on the move, carving
through the Pro-Am field in his
Gulf Racing McLaren – Reip and
Hommerson were just two of his
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victims. The car had made it to
the podium at Monza, and the
British pilot was seemingly keen to
prove it could do so in France too.
Keen to replicate his brother’s hard
work, Matt Bell – in the JRM ProAm Nissan GT-R – was pushing
too. He was soon ahead of both
GT Academy cars and into third
in class behind the McLarens.
Two MP4-12Cs led three GT-Rs.
Hummel’s day wasn’t about
to get any better. After being
dropped at the start, passed left
and right and then punted by a
Pro Cup driver, he was then the
victim of a door malfunction and
tried – twice – to have his door
shut by a marshal. However, it
popped straight back open and,
having stopped twice on track,
he was left in trouble. There was
further trouble for Pro-Am points
leader Henry Hassid’s TDS BMW,
who clattered the team Ukraine
Ferrari and suffered a damaged
front and a pit stop for repairs.
Pro-Am wasn’t going to be
smooth sailing for anyone. Dermont, having led for most of the
first 40 minutes, found himself
facing the wrong way after being bumped by Kirill Ladygin.
He lost a lot of ground in the
class and saw his lead handed
to Rob Barff for Von Ryan.
It wasn’t the only lead change
action. Buurman’s lead was
hacked to pieces as traffic got
involved and Buhk closed in in
the Mercedes, with Alvaro Parente
bearing down too. As they left
the second chicane on the back
straight, Buhk tucked under a
Gentleman McLaren and used
his greater straightline speed to
get alongside Buurman, who had
gone the other way around. The
Mercedes swept by into Signes.
That meant all three leaders were
nose-to-tail after 40 minutes.
It became a battle in the pits
between Marc VDS, whose
2012 title challenge had been
vastly helped by swift pitwork,
and Hexis, who were renowned
from the days of GT1 and HTP

Kessel’s trio
left France
still leading
the standings,
but they must
have felt that
it was a lost
opportunity

Motorsport. Who would be
the fastest guns in the south?
The Marc VDS car, now with
Leinders aboard, beat Hexis’
Dusseldorp but the Belgian was
overhauled almost immediately.
Dusseldorp had pitted one lap
earlier and his slightly warmer
tyres gave him enough grip to
sweep by. As the HTP car pitted
last for Luca Ludwig to take over,
the tension grew as the Hexis and
Marc VDS cars chased down…
“And the door’s open!
The door’s open on the Mercedes!”
exclaimed an animated Jack
Nicholls in commentary.
As the car left its box, the
passenger door had “done a
Hummel” and popped open.
Even so, the French and Belgian
squads’ charges were both past
the pit exit before Ludwig
reached it. It was an unfortunate blow to the pace of the FIA
GT Series regulars, as Ludwig
had to do an entire lap with the
SLS’s door right up in the air.
Leinders was not letting Dusseldorp go, the two silver cars noseto-tail on similar pace with Kessel’s
César Ramos third. The Belgian
got alongside his Dutch competitor on the back straight, but the
McLaren’s greater top speed and
its driver’s bravery meant that #7
remained ahead of #3. Whether
it shook Leinders or bolstered
Dusseldorp’s confidence was immaterial – the Hexis car pulled
away slightly from the Marc VDS
machine, and Leinders fell into
the clutches of Ramos in third.
A good exit on to the back
straight meant that Ramos’s Ferrari
comfortably passed the BMW.
The Brazilian wasn’t done, either,
as he then closed on and passed
Dusseldorp in a remarkable charge
through traffic. Championship
leaders and now race leaders too.
Rob Bell might have charged
in the Gulf Racing McLaren early
on, but Nico Verdonck was under
pressure. Caught behind Steve
Jans’s Mercedes in traffic –
yes, the one shared by Klaas

(Clockwise from top) there are few more distinctive tracks than the Paul
Ricard HTTT; Hexis could have won the race – but showed well for second
place; McLaren showed very good pace, in fact
(Overleaf ) kerb hoppin’
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(Clockwise from top) pack hunt; Marc VDS returned to
winning ways after a fantastic battle; there is some greenery…
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Hummel – the Dutchman was the
victim of a brilliant piece of opportune driving by first Alexander
Skryabin, who dove past under
brakes and then Pro-Am leader
Vervisch, who used Verdonck’s
predicament to his advantage.
Vervisch then strode on beyond
Skryabin, too, at the Signes curve.
From second and third, Hexis
and Marc VDS pitted together
and it was another chance for a
pit stop fight as the Kessel Ferrari
continued to circulate. Alexander
Sims took over the McLaren and
Martin the BMW, but the order
remained the same, with a gap
of just about three seconds. Sims
arrived on the track just behind
Markus Palttala, who was down
the field after co-pilot Moser’s
penalty. The BMW driver was
ahead for just over a lap and, as
he finally passed, Sims showed
his displeasure to the Finn with a
rather aggressive wave of the fist.
Having seen pit stop excellence
from Hexis and Marc VDS, the
crowd saw calamity from Kessel
Racing. One insider source,
upon viewing the video, saw “at
least seven” rules violations in
their final pit stop, and the Swiss
team was handed a punitive 10
second stop and hold penalty.
As if that wasn’t enough, the
#44 Ferrari then stopped at the
officials’ box for too little time and
decided to complete its hold at its
own box. A quite extraordinary
series of mistakes and, ultimately,
the entire incident cost the team
– and three drivers who had all
performed superbly – dear.
Sims’s Hexis McLaren beat the
Ferrari into the lead anyway, even
before the penalty was added,
despite a starting disparity of
several seconds. As if all that wasn’t
enough, the sister #111 car – a
second chassis after the first had
been fire-damaged at Silverstone –
then suffered a minor pit fire and
continued. All involved were OK.
The battle was not settled.
Martin found himself stuck
behind the #88 Pro-AM McLaren.

Jordan Grogor was yet to pit and
found himself well up the field.
He was well within his rights to
defend, and did so. The BMW
eventually passed when the South
African pitted to hand over to
team-mate Leon Price. The gap
between Martin in third – soon
to be second – and leader Sims
was just about 13 seconds. He
had 40 minutes to close it down.
Zampieri, in the Kessel Ferrari,
was distracting Sims. Neither yet
knew the Italian’s cruel luck and
the Ferrari was challenging for the
lead and was even briefly alongside. But, with 22 minutes to go,
Kessel got the news. Whether they
were slow to inform Zampieri or
whether he felt the need to pass
anyway, the Italian continued to
challenge Sims and the gap came
ever down to the Marc VDS
Racing Z4 GT3 in third. In a rolereversal from Buurman’s unfortunate traffic issues in the first stint,
traffic was slowing the leader too.
In the space of 20 minutes,
Martin hacked the 13-second
gap to shreds and passed Zampieri before the penalty was even
served. He then set his sights on
Sims. After working their way
up the field and making late
progress in Silverstone, JRM
once more produced an excellent
finish. Steven Kane moved into
third place as Zampieri exited the
pits, and alongside veterans Peter
Dumbreck and Lucas Luhr was set
for a first podium in the series.
With just over 10 minutes to
go, the McLaren was overhauled
for the race lead. Martin’s BMW
looked fresher and easier to handle, and the Belgian kept fantastic
momentum through Signes and
the ensuing right-handers and just
kept a tighter line to undertake
the Briton. It simply cemented
his growing reputation as the man
to turn to for last lap heroics.
If there was drama in Pro,
the Pro-Am battle was relatively
sedate. Dermont and Vervisch,
despite the former’s earlier drama,
were nearly an entire minute

In the space
of 20 minutes,
Martin hacked
the 13 second
gap to shreds –
and then set his
sights on Sims

clear of Doherty in the #32 GT
Academy Nissan in second, with
the Grasser Lamborghini another
14 seconds behind in third. It
was an imperious race from the
Boutsen Ginion crew. In Gentleman Trophy, Goueslard were
more than 30 seconds clear of
his nearest opposition, too.
Martin weaved down the pit
straight at the end of the three
hours with a seven-second advantage over Sims in second, who
had had to settle in the face of
the Belgian’s greater pace at the
end of the stint. 42 seconds back
were the JRM crew who held
on for the Nissan GT-R Nismo
GT3’s first ever overall podium
in the series. Kessel’s ill-fated
crew were third, and just two
seconds behind them at the finish was Alon Day in the HTP
Mercedes. A case of what might
have been for the white car.
“The beginning of my stint was
a bit difficult as I was completely
blocked behind a McLaren, so I
had to wait and when I managed
to pass I was a few seconds behind
the leaders,” said Martin. “I
pushed hard and in the end I came
back, I had a bit of luck in the
traffic too. Eventually I managed
to pass them for the win. It’s great
to win here before Spa, and be
back in the championship fight.”
Boutsen Ginion’s Pro-Am victory was comfortable and they
finished 11th overall, with Shulzhitskiy, Doherty and Buncombe
second – 13th overall – and
Grasser, Tweraser and Proczyk
third for the Grasser team. 29th
overall was the Gentleman Trophy
winning Blanchemain, Beaubelique and Goueslard, with Caccia,
Paillard and Lorgere Roux’s Sport
Garage Ferrari second. Rounding
out another all-Ferrari podium in
the class were AF Corse drivers
Mann, Barreiros and Guedes.
Kessel’s trio left France still
leading the standings, but
they must have felt that it was
an opportunity – and almost
certain podium – lost.
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Pos

Car No

Class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

3
7
23
44
84
70
71
11
1
69
5
16
32
75
78
123
6
12
43
2
4
111
19
34
230
36
13
116
20
9
25
52
88

PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO-AM

34
35
36
37
38

17
62
22
51
49

39
33
40
73
41
40
42
53
43
77
44
72
45
58
46
76
47
41
48
42
49
83
50
18
51
66
Not Classified
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

100

35
26
10
50
99
555
15
8
55

Drivers

Team

Car

Laps/Gap

Leinders/Buurman/Martin
Dusseldorp/Sims/Parente
Luhr/Kane/Dumbreck
Ramos/Zampieri/Rigonk
Ludwig/Buhk/Day
Skryabin/Basov/Guidi
Ladygin/Shaitar/Aleshin
Leclerc/Parisy/Soucek
Ortelli/Vanthoor/Rast
Verdonck/Caroll/Bell
Dermont/Vervich
Ide/Kumpen/Winkelhock
Doherty/Shulzhitskiy/Buncombe
Hennerici/Maassen/Soulet
Grasser/Tweraser/Proczyk
Kruglik/Tsyplakov/Gianmaria
Primat/Jarvis/Haase
Goudy/Vannelet/Demoustier
Cerruti/Comandini/Biagi
Mayr-Melnhof/Frey/Halliday
Palttala/Moser/Piccini
Ceccato/Petrobelli/Castellacci
Morley/Lebed/Tappy
Dermont/Perera
Al Masaood/Bateman/Bell
Abril/Pizzitola/Lunardi
Stippler/Sandstrom/Mies
Tonelli/Barthez/Trafford
Blanchemain/Beaubelique/Goueslard

Marc VDS Racing Team (BEL)
Hexis Racing (FRA)
JRM (GBR)
Kessel Racing (CHE)
HTP Motorsport (CZE)
SMP Racing (RUS)
SMP Racing (RUS)
ART Grand Prix (FRA)
Belgian Audi Club Team WRT (BEL)
Gulf Racing (GBR)
Boutsen Ginion (BEL)
Phoenix Racing (DEU)
Nissan GT Academy Team RJN (GBR)
Prospeed Competition (BEL)
GRT Grasser Racing Team (AUT)
Team Ukraine (UKR)
Phoenix Racing (DEU)
ART Grand Prix (FRA)
ROAL Motorsport (ITA)
Belgian Audi Club Team WRT (BEL)
Marc VDS Racing Team (BEL)
Kessel Racing (CHE)
Black Falcon (DEU)
Pro GT by Almeras (FRA)
JRM (GBR)
Speed Car (FRA)
Belgian Audi Club Team WRT (BEL)
SOFREV Auto Sport Promotion (FRA)
SOFREV Auto Sport Promotion (FRA)

BMW Z4
McLaren MP4-12C
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
Ferrari 458 Italia
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
McLaren MP4-12C
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
McLaren MP4-12C
McLaren MP4-12C
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Lamborghini LP560-4
Ferrari 458 Italia
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
McLaren MP4-12C
BMW Z4
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
BMW Z4
Ferrari 458 Italia
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
McLaren MP4-12C

81
7.420
42.335
44.714
46.484
54.447
1:20.675
1:32.260
1:34.862
1:38.102
1:44.852
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
2 LAPS
2 LAPS
2 LAPS
2 LAPS

Wainwright/Meyrick
Hassid/Badey
Caccia/Paillard/Lorgere Roux
Price/Grogor/Barff
PRO-AM Andersen/Jensen
PRO-AM Danyliw/Jelley
PRO-AM Jones/Jones/Jones
GTR
Mann/Barreiros/Guedes
GTR
Blank/Bachelier/Mallegol
GTR
PRO-AM
PRO
GTR
GTR
PRO-AM
GTR
GTR
GTR
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
GTR

Blugeon/Mezart/Wintenberger
Evstigneev/Frolov/Markozow
Mammerow/Müller/Guilvert
Gorinni/Cabannes/Petit
Azcarate/Kray/Eng
Rotenberg/Zlobin/Mediani
Desbruères/Kelders
Andreasi/Paladino/Pérez
Gosselin/Hirschi/Lemeret
Monti/Halyday/Latinne
Clement/Pla/Armindo
Hummel/Jans/Christodoulou
Konôpka/Al Harty

PRO-AM
PRO
GTR
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO
GTR

Reip/Pyzera/Ordoñez
Colombo/Franchi/Kechele
Ricci/Balthazard/Policand
Hommerson/Machiels/Bertolini
Howard/Mckenzie/Adam
Misslin/Fannin/Marroc
Broggi/Oijeh/Pasquali
Stursberg/Menzel/Collard
Taraborelli/Menendez/Rattenbury

Gulf Racing (GBR)
Thiriet by TDS Racing (FRA)
Sport Garage (FRA)
Von Ryan Racing (NZL)
Insight Racing with Flex Box (DNK)
Fortec Motorsport (GBR)
Preci Spark (GBR)
AF Corse (ITA)
AF Corse (ITA)
Pro GT by Almeras (FRA)
SMP Racing (RUS)
Sainteloc Racing (FRA)
Sport Garage (FRA)
MRS GT Racing (DEU)
SMP Racing (RUS)
Delahaye Racing (BEL)
MRS GT Racing (DEU)
Sainteloc Racing (FRA)
Sainteloc Racing (FRA)
SMG Challenge (FRA)
Black Falcon (DEU)
ARC Bratislava (SVK)

Nissan GT Academy Team RJN (GBR)
Vita4One Racing Team (DEU)
SOFREV Auto Sport Promotion (FRA)
AF Corse (ITA)
Beechdean AMR (GBR)
JMB Racing (MCO)
Boutsen Ginion (BEL)
Haribo Racing Team (DEU)
Mtech Racing (GBR)

BMW Z4
Ferrari 458 Italia
McLaren MP4-12C
Ferrari 458 Italia
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia

2 LAPS
2 LAPS
2 LAPS
2 LAPS
2 LAPS
2 LAPS
2 LAPS
3 LAPS
3 LAPS

Porsche 997 GT3 R
Ferrari 458 Italia
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Ferrari 458 Italia
McLaren MP4-12C
Ferrari 458 Italia
Porsche 997 GT3 R
McLaren MP4-12C
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
Porsche 997 GT3 R

3 LAPS
3 LAPS
4 LAPS
4 LAPS
4 LAPS
4 LAPS
4 LAPS
5 LAPS
6 LAPS
9 LAPS
11 LAPS
15 LAPS
19 LAPS

Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
BMW Z4
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Aston Martin Vantage GT3
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
McLaren MP4-12C
McLaren MP4-12C
Ferrari 458 Italia

29 LAPS
38 LAPS
44 LAPS
58 LAPS
59 LAPS
59 LAPS
60 LAPS
68 LAPS
75 LAPS

Class winners

3
PRO CUP

1 Bas Leinders, Yelmer Buurman, Maxime Martin | Marc VDS Racing Team | BMW Z4
2 Stef Dusseldorp, Alexander Sims, Alvaro Parente | Hexis Racing | McLaren MP4-12C
3 Steven Kane, Peter Dumbreck, Lucas Luhr | JRM | Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3

5
PRO-AM
CUP

1 David Dermont, Frederic Vervisch | Boutsen Ginion | McLaren MP4-12C
2 Steve Doherty, Mark Shulzhitskiy, Alex Buncombe | Nissan GT Academy Team RJN | Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
3 Gottfried Grasser, Hari Proczyk, Gerhard Tweraser | GRT Grasser-Racing Team | Lamborghini LP560-4

20
GENTLEMAN
TROPHY

1 Maurice Ricci, Gabriel Balthazard, Jérôme Policand | SOFREV Auto Sport Promotion | Ferrari 458 Italia
2 Lionel Comole, Luc Paillard, Bruce Lorgere Roux | Sport Garage | Ferrari 458 Italia
3 Filipe Barreiros, Francisco Guedes, Peter Mann | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia
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Race
Qualifying

S

tefan Mücke ruled the
Ardennes as the 24 Hours
of Spa’s Superpole format
produced great action. The top
20 cars from the previous qualifying sessions went one-by-one on
track, and it was the Beechdean
Aston Martin that ended fastest.
Alessandro Pier Guidi was once
again fast, and earned second on
the grid for SMP, making it an all
Pro-Am front row. It looked briefly like he’d lose his place thanks
to a miscalculation by the SMP
team – he was on track beyond his
slot – but the car received a penalty to be served in-race instead.
Max Götz was next for Mercedes, with Nick Catsburg
raising a few eyebrows with the
#4 Marc VDS car in fourth.
“It was a good lap, we were
strong here and P1 is good,”
mused Mücke. “It was good that
we didn’t have any issues and a
clear lap. In fact, it was my first
lap of the weekend without any
traffic. I think the fight for the
win will be very difficult, but
with the forecast it’s tough to
know what’ll happen. I expect
an interesting first few hours.”

T

he start of the 2013
Total 24 Hours of Spa
was hot. It was hot,
because everyone was a little bit
nervous and had that nervous
sort of sweat that makes hands
clammy and tongues dry.
It was hot, because the temperature was well in excessive
of 30 degrees Celsius, a temperature that most Belgians had
only heard of or seen reported
in the news elsewhere. It was
not an Ardennes temperature.
It was also hot because
there were 66 beasts that had
to be squeezed, side-by-side,
into the world’s most daunting turn. Somewhere, Noah
was sympathising with the
plight of drivers, team managers and race direction. Everyone had their fingers crossed
for a safe start, but there was
a heavy feeling of unease.
Please, please let’s all understand this is a 24-hour race.
No such luck. At the stroke of
half past four, the lights turned
from green to red and the two
lines of bucking, snarling, caged
animals were released. Mücke’s
Aston Martin held sway at the
front, Pier Guidi alongside in
his Ferrari, with Mercedes- and
BMW-mounted Götz and Catsburg sticking it out just behind.
Through the left they were fine
but, as the compression unsettled the blue horse, Pier Guidi
discovered it wasn’t easy to hang
on, on cold tyres, around the
outside at Eau Rouge. He went
luridly sideways and it felt almost
as if the entire world stood still
for a fraction of a second.
There were 63 cars behind
him, at full charge into the
turn. Catsburg’s lightning
fast reactions sent him
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left in the Marc VDS BMW,
seemingly unchecked, having
initially – and wisely – given
best to Götz on his inside. The
Mercedes lifted, and Nick Tandy’s
#911 went zig-zagging through
and popped out driver’s right,
now with a damaged headlight.
As they hammered down Kemmel, Mücke had escaped, Catsburg
giving chase and Tandy, Martin
and Parente just behind him. Frolov’s SMP Ferrari was next, Götz,
Griffin and Lieb next in line. Unbelieveably, Tandy’s busted front
light was the only damaged sustained in the crazy first turn, Pier
Guidi’s single pirouette avoided
by all. The Italian rejoined 15th.
“You can spot him – he’s the
one with the really red face,”
quipped David Addison. Quite.
It was all the more remarkable
considering the hapless Italian also
had a drive-through penalty to
serve, for infringing the rules in
Superpole the day before. Tandy,
too, had a penalty – one minute – and pulled in at the close
of the first lap to get his deficit
out of the way. Unfortunately,
it was a punishment that would
render one of the race’s strongest challengers to also-rans.
The Aston at the head of the
field was untroubled and clearly
beautifully poised, its German
pilot able to put a small gap to
the BMW behind. The top two
had a handy gap to those behind thanks to the avoidance the
pack had been forced to employ,
and Parente would not trouble
the leaders for a while. Martin
was next, and Götz was battling
the Belgian as lap two began.
Thankfully for everyone
involved, the race at the front
settled fairly quickly; whether
the first lap scare had put the fear
into them or whether this was
natural caution was unclear. Mike
Wainwright had a spin at PifPaf, Glynn Geddie at La Source
and Peter Kox at the Bus Stop in
the early stages, while the Jones
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family Mercedes visited the pits
with some contact damage, but
serious incident was avoided.
Mücke and Catsburg were still
hard at it – with the lead gap
not much more than a second
throughout the opening laps –
when the safety car made its first
appearance. The cause was the
unfortunate Alex Buncombe,
rendered a passenger by a failure
in his left rear wheel. The Briton,
in the GT Academy Nissan #32,
went hard into the wall at Radillion and became the race’s first
retirement. Remarkably, considering the violence of the hit, he was
able to walk away unscathed.
Significantly from the top
order, the HTP Mercedes took
advantage of this first safety car
to take a fuel stop. Opinions
in the pit lane were split as to
whether this strategy would work
with the 65-minute rule (each
car must pit every 65 minutes,
minimum), and the white car was
the highest placed car to stop.
McLaren were suffering – #69
and #9 of Gulf Racing both went
into their garage in the first hour,
the former with a misfire and
the latter with a gearbox issue
recurring from practice. The ART
#11, meanwhile, also took to the
box with a mechanical issue.
The lead battle continued in
earnest after the safety car, as the
Pro-Am Vantage and the Pro
BMW fought tooth and nail.
There was very little nail left on
fingers in either garage as Catsburg
went hard at his rival. He was even
past at Les Combes after a stunning run of Eau Rouge negated his
BMW’s straightline disadvantage,
but had to run across the kerb and
give best to the Beechdean car.
It was fantastic stuff, but enough
to give heart attacks to teams!
As the hour came to a close,
Mücke pitted from the lead,
and Martin from third, but
more excellent pitwork from
the Marc VDS crew gave
the BMW the advantage.

As the
compression
unsettled the
blue horse,
Pier Guidi went
luridly sideways
and it felt
almost as if the
entire world
stood still for
a fraction of
a second

Catsburg stayed out one lap
longer but, unfortunately for
him, found his progress stunted
slightly by a determined Nick
Tandy, doing everything in his
power to make sure he remained
on the lead lap. As the #4 BMW
rolled down the pit lane, it was
followed by just about everyone
else that hadn’t stopped, as the
65-minute mark loomed large.
Markus Palttala took over
Catsburg’s mount, but this time
Marc VDS were not the fastest
guns in the Ardennes – instead,
he followed Manthey’s lurid yellow and green machine down the
endurance pit lane. The order
was drastically shuffled, with
Götz emerging as the leader on
his different strategy, with the #3
BMW leading the #150 Porsche
and the #4 BMW just behind.
Barely 10 minutes after the
stops – and before the battles had
a chance to rage once more – the
safety car rejoined, again for an
accident at Eau Rouge. This time,
veteran Dutchman Jos Menten
lost control of the Blancpain
Lamborghini in the right-hand
part of the turn, sliding across
the top and into the barriers on
the right-hand side. Another
wrecked GT3 car, but again the
driver was able to walk away.
The safety car brought Götz in
once more, and briefly handed
the lead to Marco Cioci’s ProAm Ferrari. He pitted shortly
after and the Marc VDS cars
then led 1-2, with Martin’s #3
heading Palttala’s #4. Manthey’s
#150 – Lieb – and Mücke in
the #99 were just behind.
By the end of the second hour,
almost every McLaren had suffered
one malady or other and the
British marque stared 24-hour
misery in the face once more.
Hexis’ good start went out of the
window as their #7 overheated
and returned – slowly – to the
pit. They were not alone, as
Marc Henericci, in the #75
Prospeed Porsche, stopped

(Clockwise from top) Manthey ran right at the front – as was
expected from a team with their pedigree; RJN Nissan took a Pro-Am
podium; AF Corse #50 crashed while in a strong position
(Overleaf ) HTP Motorsport ahead of Marc VDS
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(Clockwise from top) GT-R at speed; the lead battle was
intense, even late on; Phoenix’s #16 crew had a race to
forget, even before an unfortunate shunt for Enzo Ide
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at Rivage. The German reported
smoke in the cockpit of his 997
but he was soon back under way
without any visible damage.
Two hours down and Marc
VDS held sway with a 1-2, with
Mücke third and topping ProAm. The Manthey Porsche was
fourth and GPR’s Aston Martin,
with Darren Turner on board,
had recovered ground after
caution through the turn one
melée and sat fifth. TDS Racing were second in Pro-Am with
their BMW and the #19 Black
Falcon Mercedes was third in
class. The top Gentleman Trophy
entry was Sport Garage’s #52,
an impressive 25th overall.
The pattern at the head of the
field continued for some hours.
Marc VDS’s #3, their sister #4
and the Manthey Porsche exchanged the lead between them,
with the Manthey Porsche
taking the advantage toward
the end of the third hour and
beginning to extend a gap with
Patrick Pilet aboard. Whenever
they stopped, the out-of-sync
Mercedes would take the lead.
For Marc VDS, the good news
only extended to their full season
entries. Jens Klingmann, who
took over the #14 from Andrea
Piccini, stopped on track in the
third hour. The engine had expired
and the car was out. Despite
starting well down the order, it
had been making strong progress,
but BMW’s works stalwart Dirk
Müller never got to drive the car.
The Audis, it seemed, were
either holding back or struggling.
Having worked their way into
fourth based on solid running,
the #1 WRT machine was highest placed but, with Stéphane
Ortelli onboard, was wheeled
into the garage not long into the
fourth hour. It rejoined 42nd,
then retired before the race was
a quarter done, with gearbox
issues. That left just seven cars
on the lead lap, including the
Pro-Am leading TDS BMW.
Minor dramas down the field
included Eric Dermont’s pit lane

escapade, the Frenchman using
the F1 exit instead of the Eau
Rouge one and being slapped with
a drive-through for his trouble.
Clearly the Delahaye team didn’t
learn the lesson, because a short
while later the car was to do
exactly the same thing again!
Shortly afterwards, there was
excitement at the head of GTR,
as the class-leading #111 Kessel
F458 would suffer a pair punctures, barely 20 minutes apart.
The class had already lost the ARC
Bratislava Porsche, which would
have been a challenger, after being punted by Karl Wendlinger’s
Fortec Mercedes early on.
Having suffered poor pace, then
some reliability issues, the Pro-Am
JRM GT-R added a pit fire to its
woeful form book. The team’s bad
luck dropped them to nearly last
of the cars still running. There
was better news for Nissan with
RJN, however, as the remaining
GT Academy car moved into third
in class behind the leading AF
Corse #50 and the TDS BMW.
As we ticked over to 100 laps,
it was the #4 Marc VDS BMW
Z4 GT3 that led overall, and it
was an enthralling battle between
the Belgian car and the Manthey
#150 through traffic in growing darkness. Unfortunately for
the crowd, the antics of Marco
Mapelli in #911, who was already
a couple of laps down and rather
aggressive in his efforts to not
be passed, meant the gap was
opened slightly. The 997 GT3RSR
stopped – and rejoined – a short
while later, with smoke in the car.
Like Prospeed’s #911, GPR’s
#100 Aston Martin had been
considered a dark horse for victory, but their works-aided car
was struggling despite showing
early pace – a dirty fuel cell was
apparently the cause of a lot of
their issues. Beechdean, too, saw
the inside of their garage before
the end of the sixth hour.
Welshman Jann Mardenborough, who had impressed at
Le Mans, impressed at Spa too.
Having taken over 19th, he would

After victories
..
at Bathurst,
Dubai and the
Nurburgring,
the SLS AMG
GT3 took
victory in the
Total 24 Hours
of Spa

move up to 11th overall with
some head-turning lap times.
At six hours, the first points of
the race were handed out. Despite
being behind for much of the
hour, swift pitwork put the #4
Marc VDS BMW into the lead of
the race, crucial for a team chasing
title ambitions, and Palttala soon
had the gap out to 13 seconds.
The Manthey machine – Lieb
– was second and #3 third. In
Pro-Am, AF Corse’ #50 remained
on top, with TDS still second
and the GT Academy #35 sitting
pretty in third place. SOFREV
led GTR, with the #20 F458.
WRT’s race, which already
looked dismal, got worse. Fässler’s
#13 clouted the #49 Ferrari at the
Bus Stop, briefly blocking the pit
lane and ending the race for both
cars. There was trouble, too, for
Pro-Am challengers TDS, whose
BMW went to the pits after stopping on track with a damaged
front wheel. A promising race was,
at that point, pretty much over.
Shortly later, their race was done.
As seven hours ticked over, the
race remained dry but whispers
up and down the pit lane began to
carry that most Belgian of words
– pleut. Who would gain from a
sprinkling? Marc VDS had flourished in the wet at every race in
2012, while Manthey are Nürburgring specialists, so no strangers to
rain. At 20 to midnight it arrived.
It helped Max Buhk. The German took chunks – sometimes
as much as five seconds – out of
the leading trio every lap, until he
could almost smell the cars ahead.
Lieb passed Moser at the head of
the field, as Maxime Martin was
struggling, having switched –
possibly too early – to wet tyres.
Moser was adamant that he
wanted to stay out on the slicks,
as all around him stopped, but
the team wore down his resistance
and he pitted. Had he stayed out
he would’ve been handed a lap’s
advantage, probably more, as all
those who pitted returned not
long later for slicks again.
The #4 BMW completed just
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one lap on its wets before switching back – a galling moment
for the young Swiss. He could
be consoled by the car retaining the lead after the shuffle.
Fortec’s race was confusing all
and sundry. The car had been
thought retired with gearbox issues
– adding to the disciplinary action
handed to Wendlinger for his part
in the retirement of the Bratislava
Porsche – but rejoined. However,
a suspension failure permanently
removed them from the race. Or
so it seemed. Once more, they
appeared back on the track some
time later… 80 laps down.
The top five were Catsburg,
Martin, Lietz, then the HTP
Mercedes, then Frank Stippler in
the #2 Audi. Lance David Arnold
was sixth for Black Falcon and
Greg Franchi seventh for Vita4One. At the top of Pro-Am it
was all change as the #35 Nissan emerged on top, Pyzera and
Ordoñez capitalising on the work
of team-mate Mardenborough
to lead. They fought the #71
(SMP), #59 and #50 (AF Corse)
Ferraris. Vilander’s charge in #59
had that car into a strong position, and then into the lead of the
race as he swept past Ordoñez.
Once more, as a century of laps
ticked over, this time 200, the
#4 BMW – Catsburg, this time
– held the lead. But it wouldn’t
last. Having fought so hard at the
front, electrical issues stopped the
car at Les Combes with Catsburg
aboard and the car’s day was
done, much to the chagrin of
the team. Three cars had left the
garage at the start of the race and
now, only one was left standing – the second-placed #3.
The retirement of #4 meant
that, for the first time since the
close of the first hour, neither a
Marc VDS, nor a Manthey car
was scored in the top three at
the top of the hour. Ten hours
ticked past and the #84 Mercedes was into the top three
solidly, behind the leading #150
and the second-placed #3.
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In Pro-Am, Vilander still
led, with Pier Guidi – presumably looking to make up for his
cataclysmic opening lap error –
second and Mardenborough third.
With 12 hours down, some
teams had begun to make brake
changes – it was expected they
would have to do them sooner
or later – and HTP made theirs
just before the 12th hour.
Points at the end of the 12th
hour mean prizes at the end of
the season, and Marc VDS’s title
charge was seemingly back on
track as they once again scored
top three points. Their #3 was
second behind the #150 Porsche
– which had nearly a minute in
hand by now, the cooler night
conditions clearly suiting the
yellow and green machine – with
the #84 HTP SLS in third.
It was an all-Ferrari affair in
the other classes. SMP held first
and third in Pro-Am with #70
and #71 respectively, sandwiching
the #59 AF Corse car in second.
SOFREV #20 led Sport Garage
#52 and #111 Kessel in GTR.
Bad fortune struck for both of
the 2012 title-contending teams
in the next hour, as WRT and
Marc VDS both suffered retirements as darkness continued to
engulf the track. Though the
loss of #0 Audi, after an off for
Hallyday at Eau Rouge, was not
of great concern at the top of the
order, the loss of the final Marc
VDS car was of great import.
One of the pre-race favourites
– the Buurman, Leinders and
Martin #3 – followed its teammates to the knacker’s yard. One
of the strangest failures in racing
history caused the retirement – a
failure of the fire extinguisher
damaging the wiring loom just
after 5am and at this point, realistically, it became a two-horse race.
Those two horses were the
Manthey Porsche and the HTP
Mercedes. As the 14th hour drew
to a close, the three-pointed star
emerged on top and had a gap
of around 40 seconds in hand.

The championship-leading #44
Kessel Ferrari, having run quietly, was now into a top three
position. If they remained in the
top three, Rigon, Zampieri and
Ramos could be crowned champions at the end of the race.
McLaren’s issues just kept coming. By the end of hour 14, just
three of the 10 MP4-12Cs that
started the race remained. Having
charged back up the order after
the problems early in the race, #69
was one of those still running, but
a stub axle failure put paid to the
good work of their three pilots
and the team found themselves
dropped right back down the
order. Hexis lost their second car,
#107, at the close of the hour.
Dawn broke to bad news for
Mercedes – their #127 car exited
the race as Klaus Graf crashed.
They weren’t the only SLS to
suffer in the hour, as the PreciSpark multi-Jones ended its GTR
challenge stuck in the middle of
the Kemmel Straight after a crash
for Gareth Jones at Eau Rouge.
That brought the race’s third
safety car – a surprisingly low
number, as many in the media
centre sweepstake had opted
for numbers in the mid-teens.
The Pro-Am top three were all
in the top 10, and all Ferrari –
positions seven to 10 in the overall
classification were #50, #70 and
#71. #20, the SOFREV Ferrari
that had led GTR for much of the
race, snuck into the top 20 overall.
Significantly, the leading
Mercedes’ pace was improving.
By hour 17 they had a full pit
stop’s advantage, pitting and then
retaking the lead shortly afterward
from the Manthey Porsche, which
seemingly couldn’t keep up. It
then cycled – each time the Mercedes would pit it would return to
the track, battle the Porsche, then
the Porsche would pit, handing
advantage back to the white car.
The Pro-Am battle was fascinating, as the two AF Corse cars,
#50 and #59, and the SMP cars
#70 and #71 took it in turns in

the top three with the #35 GT
Academy RJN Nissan keeping a
watching brief not far behind. A
drive-through penalty for Cioci
in #50 while leading the race
dropped him back and handed
the lead to the sister #59.
#44 battled hard for third with
#2 Audi, but the gap extended
when multiple Le Mans winner André Lotterer spun at Les
Combes and took an extended
period of time getting his R8
LMS Ultra moving again.
With the #70 SMP car fading
already, #35 found themselves
moving up once more. The drama
at the head of Pro-Am seemingly wasn’t going to pause, as
the third-in-class #50 exited stage
left in a huge impact for Louis
Machiels. The reigning Pro-Am
champion and experienced racer
was a passenger as a puncture
threw his F458 into the barriers
at Radillion. The ensuing safety
car brought the #150 into the
pits, but it was held at the end
of the lane and thus dropped an
entire lap down on the leader.
Pilet wasn’t going to sit back,
though, the factory man attacking like a man possessed to regain
his lap and pull away – marginally – from the Mercedes. A short
while later, another safety car
benefitted the Porsche and closed
him to within half a lap. However, the team were slapped with
a drive-through that put paid to
their efforts and made a victory
seem all but impossible. Pilet had
passed before the safety car line
on the far side of the circuit.
This new safety car was brought
about, at midday, by a rather
clumsy piece of driving from Enzo
Ide, who misjudged his distances
while lapping the Flexbox Ferrari
and put both cars hard into the
wall just after Pif-Paf. Remarkably, after a huge impact, both
drivers were declared A-OK.
So #84 led, #150 was second and #44 still third. The
remaining BMW Z4 GT3
was Vita4One’s, who had

(Previous spread) it could be nowhere else
(Clockwise from top) AF Corse won Pro-Am, another close
fought battle; Audi were harshly penalised on BoP and struggled;
it was sadly not a pretty race for Prospeed
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profited from all WRT’s misery to
solidify their fourth place ahead
of Stippler’s R8 LMS, though
the places were in limbo with
pit stop strategy playing out.
The top two in Pro-Am had a
three-lap gap back to their nearest challenger, the #35 Nissan.
#59 and #71 swapped around
merrily at the head of the field
as pro drivers and am drivers –
as well as the pit stops – cycled
the lead around. #20 still led
GTR with three hours to go.
Just as everyone was preparing
their race reports – two major
dramas at race’s head in the 23rd
hour. Third and fourth place,
the Kessel Ferrari – championship leaders – and the Vita4One
BMW, both retired within moments of each other. Colombo in
the BMW stopped in the pit entry
and then, seconds later, the red
car smoked into the pit lane and
to retirement. That meant there
was not a single BMW left running, and WRT moved into podium position with their #2 car.
Phoenix’s remaining car, #6
with Haase, was promoted to
fourth and the battle for Pro-Am,
between Vilander in #59 and
Mediani in #71, was now for fifth
overall. RJN continued third in
class. The race was decided by a
drive-through for #71 for “exceding the driving hours” – one of
their number had completed too
much time behind the wheel,
breaking the regulations. That
meant #59 was safe, but #35 was
too far back to take advantage.
Both of the top two in GTR
saw slight trouble before the race
was done, as in the final hour
both #20 – the leader – and #52
suffered. Each rejoined and held
position to the finish. The leader
was then ordered to serve a drivethrough, having taken a push
start, but was comfortable enough
that they retained the race lead.
There would be no last hour
surge up the order for JRM,

as there had been in previous
Blancpain Endurance Series
events. The #23 car was retired
with barely minutes left on the
clock, the drivetrain causing their
race to end just a touch early.
At 16:30, the HTP Motorsport Mercedes crossed the line
to continue a remarkable run
of success for the three-pointed
star in 2013. After victories at
Bathurst, Dubai and the Nürburgring, the SLS AMG GT3 took
victory in the Total 24 Hours of
Spa. It was the first ever victory for the car in the Blancpain
Endurance Series, and the first
24 hour success for the Max pair,
Götz and Buhk. However, it was
Bernd Schneider’s third in the
season – a remarkable record for a
man who was supposedly a retiree!
After winning Le Mans, Manthey couldn’t add a GT3 success
to the Porsche 911’s 50th birthday
celebrations. Though they pushed
hard, second place was the best
they could manage against a very
strong Mercedes challenge. The
works pilot trio of Marc Lieb,
Patrick Pilet and Richard Lietz
finished a lap behind in the yellow
and green machine. Their race
finished on four of their flat six
cylinders – which makes their
continued later race performance even more impressive.
Despite the doom and gloom
that had followed WRT around
– SRO would later admit they
had been harsh in balancing
the Audi’s performance – they
would salvage a podium finish.
André Lotterer, Frank Stippler
and Christopher Mies, all packing extensive endurance racing
pedigree, stood on the third step
of the rostrum in the #2 R8 LMS.
The Pro-Am battle was
entertaining from start to finish
and it was fitting to see Ferrari stalwarts take Ferrari to
victory. Toni Vilander needs no
introduction but fellow Ferrarilinked pilot Matt Griffin – and

his long-term driving partner
Duncan Cameron – need great
praise for their efforts. Throw in
sterling work from talented Briton
Alex Mortimer and AF Corse’s
victory was a very good one.
Behind them, and with the
challenge finally stunted by that
penalty, was the SMP Racing
#71. Mika Salo and Maurizio
Mediani led the charge but Kirill
Ladygin and Victor Shaitar built
on solid seasons so far to ably
support them. It was a fine result
for the young Russian team, and
they would surely take great pride
in such a strong performance.
Third were Nissan. The GT
Academy Team RJN squad had
impressed at every round of the
season and once more showed
their ability in endurance racing
– but a podium at Spa was the
best they could manage against
a very strong Ferrari onslaught.
Jann Mardenborough, magic in
the night, Lucas Ordoñez and
Peter Pyzera, who had won at
Silverstone, and Wolfgang Reip
on home soil combined to take
the flag. It may be becoming a
cliché, but all four of these drivers started out as Gran Turismo
gamers – that they matched, and
sometimes exceded, the pace of
seasoned professionals like Vilander and Griffin and ex-F1 stars
like Salo is a true testament to the
entire GT Academy program.
The GTR class was always
likely to be won by Ferrari, and
even more so once the unfortunate Bratislava Porsche was wiped
out by Wendlinger early on. And
so it was, with SOFREV ASP in
the end pretty solid in their success. The two Jean-Lucs, Blanchemain and Beaubelique, alongside
Patrice Goueslard and local boy
Fred Bouvy, barely put a foot
wrong all race and thoroughly
deserved their victory – despite
the late drive-through. The result
earned them the GTR championship trophy with a round to spare.
#3 was the last surviving Marc VDS car, but it was not to be at their home race
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Results/04 Spa 24h

Pos

Car No

Class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

84
150
2
6
59
71
35
18
75
72
83
70
33
69
88
20
73
52
111
44
98
26
99
19
53
58
23
34
48
16
62
50
94

PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO
PRO
GTR
PRO-AM
GTR
GTR
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
GTR
GTR
PRO
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO
PRO
PRO-AM
GTR

34

17

PRO-AM Dockerill/Andersen/Jensen

35
911
Not Classified
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

127
22
3
107
0
230
12
4
9
57
25
89
13
43
49
7
77
15
5
100
1
125
51
14
66
123
24
11
32
188

PRO

PRO
GTR
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO
GTR
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO-AM

Drivers

Team

Car

Laps/Gap

Schneider/Buhk/Götz
Lieb/Lietz/Pillet
Lotterer/Mies/Stippler
Primat/Jarvis/Haase
Cameron/Griffin/Mortimer/Vilander
Salo/Ladygin/Shaitar/Mediani
Ordoñez/Mardenborough/Pyzera/Reip
Hummel/Jans/Christodoulou/Jäger
Hennerici/Maassen/Soulet
Zlobin/Persiani/Ladygin/Babini
Clement/Pla/Armindo/Renauer
Basov/Bobbi/Guidi/Skryabin
Bernhard/Bergmeister/Lapierre
Verdonck/Carroll/Bell
Senna/Barff/Goodwin
Blanchemain/Beaubelique/Goueslard/Bouvy
Aleshin/Markozow/Frolov/Move
Brandela/Gorini/Lemeret/Prignaud
Paladino/Andreasi/Pérez/Ciro
Rigon/Ramos/Zampieri
Klohs/Ragginger/Asch/Richter
Colombo/Franchi/Kechele
Howard/Adam/McKenzie/Mücke
Lebed/Afanasiev/Simonsen/Castellacci
Caccia/Demay/Duqueine/Marie
Kelders/Desbruères/Rostan/Hirschi
Luhr/Kane/Dumbreck
Giauque/Dermont/Perera/Trafford
Grandjean/Rosenblad/Rich/Harkema
Ide/Kumpen/Winkelhock
Wendlinger/Webb/Brundle
Hommerson/Machiels/Bertolini/Cioci
Gerome/Meulders/Renanms/Richard

HTP Motorsport (GER)
Manthey Racing (DEU)
Belgian Audi Club Team WRT (BEL)
Phoenix Racing (DEU)
AF Corse (ITA)
SMP Racing (RUS)
Nissan GT Academy Team RJN (GBR)
Black Falcon (DEU)
Prospeed Competition (BEL)
SMP Racing (RUS)
SMG Challenge (FRA)
SMP Racing (RUS)
Pro GT by Almeras (FRA)
Gulf Racing (GBR)
Von Ryan Racing (NZL)
SOFREV Auto Sport Promotion (FRA)
SMP Racing (RUS)
Sport Garage (FRA)
Kessel Racing (CHE)
Kessel Racing (CHE)
Fach Auto Tech (CHE)
Vita4One Racing Team (DEU)
Beechdean AMR (GBR)
Black Falcon (DEU)
Sport Garage (FRA)
Delahaye Racing (BEL)
JRM (GBR)
Pro GT by Almeras (FRA)
Prospeed Competition (BEL)

Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Ferrari 458 Italia
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Ferrari 458 Italia
Porsche 997 GT3 R
McLaren MP4-12C
McLaren MP4-12C
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Porsche 997 GT3 R
BMW Z4
Aston Martin Vantage GT3
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
Ferrari 458 Italia
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Porsche 997 GT3 Cup

564
1 LAP
6 LAPS
7 LAPS
7 LAPS
8 LAPS
11 LAPS
13 LAPS
14 LAPS
17 LAPS
19 LAPS
20 LAPS
21 LAPS
22 LAPS
24 LAPS
25 LAPS
25 LAPS
27 LAPS
30 LAPS
36 LAPS
38 LAPS
39 LAPS
40 LAPS
44 LAPS
57 LAPS
59 LAPS
67 LAPS
69 LAPS
76 LAPS

Phoenix Racing (DEU)
Fortec Motorsport (GBR)
AF Corse (ITA)
SpeedLover (BEL)

Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
Ferrari 458 Italia

111 LAPS
115 LAPS
119 LAPS
128 LAPS
142 LAPS

Holzer/Tandy/Mapelli

Insight Racing with Flex Box (DNK)
Prospeed Competition (BEL)

Porsche 997 GT3 Cup
Ferrari 458 Italia
Porsche 997 GT3 R

150 LAPS

Graf/Seyffarth/Arnold
Jones/Jones/Jones/Jones
Martin/Buurman/Leinders
Panis/Cazenave/Debard/Ledogar
Mayr-Melnhof/Frey/Halliday
Al Masaood/Bateman/Bell/Fannin
Goudy/Vannelet/Demoustier/Amado
Catsburg/Palttala/Moser
Wainwright/Meyrick/Hall/Mullen
Merafina/Orgeval/Perret/Petit
Badey/Hassid/Thiriet/Beche
Grivegnee/Schmetz/Bovy/Redant
Sandstrom/Fässler/Ekström
Cerruti/Comandini/Rangoni
Mallegol/Bachelier/Blank/Perrodo
Parente/Dusseldorp/Sims
Kray/Azcarate/Melnikov/Eng
De Fierlant/Broggi/Ojjeh/Pasquali
Vervisch/Dermont/Wauters/Guilvert
Turner/Campbell-Walter/Baguette
Vanthoor/Ortelli/Rast
Patterson/Bratt/Li/Geddie
Barreiros/Mann/Guedes/Mezard
Piccini/Klingmann/Müller
Al Harty/Konôpka/Raska/Schelp
Tsyplakov/Kruglik/Gianmaria/Malucelli
Hayek/Kox/Menten/Haane
Leclerc/Parisy/Soucek
Buncombe/Shulzhitskiy/Doherty/Buncombe

Rowe Racing (DEU)
Preci Spark (GBR)
Marc VDS Racing Team (BEL)
Hexis Racing (FRA)
Team WRT (BEL)
JRM (GBR)
ART Grand Prix (FRA)
Marc VDS Racing Team (BEL)
Gulf Racing (GBR)
Sport Garage (FRA)
Thiriet by TDS Racing (FRA)
GPR AMR (BEL)
Belgian Audi Club Team WRT (BEL)
ROAL Motorsport (ITA)
AF Corse (ITA)
Hexis Racing (FRA)
MRS GT Racing (DEU)
Boutsen Ginion (BEL)
Boutsen Ginion (BEL)
GPR AMR (BEL)
Belgian Audi Club Team WRT (BEL)
United Autosports (USA)
AF Corse (ITA)
Marc VDS Racing Team (BEL)
ARC Bratislava (SVK)
Team Ukraine (UKR)
Blancpain Racing (CHE)
ART Grand Prix (FRA)
Nissan GT Academy Team RJN (GBR)

Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
BMW Z4
McLaren MP4-12C
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
McLaren MP4-12C
BMW Z4
McLaren MP4-12C
Ferrari 458 Italia
BMW Z4
Aston Martin Vantage GT3
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
BMW Z4
Ferrari 458 Italia
McLaren MP4-12C
McLaren MP4-12C
McLaren MP4-12C
McLaren MP4-12C
Aston Martin Vantage GT3
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Ferrari 458 Italia
BMW Z4
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Ferrari 458 Italia
Lamborghini LP560-4
McLaren MP4-12C
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3

238 LAPS
260 LAPS
264 LAPS
277 LAPS
294 LAPS
296 LAPS
326 LAPS
342 LAPS
371 LAPS
394 LAPS
408 LAPS
409 LAPS
415 LAPS
427 LAPS
428 LAPS
433 LAPS
443 LAPS
468 LAPS
471 LAPS
482 LAPS
485 LAPS
496 LAPS
497 LAPS
504 LAPS
506 LAPS
508 LAPS
536 LAPS
549 LAPS
552 LAPS

Enjalbert/Delhez/Albert/Gattuso

DKR Engineering (LUX)

BMW Z4

558 LAPS

Points awarded at 6hrs
Pro Cup
12pts: Nicky Catsburg, Markus Palttala, Henri Moser | Marc VDS Racing Team | BMW Z4
9pts: Marc Lieb, Richard Lietz, Patrick Pilet | Manthey Racing | Porsche 997 GT3 R
7pts: Bas Leinders, Yelmer Buurman, Maxime Martin | Marc VDS Racing Team | BMW Z4
6pts: Maximilian Buhk, Bernd Schneider, Maximilian Götz | HTP Motorsport | Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
5pts: Stefano Colombo, Greg Franchi, Frank Kechele | Vita4One Racing Team | BMW Z4

Pro-Am
12pts: Niek Hommerson, Louis Machiels, Andrea Bertolini, Marco Cioci | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia
9pts: Ludovic Badey, Henry Hassid, Mathias Beche, Pierre Thiriet | Thiriet By TDS Racing | BMW Z4
7pts: Lucas Ordoñez, Jann Mardenborough, Wolfgang Reip, Peter Pyzera | Nissan GT Academy Team RJN | Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
6pts: Alexey Basov, Matteo Bobbi, Alessandro Pier Guidi, Alexander Skryabin | SMP Racing | Ferrari 458 Italia
5pts: Mika Salo, Maurizio Mediani, Victor Shaitar, Kirill Ladygin | SMP Racing | Ferrari 458 Italia

Gentleman Trophy
12pts: Jean-Luc Blanchemain, Jean-Luc Beaubelique, Patrice Goueslard, Fred Bouvy | SOFREV Auto Sport Promotion | Ferrari 458 Italia
9pts: Romain Brandela, Leonardo Gorini, Thierry Prignaud, Stéphane Lemeret | Sport Garage | Ferrari 458 Italia
7pts: Wilfried Merafina, Manu Orgeval, Pierre Perret, Christian Petit | Sport Garage | Ferrari 458 Italia
6pts: Paolo Andreasi, Pablo Paladino, Giuseppe Cirò, Gaetano Ardagna Pérez | Kessel Racing | Ferrari 458 Italia
5pts: Yannick Mallegol, Howard Blank, François Perrodo, Jean-Marc Bachelier | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia

Points awarded at 12hrs
Pro Cup
12pts: Marc Lieb, Richard Lietz, Patrick Pilet | Manthey Racing | Porsche 997 GT3 R
9pts: Bas Leinders, Yelmer Buurman, Maxime Martin | Marc VDS Racing Team | BMW Z4
7pts: Maximilian Buhk, Bernd Schneider, Maximilian Götz | HTP Motorsport | Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
6pts: Klaus Graf, Jan Seyffarth, Lance David Arnold | Rowe Racing | Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
5pts: Stefano Colombo, Greg Franchi, Frank Kechele | Vita4One Racing Team | BMW Z4

Pro-Am
12pts: Alexey Basov, Matteo Bobbi, Alessandro Pier Guidi, Alexander Skryabin | SMP Racing | Ferrari 458 Italia
9pts: Duncan Cameron, Matt Griffin, Alex Mortimer, Toni Vilander | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia
7pts: Mika Salo, Maurizio Mediani, Victor Shaitar, Kirill Ladygin | SMP Racing | Ferrari 458 Italia
6pts: Lucas Ordoñez, Jann Mardenborough, Wolfgang Reip, Peter Pyzera | Nissan GT Academy Team RJN | Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
5pts: Niek Hommerson, Louis Machiels, Andrea Bertolini, Marco Cioci | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia

Gentleman Trophy
12pts: Jean-Luc Blanchemain, Jean-Luc Beaubelique, Patrice Goueslard, Fred Bouvy | SOFREV Auto Sport Promotion | Ferrari 458 Italia
9pts: Romain Brandela, Leonardo Gorini, Thierry Prignaud, Stéphane Lemeret | Sport Garage | Ferrari 458 Italia
7pts: Paolo Andreasi, Pablo Paladino, Giuseppe Cirò, Gaetano Ardagna Pérez | Kessel Racing | Ferrari 458 Italia
6pts: Didier Grandjean, Carl Rosenblad, Martin Rich, Mathijs Harkema | Prospeed Competition | Porsche 997 GT3 Cup
5pts: Jérôme Demay, Gilles Duqueine, Philippe Marie, Beniamino Caccia | Sport Garage | Ferrari 458 Italia
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Class winners

84
PRO CUP

1 Maximilian Buhk, Bernd Schneider, Maximilian Götz | HTP Motorsport | Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
2 Marc Lieb, Richard Lietz, Patrick Pilet | Manthey Racing | Porsche 997 GT3 R
3 André Lotterer, Christopher Mies, Frank Stippler | Belgian Audi Club Team WRT | Audi R8 LMS Ultra

59
PRO-AM
CUP

1 Duncan Cameron, Matt Griffin, Alex Mortimer, Toni Vilander | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia
2 Mika Salo, Kirill Ladygin, Victor Shaitar, Maurizio Mediani | SMP Racing | Ferrari 458 Italia
3 Lucas Ordoñez, Jann Mardenborough, | Nissan GT Academy Team RJN | Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
Wolfgang Reip, Peter Pyzera

20
GENTLEMAN
TROPHY

1 Jean-Luc Blanchemain, Jean-Luc Beaubelique, | SOFREV Auto Sport Promotion | Ferrari 458 Italia
Patrice Goueslard, Fred Bouvy
2 Romain Brandela, Leonardo Gorini, Thierry Prignaud, Stéphane Lemeret | Sport Garage | Ferrari 458 Italia
3 Paolo Andreasi, Pablo Paladino, Giuseppe Cirò, Gaetano Ardagna Pérez | Kessel Racing | Ferrari 458 Italia
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05
Blancpain Endurance Series

..
Blancpain 1000, Nurburgring, Germany
September 20th – 22nd

122

123

Race
Qualifying

F

ollowing in Fred Mako’s
Silverstone footsteps, the
pole position time for the
Blancpain 1000 came in Q2.
Max Götz was the man to set the
time, in the HTP Mercedes.
Pier Guidi’s ignominious
Spa antics were put aside as he
once more showed his qualifying class and qualified second – now for Esta Ferrari.
Andy Soucek was third for
ART McLaren, with the first
Pro-Am car the SMP Ferrari in
fourth, driven by Victor Shaitar.
“It was planned that Max
[Buhk] would set our fastest
lap, but the track was so dirty
by the time he was in the car,
I had to go quickest in the
end,” said the polesitter.

S

o it all came down to
one race. The major
championships were
still open, and there were
six hours to decide them.
In Pro, though Marc VDS
were pretty much guaranteed the
teams’ title – HTP Motorsport
were ineligible for teams’ points
having not entered for the full
season – the drivers’ title was up
in the air completely. Three points
covered the top four challengers
and teams as low as 15th in the
standings had a shot at victory.
Would it be Kessel Racing’s
César Ramos, Davide Rigon
and Daniel Zampieri, who had
led since Monza? They had a
two-point lead despite having
not won since the Italian opener
and retiring at Spa. Max Buhk
of HTP Motorsport, who had
come to prominence with victory
in the 24 hours? WRT’s fighting
trio of Edward Sandström, Frank
Stippler and Chris Mies, who
had relied on sheer consistency?
Or the pre-season favourites
Yelmer Buurman, Bas Leinders
and BMW Motorsport’s Maxime
Martin – the latter granted permission to skip an American Le
Mans Series round to fight for the
title with the Marc VDS squad.
In Pro-Am, Nissan drivers held
the top three places on different points, thanks to the GT
Academy squad’s driver rotation
policy. Lucas Ordoñez was on
top, with Peter Pyzera second
but ruled out of the challenge by
teaming with the Spaniard for the
weekend. Alex Buncombe, who
had shared victory at Silverstone earlier in the season with
Ordoñez and Pyzera, was third.
The closest rivals to Nissan’s
charge were Louis Machiels
and Niek Hommerson

»
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of AF Corse. They were level
on points with their pro driver
Andrea Bertolini but the Italian
would be away on WEC duty.
The race heralded a new format
for the series, and one largely welcomed by teams, drivers and fans.
Instead of three hours, the race
would be run over 1000km or six
hours – whichever happened first.
The intrigue was strategy – every
race so far had seen pit stops pretty
much directly on the hour for every car, as each car must make two
stops in three hours. At Spa, the
cars must pit every 65 minutes to
negate the advantage of the fuelsipping cars over their thirstier
rivals. At Nürburgring’s Blancpain
1000, there was no such rule and
the question on everyone’s lips was
“Will it be a four- or a five-stop
race?” – aside, of course, from
those who were asking why the
beer stands weren’t yet open.
There was one final twist in the
run-up to the race. Having studied
the track maps handed out by
SRO officials, one or two engineers were surprised to see times in
the traditional bronze test as fast
or faster than the previous season’s
pole lap. As one commented: “I
was a little surprised to see such
fast times, so I went out to check
which chicane we were using.” It
turned out the team were using
the VLN layout’s fast chicane, as
opposed the F1’s slower version,
as run one year previously.
The pole-sitting Mercedes got
the cleanest start they could have
hoped for and, in the hands of
Götz, was untroubled. Behind
him, it was absolute chaos in
slightly damp, rather misty conditions. Biggest losers were Eric
Dermont, whose Porsche came
across the line on fire and would
need remedial work in the garage,
and Yelmer Buurman. The #3
BMW was caught out by a rather
ragged starting procedure, and
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went from sixth to the mid-teens,
behind even team-mate Palttala,
who had started 16th. Alessandro Pier Guidi, from second
place, made it through turn one
in a comfortable second place.
The opening lap was frantic,
to say the least. If Pier Guidi’s
Ferrari made it through OK, four
– yes, four – Ferraris saw incident
on lap one. Coming out of the
stadium on the first lap, there was
pinball in the pack and two cars
exited stage right. SMP’s Luca
Persiani hit the concrete hard,
and though he was mercifully
OK, his #73 F458 was twisted
out of shape. Out of the race too
went the #10 SOFREV Ferrari
– Gabriel Balthazar – hitting the
wall just a little distance away.
It wasn’t yet done, as then
the Insight Ferrari – Dennis
Andersen – went off, and so too
did the #59 AF Corse car, the
latter’s rear wing sent comically
askew. The Insight #17 stopped
on track, while the #59 limped
back to its disgruntled crew.
Götz was disappearing up the
road and had no idea what was
going on behind him. In one
of the most tightly-packed GT
fields in history, there were battles
wherever you looked – especially
if you were Markus Winkelhock.
The beleaguered Phoenix driver
had started well enough, and
made some very aggressive moves
– aggressive being a kind word.
He wasn’t the only one guilty of
some feisty manoeuvres – Daniel
Zampieri, who had hardly been
shy and retiring over the course
of the season, turned Alvaro
Parente’s McLaren around. The
ensuing penalty all but finished
the #44 crew’s title chances.
There would be another drivethrough not long after, for failing
to slow under yellow flags, and
would later suffer a lurid spin as
well. As it stood, Buhk would be

Three points
covered the
top four
challengers and
teams as low
as 15th in the
standings had a
shot at victory

champion, with the two VDS
BMWs only making it into the
top 10 at the end of the hour.
The Pro-Am title race took
a twist in the second hour, as
Bertolini’s stand in, Fabio Babini,
had a massive crash. The Italian
was rather optimistic regarding
how fast his car was in a straightline, believing he was around the
#23 JRM Nissan comfortably on
the run to the back chicane. He
wasn’t, and as he came across the
black car’s nose he was pitched
heavily into the barrier. The safety
car was inevitably scrambled.
René Rast was determined not
to end the season on a low note,
and he was charging, soon up to
third in the Audi #13, behind
leader Schneider and Skyrabin,
who was still second. The German was soon pressuring the
Russian for second and made it
past in the third hour, though his
pace couldn’t make any impact
on the leading Mercedes. Ending the season on a low note,
however, was Adam Carroll,
whose Gulf McLaren lost a
wheel and stopped on track.
Leaders of Pro-Am were GT
Academy Team RJN, the #32 –
black – Nissan GT-R Nismo
GT3 out front, strengthening
the team’s chances of a double
title success. However, as the
strategies played out, the lead
was changing regularly, with
both TDS Racing and SMP
taking turns. Badey’s TDS
BMW would end its race in
the wall at the Schumacher S.
Also still looking for double
success was Leinders in the #3
BMW, and his attacking style
soon had the car into third place,
passing Skyrabin and Mike Parisy’s
ART McLaren – in turn, the
Frenchman also dispatched the
Russian driver. The battle continued, with Nick Catsburg
in #4 soon involved too,

(Clockwise from top) the Kessel challenge crumbled;
SOFREV had sewn up the GTR title already; The #32
Nissan starred, but brake issues scuppered their challenge
(Overleaf ) the race was something of a… rollercoaster

»
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(Clockwise from top) HTP’s Mercedes was untouchable;
Buhk takes a moment to reflect on his title; Marc VDS
fought hard and their efforts earned the teams’ crown

moving into fourth behind Parisy
as a brief spin for Leinders put
him back behind Skyrabin.
The race was going from bad,
to worse, to ridiculous for Kessel.
The #44 slewed across the track,
forcing Wolfgang Reip in the
#35 Nissan into a gravelly evasive
manoeuvre and a whisker away
from collecting the #16 Phoenix
Audi. That pushed #35 – and
Ordoñez with it – down to eighth,
leaving Buncombe in #32 in the
hotseat. Jann Mardenborough
was back in the lead of the class
having taken over at the stops.
Though the HTP Mercedes was
practically gone, the battle behind
was intense. Andy Soucek was second, Palttala third and Frank Stippler fourth. Martin, though, was
soon involved and the battle raged.
Martin was able to move into third
but couldn’t get around Soucek.
Pit stops shook the order once
more and a slightly earlier stop
for Martin’s #3 put Buurman
into second, ahead of Stippler
and Catsburg. A decisive move
on the straight put the #4 BMW
into third and Marc VDS well
into teams’ title position. It wasn’t
done between #4 and #13 though,
as the battle would continue
for some time. However, at the
stops Stippler’s WRT team took a
brake change, effectively putting them out of the running.
Things were unravelling a little
for Nissan’s GT Academy squad.
The #35 car, with home favourite
Pyzera aboard, was a little too
ambitious into the first turn. He
T-boned a Ferrari in turn one and
limped to the pits less his GT-R’s
bonnet. Worse was to come, as
Mardenborough suffered an apparent brake failure – or, at the
very least, a loss of some braking
power – and speared into the turn

one tyres and out of contention
for the win. The change of lead
saw SMP Racing move into title
position, with Victor Shaitar set
to also take Pro-Am honours.
Brake changes were soon further
affecting the top order. #4, after
some activity in the Marc VDS
box, decided to change theirs,
and then the leader did too. The
resulting work put the HTP
Mercedes down out of the lead
and #3 into it. That lead would
hand Marc VDS both titles, even
more securely with #13 taking
damage and repairs leaving WRT
without a car in the points.
Audi were not without influence on proceedings, though.
Christopher Haase found himself
just ahead of Martin’s #3 car and
was reluctant to be lapped – some
furious gesturing on the part
of the Marc VDS team ensued
and, eventually, the Phoenix
man moved over. It was now a
two-way scrap for the drivers’
title – would it be the dominant
Mercedes, with fresh brakes,
or could Martin defend for his
life and hold on to the lead?
At the Nürburgring 24 earlier in the year, Martin’s late
race heroics put the shoe on the
other foot and he was forced to
chase Mercedes. In that race the
Marc VDS team finished second and in this one, once more
they could not quite triumph
over the three-pointed star.
Over and over Buhk challenged, using the SLS AMG’s
top speed advantage – into turn
one, and over and over Martin
held him off. Buhk even managed to get down the BMW’s
inside only for the Belgian to
undercut him and retake first
place. It was settled with a stroke
of opportunism, as Martin was

Pro-Am was
still raging,
and despite
all that had
happened to
both the Nissan
GT Academy
Team RJN
cars, they did
the double

briefly held up in traffic and Buhk
dived past at the NGK chicane.
He was the drivers’ champion.
They would finish first and second. The combination of Schneider – older than his team-mates
combined – Götz, Buhk and the
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3 was irresistible. Marc VDS’s fighting trio
were second and though Leinders
and Martin just missed out on
the drivers’ title for a second year
running, this time with Buurman,
the emotion of winning the teams’
title was clear for all to see on
Leinders’s face. Mike Parisy, Andy
Soucek and Antoine Leclerc were a
distant third for ART GP, ending
the season how they’d started it.
Pro-Am was still raging, and
despite all that had happened to
both the Nissan GT Academy
Team RJN cars, they would do the
double. The #35 car finished only
eighth in class, but it was enough
for Ordoñez to be the drivers’
champion too. The win went to
SMP Racing, as Victor Shaitar,
sharing with Ladygins Kirill and
Anton, took the win in #71. Second were ROAL, with a delighted
Michela Cerruti crossing the line
to take a podium alongside Stefano Comandini. Local boys Black
Falcon, with Steve Jans, Klaas
Hummel and Adam Christodoulou, were third for Mercedes.
In GTR, the champions didn’t
finish, and that left the door open
for Sport Garage’s trio of Eric
Cayrolle, Bruce Lorgere Roux and
Justino Azcarate to win for Ferrari.
Marlene Broggi and Karim Ojjeh
were second in a Boutsen Ginion
McLaren and GT Corse’ one-off
Ferrari entry, #458, was third.
Familiar face Pierre Ehret shared the
car, which was the first F458 GT3
to compete in VLN, with Alexander
Mattschull and Christian Kohlaas.

(Overleaf ) champion!
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Results/05 Nurburgring 1000km

Class winners

Pos

Car No

Class

Drivers

Team

Car

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

84
3
11
90
71
23
4
19
75
6
72
43
18
26
5
1
123
52
2
44
15
458
111
49
188
8
58
53
16
35
32
34
13

Laps/Gap

PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO
PRO
GTR
GTR
GTR
GTR
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
GTR
GTR
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO-AM

Schneider/Buhk/Götz
Leinders/Buurman/Martin
Parisy/Leclerc/Soucek
Skryabin/Bobbi/Guidi
Ladygin/Shaitar/Ladygin
Hoshino/Kane/Dumbreck
Palttala/Moser/Catsburg
Haupt/Ludwig/Simonsen
Soulet/Maassen/Hennerici
Primat/Jarvis/Haase
Zlobin/Move/Aleshin
Cerruti/Comandini
Hummel/Jans/Christodoulou
Franchi/Colombo/Kechele
Wauters/Dermont/Vervisch
Sandstrom/Ortelli/Vanthoor
Lebed/Kruglik/Gianmaria
Azcarate/Cayrolles/Lorgere Roux
Frey/Castellacci/Mayr-Melnhof
Rigon/Ramos/Zampieri
Broggi/Ojjeh
Ehret/Mattschull/Kohlaas
Andreasi/Paladino/Ardagna
Blank/Bachelier/Mallegol
Delhez/Albert
Riegel/Stursberg/Westbrook
Desbruères/Kelders
Thirion/Pernaut/Gorini
Ide/Kumpen/Winkelhock
Reip/Pyzera/Ordoñez
Shulzhitskiy/Buncombe/Mardenborough
Dermont/Perera

HTP Motorsport (GER)
Marc VDS Racing Team (BEL)
ART Grand Prix (FRA)
Esta Motorsport (RUS)
SMP Racing (RUS)
JRM (GBR)
Marc VDS Racing Team (BEL)
Black Falcon (DEU)
Prospeed Competition (BEL)
Phoenix Racing (DEU)
SMP Racing (RUS)
ROAL Motorsport (ITA)
Black Falcon (DEU)
Vita4One Racing Team (DEU)
Boutsen Ginion (BEL)
Belgian Audi Club Team WRT (BEL)
Team Ukraine (UKR)
Sport Garage (FRA)
Belgian Audi Club Team WRT (BEL)
Kessel Racing (CHE)
Boutsen Ginion (BEL)
GT Corse (DEU)
Kessel Racing (CHE)
AF Corse (ITA)
DKR Engineering (LUX)
Haribo Racing Team (DEU)
Delahaye Racing (BEL)
Sport Garage (FRA)
Phoenix Racing (DEU)
Nissan GT Academy Team RJN (GBR)
Nissan GT Academy Team RJN (GBR)
Pro GT by Almeras (FRA)

Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
BMW Z4
McLaren MP4-12C
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
BMW Z4
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Ferrari 458 Italia
BMW Z4
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
BMW Z4
McLaren MP4-12C
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Ferrari 458 Italia
McLaren MP4-12C
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
BMW Z4
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Ferrari 458 Italia
Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3
Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3

178
18.298
42.721
1:24.294
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
1 LAP
2 LAPS
3 LAPS
3 LAPS
3 LAPS
3 LAPS
3 LAPS
4 LAPS
5 LAPS
6 LAPS
6 LAPS
7 LAPS
7 LAPS
8 LAPS
9 LAPS
10 LAPS
10 LAPS
10 LAPS
11 LAPS

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

48
21
20
51
12
22
7
25
77
69
50
80
17
66
59
10

GTR
GTR
GTR
GTR
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
PRO
PRO-AM
GTR
PRO-AM
GTR

Putman/Foster/Espenlaub
Gosselin/Hirschi/Rostan
Blanchemain/Beaubelique/Goueslard
Barreiros/Mann/Guedes
Goudy/Vannelet/Demoustier
Jones/Jones/Jones
Dusseldorp/Sims/Parente
Hassid/Badey
Gonzales/Giallombardo/Eng
Mullen/Carroll/Bell
Hommerson/Machiels/Babini
Frey/Gardel/Barth
Andersen/Jensen
Konôpka/Al Harty
Danyliw/Beretta/Salaquarda
Ricci/Balthazard/Policand

Stippler/Rast/Mies

Belgian Audi Club Team WRT (BEL)

Prospeed Competition (BEL)
Chab Evolution (FRA)
SOFREV Auto Sport Promotion (FRA)
AF Corse (ITA)
ART Grand Prix (FRA)
Preci Spark (GBR)
Hexis Racing (FRA)
Thiriet by TDS Racing (FRA)
MRS GT Racing (DEU)
Gulf Racing (GBR)
AF Corse (ITA)
Emil Frey Racing (CHE)
Insight Racing with Flex Box (DNK)
ARC Bratislava (SVK)
AF Corse (ITA)
SOFREV Auto Sport Promotion (FRA)

Porsche 997 GT3 R

Audi R8 LMS Ultra
Porsche 997 GT3 R
BMW Z4
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
McLaren MP4-12C
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
McLaren MP4-12C
BMW Z4
McLaren MP4-12C
McLaren MP4-12C
Ferrari 458 Italia
Emil Frey GT3 Jaguar
Ferrari 458 Italia
Porsche 997 GT3 R
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia

23 LAPS
24 LAPS
28 LAPS
39 LAPS
51 LAPS
55 LAPS
62 LAPS
77 LAPS
98 LAPS
99 LAPS
110 LAPS
111 LAPS
120 LAPS
126 LAPS
137 LAPS
137 LAPS
147 LAPS
151 LAPS
177 LAPS

84
PRO CUP

1 Maximilian Buhk, Bernd Schneider, Maximilian Götz | HTP Motorsport | Mercedes SLS AMG GT3
2 Bas Leinders, Yelmer Buurman, Maxime Martin | Marc VDS Racing Team | BMW Z4
3 Mike Parisy, Antoine Leclerc, Andy Soucek | ART Grand Prix | McLaren MP4-12C

71
PRO-AM
CUP

1 Kirill Ladygin, Victor Shaitar, Anton Ladygin | SMP Racing | Ferrari 458 Italia
2 Stefano Comandini, Michela Cerruti | ROAL Motorsports | BMW Z4
3 Klaas Hummel, Steve Jans, Adam Christodoulou | Black Falcon | Mercedes SLS AMG GT3

52
GENTLEMAN
TROPHY

1 Eric Cayrolle, Justino Azcarate, Bruce Lorgere Roux | Sport Garage | Ferrari 458 Italia
2 Karim Ojjeh, Marlene Broggi | Boutsen Ginion | McLaren MP4-12C
3 Pierre Ehret, Alexander Mattschull, Christian Kohlaas | GT Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia

134

135

Pro-Am

Teams’
Championship
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R1/ITA

R2/GBR

R3/FRA

R4/BEL

Pos

Team

6hr

12hr

1

Marc VDS Racing Team

8

12

25

12

9

2

Belgian Audi Club WRT

12

18

4

5

4

3

Kessel Racing

25

10

12

1

3

4

JRM

5

HTP Motorsport

2

15

24hr

99

15

2

60

2

1

54

6

ART Grand Prix

18

7

Phoenix Racing

10

6

1

8

Manthey Racing

9

Gulf Racing

15

4

2

10

Hexis Racing

1

8

18

11

Aston Martin Racing

12

Prospeed

13

SMP Racing

14

Vita4One Racing Team

15

Black Falcon

16

Rowe Racing

17

Pro GT by Almeras

ex

SMG Challenge

19

Von Ryan Racing

20

Fortec

19
7

7

6

24

8

3

SMP Racing

4

Black Falcon

15

2

5

TDS Racing

18

15

6

Boutsen Ginion

18

7

7

15

12

9

25

6

12

18

33

69

6

12

19

60

6

6

86
79

42

9
25

15

40

7

ROAL Motorsport

4

8

24

36

8

Team Ukraine

6

12

12

30

10

SMG Challenge

11

Barwell

12

ART Grand Prix

4

13

Insight Racing

10

14

Haribo Racing Team

6

15

JRM

2

16

Fach Auto Tech

17

Pro GT by Almeras

18

Beechdean AMR

19

Hexis Racing

20

SOFREV ASP

ex

Von Ryan Racing

ex

Mtech Racing

5

5

20

10

18

18
10

18

4
1

4

17

2
9

10

3
4

15
14

2
3

2

14

8
4

4

14
12

12

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

9

24hr

12

25

2

Sport Garage

10

10

18

9

9

18

33

107

3

Kessel Racing

18

7

7

15

19

66

4

AF Corse

15

15

65

5

Delahaye Racing

12

46

6

ARC Bratislava

7

Prospeed

8

Boutsen Ginion

2

9

Pro GT by Almeras

8

10

Preci Spark

12

11

PGF-Kinfaun AMR

12

SpeedLover

4

13

MRS GT Racing

4

14

Sainteloc Racing

2

15

Mtech Racing

51
48
42
39
31
27
25

12

22

6

21

4

16

15

15
10

4

Total

12hr

6

4

R5/DEU

12

18

6

R4/BEL
6hr

2

1

R3/FRA
25

12

5

R2/GBR
18

2

8

R1/ITA
25

9

8

2

25

25

24hr

SOFREV ASP

12

4

8

AF Corse

Total

12hr

Team

1

6

Nissan GT Academy Team RJN

2

R5/DEU

6hr

1

3

10
1

1

R4/BEL

Pos

49

25

25
6

R3/FRA

Total
33

15
10

R2/GBR

Team

R5/DEU

Gentlemen Trophy

Pro

Final
standings

R1/ITA
Pos

8

6

12

15

6

2

8

8

2

4

25

4

6

12

35
5

6

1

1

10

24

28

15
4

2

30

20

5

15

4

9

26

12
3

4

117

3

8

15

10

10

6

10
6

137

DRIVERS’
Championship
Final standings
Pro Cup

R1/ITA

138

Pos

Team

1

Maximilian Buhk

2

R2/
GBR

R3/FRA

R4/BEL

R5/DEU

1

1

2

6

25

15

Stef Dusseldorp

6

18

24

15

Alexander Sims

6

18

24

15

Alvaro Parente

6

18

24
24

16

Stéphane Ortelli

4

18

2

16

Laurens Vanthoor

4

18

2

17

Harold Primat

8

1

1

12

2

24

17

Oliver Jarvis

8

1

1

12

2

24

17

Christopher Haase

8

1

1

12

2

24

18

André Lotterer

2

4

15

19

Luca Ludwig

20

Matteo Bobbi

21

Marc Hennerici

10

21

Xavier Maassen

21

Maxime Soulet

22

Kazuki Hoshino

23

Enzo Ide

10

2

12

23

Anthony Kumpen

10

2

12

23

Markus Winkelhock

10

2

24

Stefano Colombo

5

5

1

11

24

Greg Franchi

5

5

1

11

24

Frank Kechele

5

5

1

11

25

Alon Day

24

10

21
6

16

15

15

4

14

10

4

14

10

4

14

12

12

12

10

9

71

27

Lance David Arnold

3

6

9

33

71

28

Timo Bernhard

8

8

9

24

71

28

Jörg Bergmeister

8

8

7

9

24

71

28

Nicolas Lapierre

8

8

7

9

24

71

29

Mikhail Aleshin

1

7

50

30

Hubert Haupt

6

6

2

50

30

Andreas Simonsen

6

6

3

2

50

30

Kirill Ladygin

6

6

4

15

48

30

Victor Shaitar

6

6

4

15

48

31

Niki Mayr-Melnhof

4

4

19

41

31

Rahel Frey

4

4

19

41

31

Matt Halliday

4

19

41

31

Marcel Fässler

4

39

31

Matthias Ekström

4

39

31

Bruno Senna

4

4

39

31

Rob Barff

4

4

12

39

31

Chris Goodwin

4

4

12

39

32

Daniil Move

1

1

31

32

Sergey Zlobin

1

1

Marco Mapelli

1

1
1

25

33

2

Maximilian Götz

6

7

25

3

Bas Leinders

6

25

7

3

Yelmer Buurman

6

25

3

Maxime Martin

6

25

4

César Ramos

25

8

12

3

2

4

Davide Rigon

25

8

12

3

4

Daniele Zampieri

25

8

12

5

Frank Stippler

12

15

2

5

Christopher Mies

12

15

2

6

Antoine Leclerc

18

4

6

Mike Parisy

18

4

6

Andy Soucek

18

4

7

Marc Lieb

9

12

18

7

Richard Lietz

9

12

18

7

Patrick Pillet

9

12

18

8

Steven Kane

Total

2

10
9

7

10

15

6

6

15

Robert Bell

3

Bernd Schneider

12

25

14

Klaus Graf

81

12

25

6

27

33

Peter Dumbreck

6

2

6

25

Edward Sandström

2

1

3

7

8

1

1

Jan Seyffarth

6

9

1

15

Alexey Basov

24hr

15

15

Nico Verdonck

26

12hr

12

Adam Carroll

14

27

6hr
10

14

8

10

6

4
4
4

15

4

Markus Palttala

10

12

9

31

32

10

Nicky Catsburg

10

12

9

31

32

Eric Clément

1

10

Henri Moser

10

12

9

31

32

Nicolas Armindo

1

11

Lucas Luhr

12

27

38

Fabien Barthez

12

Darren Turner

25

25

38

Morgan Moulin Traffort

12

Frédéric Makowiecki

25

25

38

Leon Price

1

1

12

Stefan Mücke

25

25

38

Grogor

1

1

13

Alexander Skryabin

2

8

15

25

38

Rob Barff

1

13

Alessandro Pier Guidi

2

8

15

25

38

Ulrich Amado

15

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

139

DRIVERS’
Championship
Final standings
Pro-Am

R1/ITA

140

Pos

Team

1

Lucas Ordoñez

2

R2/
GBR

R3/FRA

R4/BEL

R5/DEU

16

Hari Proczyk

12

15

27

16

Gerhard Tweraser

12

15

27

17

Steve Doherty

8

18

26

18

Mark Shulzhitskiy

4

18

19

Alexey Basov

6

12

6

24

19

Matteo Bobbi

6

12

6

24

19

Alessandro Pier Guidi

6

12

6

24

19

Alexander Skryabin

6

12

6

20

Andrii Lebed

2

21

Mark Poole

18

18

21

Joe Osborne

18

18

21

Richard Abra

18

22

Ruslan Tsyplakov

6

2

6

24

24
12

20

18
12

18

23

Marco Cioci

24

Thomas Jäger

12

5

25

Koen Wauters

26

Yann Goudy

2

10

1

26

Gilles Vannelet

2

10

1

13

26

Grégoire Demoustier

2

10

1

13

26

Humaid Al Masaood

1

10

2

13

26

Charles Bateman

1

10

2

13

26

Matt Bell

1

10

2

13

28

Eric Clément

4

1

8

13

28

Olivier Pla

4

1

8

13

28

Nicolas Armindo

4

1

8

13

28

Robert Renauer

4

1

8

23

Raffaele Gianmaria

29

Tomas Biagi

30

Hans-Guido Riegel

6

6

12

30

Mike Stursberg

6

6

12

30

Richard Westbrook

6

6

12

31

Dennis Andersen

10

31

Martin Jensen

10

32

Mikhail Aleshin

3

3

4

10

32

Devi Markozov

3

3

4

10
10

4

17
12

16
15

15
13

13

6hr

12hr

24hr

7

6

15

4

65

Kirill Ladygin

5

7

18

33

63

2

Victor Shaitar

5

7

18

33

63

3

Peter Pyzera

4

25

7

6

15

4

61

4

Alex Buncombe

8

25

2

53

5

Niek Hommerson

25

8

12

5

50

5

Louis Machiels

25

8

12

5

50

5

Andrea Bertolini

25

8

12

5

50

6

Klaas Hummel

15

4

12

19

50

32

Alexander Frolov

3

3

4

6

Steve Jans

15

4

12

19

50

32

Daniil Move

3

3

4

6

Adam Christodoulou

15

4

12

19

50

33

Michael Albert

7

Henry Hassid

18

15

9

42

33

Bernard Delhez

7

Ludovic Badey

18

15

9

42

33

Mathias Beche

9

9

8

David Dermont

40

33

Pierre Thiriet

9

9

8

Frederic Vervisch

9

Michela Cerruti

9

Stefano Comandini

10

Wolfgang Reip

11

8

25

18

25

Total

15

12
4

8

12
12

10
10

10
9

9

9

9

25

15

40

35

Oliver Morley

2

6

8

4

8

24

36

35

Duncan Tappy

2

6

8

4

8

24

36

36

Franck Perera

4

1

5

4

36

36

Eric Dermont

4

1

5

4

7

6

15

Duncan Cameron

9

25

34

37

Otto Klohs

2

2

11

Matt Griffin

9

25

34

37

Martin Ragginger

2

2

11

Alex Mortimer

9

25

34

37

Sebastien Asch

2

2

11

Toni Vilander

9

25

34

37

Jens Richter

2

2

12

Anton Ladygin

33

38

Gérard Tonelli

1

1

13

Mika Salo

5

7

18

30

38

Fabien Barthez

1

1

13

Maurizio Mediani

5

7

18

30

38

Morgan Moulin Traffort

1

1

14

Jann Mardenborough

7

6

15

2

30

38

Leon Price

1

1

15

Andrii Kruglik

6

12

12

30

38

Jordan Grogor

1

1

15

Raffaele Gianmaria

6

12

12

30

38

Rob Barff

1

16

Gottfried Grasser

12

15

27

38

Ulrich Amado

33

1
1

1
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DRIVERS’
Championship
Final standings
Gentlemen Trophy

R1/ITA

142

R2/
GBR

Pos

Team

1

Jean-Luc Blanchemain

25

12

1

Jean-Luc Beaubelique

25

1

Patrice Goueslard

2

R3/FRA

R4/BEL

R5/DEU

19

Karim Ojjeh

24

24

19

Marlene Broggi

24

24

20

Georges Cabannes

21

Jérôme Demay

3

5

12

20

21

Gilles Duqueine

3

5

12

20

21

Philippe Marie

3

5

12

20

22

Pierre Ehret

19

19

22

Christian Kohlaas

19

19

22

Alexander Mattschull

19

19

10

6

8

24

23

Alessandro Garafano

18

23

Lorenzo Bontempelli

18

23

Luc Pailard

25

Christian Blugeon

26

Didier Grandjean

4

6

8

18

26

Carl Rosenblad

4

6

8

18

26

Martin Rich

4

6

8

18

26

Mathijs Harkema

4

6

8

18

27

David Jones

12

1

4

17

27

Godfrey Jones

12

1

4

17

28

Michaël Petit

7

1

16

29

Phil Dryburg

15

15

29

John Gaw

15

15

1

6

18
18
2

18

18

10

18

8

6hr

12hr

24hr

25

12

12

25

1

112

12

25

12

12

25

1

112

29

Pierre Hirschi

25

12

25

12

12

25

1

112

30

Marc Rostan

Leonardo Gorini

10

6

8

9

9

18

6

66

31

Stéphane Wintenberger

3

Beniamino Caccia

18

18

3

5

12

56

32

Cédric Mezart

4

Romain Brandela

10

9

9

18

52

33

Jean-Michel Gerome

2

2

6

10

5

Bruce Lorgere Roux

51

33

Wim Meulders

2

2

6

10

6

Fred Bouvy

49

33

Rik Renanms

2

2

6

10

7

Paolo Andreasi

2

7

Pablo Paladino

7

Gaetano Ardagna Pérez

6
18

Total

33

2

1

3

10

3

10

15
13

10

12

10

10

12

12

25

2

6

7

15

15

45

33

Philippe Richard

2

6

10

2

6

7

15

15

45

34

Wilfried Merafina

7

1

8

2

6

7

15

15

45

34

Manu Orgeval

7

1

8

7

1

8

8

Filipe Barreiros

15

10

15

40

34

Pierre Perret

8

Francisco Guedes

15

10

15

40

35

Nicolas Amengole

9

Justino Azcarate

39

36

Philippe Thirion

10

Thierry Prignaud

20

36

Olivier Pernaut

11

Stephane Lemeret

37

36

Carlos Kray

12

Howard Blank

36

Philippe Giauque

12

6
2

33

6

2

8
6

6

6

6

9

9

1

9

9

8

12

5

12

37

Yannick Mallegol

8

12

5

12

37

37

François Perrodo

5

12

Jean-Marc Bachelier

8

12

5

12

37

38

Gareth Jones

1

4

5

13

Eric Cayroll

33

33

38

Philip Jones

1

4

5

14

Christian Kelders

4

4

3

10

9

30

39

Charles Putnam

4

4

14

Daniel Desbruères

4

4

3

10

9

30

39

Joe Foster

4

4

15

Ahmad Al Harty

4

25

29

39

Charles Espenlaub

4

4

15

Miro Konôpka

4

25

29

40

Thierry Stepec

2

16

Giuseppe Cirò

28

40

Lionel Comole

2

17

Claudio Ricci

8

18

26

40

Claude-Yves Gosselin

17

Gabriel Balthazard

8

18

26

41

Fabian Taraborelli

1

1

17

Jérôme Policand

8

18

26

41

George Gomez

1

1

18

Peter Mann

25

41

Diego Menedez

1

1

6

10

15

7

18

15

6

6

6

6
5

2
2
1

1

2
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ADAC Zurich 24H
..
Rennen Nurburgring
Black Falcon, Green Hell

144

145

A

fascinating and often
bizarre Nürburgring
24 Hours saw Black
Falcon Mercedes take the win.
Bernd Schneider, Sean Edwards,
Nicki Thiim and Jeroen Bleekemolen saw off a strong challenge
from BMW Sports Trophy Team
Marc VDS to seal victory.
Beginning at 5pm on Sunday,
the race was dry, and the early
pace was set by Audi. Having
set pole position, the #4 Phoenix
R8 LMS Ultra pushed a little
early on, something not usually
seen from Audi teams. Also in the
mix was the #007 Aston Martin,
showing race leading form in
the hands of Allan Simonsen
when the track was dry.
When the rain came, however,
the race’s complexion changed. It
arrived suddenly, worsened and
eventually caused a serious situation. The Marc VDS BMWs revelled in the rain and #25, driven
by Maxime Martin, looked to have
taken the lead when a red flag was
shown. With aquaplaning a dangerous and unavoidable problem,
the organisers called for the race
to be halted at 22:44 local time.
The second pace lap would not
begin until eight in the morning.
Despite showing as the leader
when the red flag was shown, after
a number of laps more than 30
seconds faster than anyone else,
Martin was scored fifth as the order
was taken on countback. The Aston
Martin was reinstated in the lead.
However, at the restart, his
lead would last barely on to the
Nordschleife. Martin, driving one
of the most remarkable races in
Nürburgring 24 history, cruised
from fifth to second at the first
turn and passed Lamy comfortably coming on to the main loop.
His opening lap was more than
17 seconds faster than the field.

The race settled with Martin’s
#25 first, the #1 Audi second
and the #26 Marc VDS car
third. Soon, though, Mercedes
began to show their pace and
first ROWE, then Black Falcon,
appeared at the front. Bernd
Schneider, in the Black Falcon
car, was on a charge. The veteran
German, who had never before
finished this race, had a couple
of very close calls as he began
to make huge chunks of time.
He created a gap so quickly
that the other cars around were
simply unable to keep up, and by
the time the final stints came and
Martin was reinstated in the #25
car, the race was done. ROWE at
this stage held second and third
with their #22 and #23 cars,
but looked increasingly vulnerable to attack from the BMW.
At the start of the final
stint, with Edwards well out
in front by over three minutes,
Martin went on a memorable
charge. In one lap, he closed
the 21-second gap, and passed
both #23 and #22 despite the
#23 ROWE car, with Lance
David Arnold moving behind
to protect the #22. It later
emerged that #23 did not
have enough fuel to finish.
Despite it being the shortest
“24 Hours” of Nürburgring in
history, it was still one of the
toughest. For the winners this
was particularly true, as just
Sean Edwards (the first Englishman ever to win the race)
and Bernd Schneider drove the
car exclusively after the restart.
Neither Bleekemolen, who left
to see the birth of his twins, nor
Thiim drove on the second day.
With hindsight it gave us our
final opportunity to see both
Simonsen and Edwards together
on track and at their very best.

The organisers
called for the
race to be
halted at 22:44
local time. The
second pace lap
would not begin
until eight in
the morning

(Clockwise from top) Mercedes added to their impressive roster of victories in
2013; the Nordschleife is a unique place; the field at the start; green machine
(Overleaf ) hard chargers
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(Clockwise from top) variety is the spice of life:
Lexus LF-A; Mercedes 190E; BMW Z4
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(This page, top) French connection; (bottom) rain intervened
(Facing page, clockwise from top left) Rowe Racing spearheaded Dunlop attack;
Adanau; magic roundabout; Aston suffered in the wet; campfire; into darkness
(Overleaf ) the inclement German weather
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(Above) synchronicity; (right) … and he did
(Overleaf ) try as they might, it was not Audi's year at the N24
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American Le Mans Series
Presented by Tequila Patron
Luhr and Graf flex their muscles in P1

160

161

T

he American Le Mans
Series bowed out in 2013,
with a season that reflected recent years in almost every
way. Once more, the P1 and P2
fields were thin, but the GT, PC
and GTC fields served up entertainment of the highest order.
Muscle Milk Pickett Racing,
with Klaus Graf and Lucas
Luhr, dominated the P1 championship, bossing Dyson almost
everywhere and exposing
the frailties in the DeltaWing
(latterly the coupé version) but
found real opposition from
Rebellion’s Lola Toyota, and an
unbridgeable chasm of performance at Sebring as the Audi
strike force flew in for a surgical
strike. In LMP2, a late change
for Extreme Speed Motorsports – from GTE Ferrari to P2
HPD – saw them line up as the
only opposition to Level 5, but
Scott Tucker’s black machines
once more took the class.
In GT, BMW, Ferrari, Porsche,
Viper and Corvette all won races,
reaffirming the class’s status as
the one to watch in US racing.
It was Antonio García and Jan
Magnussen who triumphed
for Corvette, narrowly edging out BMW’s Dirk Müller.
As is traditional, the season
opened with a star-spangled
Sebring 12 Hours. Audi announced their intentions to
finish the Sebring P1 era with a
bang by fielding both 2012 and
2013 versions of their R18 e-tron
quattro. Of course, it is their
traditional curtain-raiser and a
chance for them to abuse their
cars on Sebring’s harsh concrete.
They dominated, despite a race
they would consider to be far from
perfect. Double Le Mans winners
Marcel Fässler and Benoît Tréluyer
replaced usual partner-in-crime
André Lotterer with Briton Oliver
Jarvis and took victory. Lucas di
Grassi finished second with Audi
stalwarts Allan McNish
and Tom Kristensen.

»

(Clockwise from above) Stars & Stripes; Audi came, saw and swept
Sebring; Risi returned, ran well but didn’t always have luck on their side
(Overleaf ) gold
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Rebellion Racing denied Muscle
Milk a podium, as Neel Jani,
Nico Prost and Nick Heidfeld
took third with Luhr, Graf and
Porsche works supersub Romain
Dumas just behind in fourth.
Dyson and DeltaWing both had
races to forget, chalking up less
than 100 laps between them.
In P2, it was once more the
Tucker story, as the Level 5 owner
drove both his team’s HPDs on
their way to a 1-2 finish. Ryan
Briscoe and Marino Franchitti
shared the winning car with
him, as ex-Peugeot star Simon
Pagenaud and IndyCar champion Ryan Hunter-Reay took
second place. The Zytek-Nissan
from Greaves, with Tom KimberSmith, Eric Lux and Christian
Zugel, rounded out the podium
as neither ESM HPD featured.
GT once more provided fantastic action, with a late race charge
from Tommy Milner – sharing
with Olly Gavin and Richard
Westbrook – earning Corvette
Racing the victory. Matteo Malucelli was unlucky to be overhauled,
as he and team-mates Gimmi Bruni and Olivier Beretta came within
a whisker of earning Risi a victory
on their return to the ALMS.
Third were the ever-popular Falken
Racing and their Porsche, with
Nick Tandy joining full-timers
Bryan Sellers and Wolf Henzler.
The spec classes were entertaining as ever – LMPC taken by
David Cheng, Mike Guasch and
David Ostella for PR1 Mathiasen. In GTC, Alex Job Racing
added a Sebring crown to the
one they earned at Daytona,
Cooper MacNeil, Jeroen Bleekemolen and Dion von Moltke
taking the Porsche GT3 class.

Bumpy but wide open Sebring
made way for bumpy, tight and
logistically challenging Long
Beach for round two. The Californian streets always provide a
challenge, and Muscle Milk, with
Luhr and Graf, used their great
experience in the ALMS to race
home to victory ahead of Rebellion Racing’s Jani and Heidfeld.
CORE Autosport scored a
remarkable overall podium on
their way to victory in PC, as
Colin Braun and Jon Bennett
performed superbly. The top P2
car was sixth, Scott Sharp and
Guy Cosmo valuing caution over
speed on their way to class victory.
Only one place behind
were Bill Auberlen and Maxime
Martin in #55. After a spin,
the Belgian handed over during
an early full-course caution,
and that early stop put local
lad Auberlen in the game. He
was fired up and overhauled
Dominik Farnbacher’s Viper,
who had qualified on pole and
seen partner Marc Goossens
lead much of the race. But RLL’s
strategy put the BMWs one and
two at the finish, in the Z4 GTE’s
second ever race, #55 comfortably ahead of #56 in the end.
Henrique Cisneros and Sean
Edwards took GTC honours.
The Momo NGT team managed
a pit stop 15 seconds faster than
their nearest competitor, and
excellent fuel economy from
their British star sealed the win.
From Long Beach the teams
travelled across California to Laguna Seca – and once more, Muscle
Milk took home the glory with
Rebellion in second place, but
this time it was just a spectacular
wheel-to wheel-race. The victory

Muscle Milk
Pickett Racing,
with Klaus Graf
and Lucas Luhr,
dominated
the P1
championship,
with little
opposition
from Dyson
or the heavily
reworked
DeltaWing

was Luhr’s 43rd, making him the
most successful pilot in the series’
history. Conversely, Dyson were
yet to score a finish as their Lola
Mazda managed a paltry 21 laps.
Tucker and Level 5 once
more scored a 1-2 in P2, the
team owner sharing the victory with Marino Franchitti,
and the second place with Ryan
Briscoe. Third placed Sharp and
Cosmo ended four laps back.
PC was the territory of Mike
Guasch and Luis Diaz of PR1
Mathiasen, edging out Bennett
and Braun. In GT, Jan Magnussen and Antonio García took
the #3 Corvette to the top step.
Joining them on the rostrum were
Falken’s Henzler and Sellers, as
Dirk Müller and John Edwards –
Joey Hand on DTM duty – took
the third step for RLL BMW.
Momo NGT once more took
GTC, but this time Cisneros was
joined by Nick Tandy, as Edwards’s other commitments meant
he, like Hand, was unavailable.
The teams went north for
round four at Lime Rock Park.
With Rebellion having terminated their season long campaign Muscle Milk obliterated
the competition. Dyson though
finally managed a finish. Chris
Dyson and Guy Smith took
second place – six laps down.
P2 once more went the way
of Level 5 and Scott Tucker, this
time with Briscoe alongside.
Cosmo and Sharp stuck around
for second place after contact
between Briscoe and Cosmo. It
was reviewed, but the result stood.
RSR took their first PC win
of the season as Duncan Ende
and Bruno Junqueira beat
Bennett and Braun.

»

(Clockwise from above) Miller shone occasionally, but this is the toughest GT
racing anywhere; pack racing; Rebellion enjoyed their forays in the States
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(Clockwise from top) Sebring brings the beautiful light; Viper
goes digging; the GT racing, as usual, was close, fast and frantic
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Müller and John Edwards
won in GT – Edwards’s first –
after a strong performance kept
them in charge, with Corvette’s
#3 second and Core’s Porsche
third. Pat Long and Tom
Kimber-Smith inherited third
when Matteo Malucelli lost
control of the Risi Ferrari and
harpooned Jeroen Bleekemolen’s AJR Porsche at very high
speed – thankfully both were
unhurt. Flying Lizard took
their first GTC win as Spencer
Pumpelly and Nelson Canache
Jr strolled home two laps clear.
A change of host nation didn’t
change the form book in Canada
– Muscle Milk won again. Once
more, they were joined by P2
cars on the podium, as Franchitti
assisted Tucker in beating Sharp
and Cosmo into class second.
Bennett and Braun took PC again,
with Mirco Schultis and Renger
van der Zande just behind.
The GT class was a whitewash
for American muscle, the top
four places reading Corvette,
Viper, Viper, Corvette. It was #4,
with 2012 champs Olly Gavin
and Tommy Milner, who won,
beating Farnbacher and Goossens into second place. Cooper
MacNeil and Jeroen Bleekemolen took their second GTC
win of the year with AJR.
Back into the United States
– Road America and an historic
joint meeting with the Grand-Am
Rolex Series – but still no change
at the top. Muscle Milk won once
more, but this time they were at
least joined on the podium by
another P1, as Tony Burgess and
Chris McMurry took second for
Dyson. Third overall was a PC
car – RSR, with Junqueira and

Ende, won the class again. Level
5’s #551, with Tucker joined this
time by Pagenaud, took P2 glory.
Thanks to a late race caution,
Viper managed to avoid a late
stop – just – and held on for their
first win since their return with
Goossens and Farnbacher in the
#91. Canache and Pumpelly once
more took GTC for the Lizards.
Baltimore’s street track provided the most ignominious
start of the season, as a false start
and contact between the P2s
caused a huge pile up on the
start straight. As a result, five cars
didn’t complete a single lap of
the Grand Prix of Baltimore.
Still, Muscle Milk won once
more, with Dyson second again,
Smith and Dyson back at the
wheel of the Lola Mazda. The big
news, however, was that the Pickett Racing team won the P1 title.
In P2, Tucker and Franchitti
triumphed and were joined by a
controversial face – Guy Cosmo.
The former ESM driver took
himself and his silver rating – precious under P2 rules – to Level 5.
Magnussen and García finished a mighty fifth overall in
the #3 Corvette to win the class,
as the best PC – Tristan Nuñez
and Charlie Shears for Performance Tech – was way down in
10th. GTC went the way of the
Lizards for the third race running, Seth Neiman and Dion
von Moltke sharing the spoils.
With the title wrapped up
already, Muscle Milk didn’t
let off the gas at Texas, as the
ALMS rubbed shoulders with
the FIA WEC for a weekend.
Once again they took victory,
with Dyson scoring a podium as
their reliability woes seemed to

So the ALMS
went into its
final race
with the focus
largely on GT

have been curbed – McMurry
and Burgess shared the car.
Level 5 took a P2 1-2 again,
with Tucker and Briscoe first, and
Franchitti and Cosmo second.
Kyle Marcelli shared a first PC
victory of the year with Chris
Cumming, for the BAR1 team.
Magnussen and García took
a step closer to the GT title as
they won once more in the #3
Corvette, with the #93 Bomarito
and Wittmer Viper second and
Müller, once more with Edwards,
third for RLL BMW. Ben Keating and Damien Faulkner, with
The Racer’s Group, took GTC.
Muscle Milk took their eighth
successive win at Virginia, but
for the first time this season
Dyson had the advantage in
pace at times, particularly with
Guy Smith at the wheel. Despite
that, better strategy put Luhr
and Graf on top, and they edged
Smith, sharing with Johnny
Mowlem, to second place.
Scott Tucker won P2 again,
this time with Briscoe alongside, while Marcelli and Cumming made it two from two
with BAR1. In GT, Risi finally
took the win their comeback
form had promised and Olivier
Beretta and Matteo Malucelli
edged CORE to second with Long
and Colin Braun. Keating and
Faulkner took GTC for TRG.
So the ALMS went into its
final race with the focus, largely
on GT. The title race was still
open, with Dirk Müller hoping
to steal the title from Magnussen
and García at Corvette. At the
front, though, as Muscle Milk
borrowed Dumas once more,
Rebellion were back to try
and reclaim the crown they’d

»

(Clockwise from top) it was a forgettable year for Dyson Racing;
DeltaWing has great promise but didn’t deliver; ’Vette took the title
(Previous spread) colourful racing in the States
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(Clockwise from left) ESM made a late switch to P2 and ran Level 5 close;
Falken – big with the fans; PC proved once more to be a breeding ground for talent
(Overleaf ) Canada’s pretty, isn’t it?
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won in 2012. Heidfeld and Prost
joined Dumas’s new Porsche
team-mate Jani in the black car.
In P2, the title was open –
two Scotts and one Scot were
in contention. Scott Tucker had
ensured he was in charge of the
points table by hook and crook,
and made his team-mate in his
nominated points car Franchitti
for the weekend, so the pro driver
couldn’t challenge. It meant that
Tucker’s closest challenger was
Sharp for ESM, six points back.
In PC, Mike Guasch would
face up to Chris Cumming for
the title, after the latter’s double
victory in recent races. CORE’s
Jon Bennett was still in the hunt,
too. GTC, it was all in the hands
of Bleekemolen and MacNeil
at AJR, who were in control.
A possible three-way P1 battle
died the death. Dyson didn’t
have the pace, barely able to stay
ahead of the P2 cars, and the lead
battle broke up early on. A stop
and hold for Jani, having clouted
a backmarker while unsighted
by his Lola’s huge front arches,
looked set to give the crowd a
thrilling fightback drive. However,
he didn’t need to, as the Muscle
Milk HPD retired with mechanical issues and the Rebellion
team were not challenged again
until the end. A dominant win.
Dyson, Burgess and McMurry
would end 20 laps behind them.
A fantastic drive from former
ALMS champion David Brabham
for ESM couldn’t swing the title.
Late in the race, Briscoe fought
his countryman hard and eventually took the win for himself and
team-mates Franchitti and Tucker.
Brabham ended second with Sharp
and Anthony Lazzaro. Tucker was
champion again, though some
team antics – ensuring Franchitti
was behind in the standings –
didn’t endear him to diehard fans.
In PC, confusion reigned. At
the flag, Cumming won and took
the title (or so he thought). His

co-drivers were Marcelli and veteran Stefan Johansson – the Swede’s
first ever ALMS win. However,
8Star, who finished second with
Sean Rayhall and Oswald Negri,
were not points eligible – they
were not a full season entrant –
and thus the everyone moved up a
place and Guasch was champion.
He had finished fifth in class and
more than 20 laps down, and
must consider himself extremely
fortunate after a torrid race.
The Lizards utterly dominated
GTC. Canache, Pumpelly and
Madison Snow took the class
victory reasonably comfortably,
and that earned the teams’ title.
Bleekemolen and MacNeil, who
shared with Jeroen’s brother
Sebastiaan, finished an emotional
fourth and took the drivers’ crown.
In GT, Falken ended the ALMS
with a Petit Le Mans win in something of a Frankenstein Porsche.
Their 2012 spec car was wrecked
in Baltimore, and the team used
their 2010 chassis – which had
been utilised as a show car. That
it won was remarkable, that it
had the pace even more remarkable, but Nick Tandy displayed
his monumental talent to hold the
lead at the end. It was the sendoff Falken’s commitment to the
series, Porsche and their drivers
Sellers and Henzler deserved.
Stunning drives from Malucelli and Robin Liddell – who
had never even driven a Ferrari
GTE – nearly earned the win for
Risi, but they fell just short.
Müller, Edwards and Auberlen
– who switched cars – for RLL
BMW, edged them into third.
It wasn’t enough to earn Müller the title though, as García
and Magnussen finished sixth in
class with Jordan Taylor to take
home the crown. Corvette Racing therefore won double titles
in the final race for the C6.R.
And that was that – goodbye ALMS, it’s been a blast.
Long live TUSCC.

Viper impressed their fans and their competitors in their first full season
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Qualifying

T

he 2013 FIA World Endurance Championship got under way with the first outing
for a brand new qualifying format.
Designed to prompt more track action for paying spectators, it called for
each car to complete at least two flying
laps by each of two drivers in a short
session (20 or 25 minutes depending
on the length of circuit). The session
had to be completed on a new set of
tyres and that same set must then be
used for the opening stint of the race.
Sadly for all concerned however,
the spectacle was rather spoilt at
its first outing by the failure of
the timing system to display the
aggregate times, leaving media,
commentators and the watching
public in a state of confusion.
Happily, the system was still collecting the correct data, and when
the dust settled it was Toyota that
took first blood with a 1-2 led by
the #7 TS030 with Alex Wurz and
Nicolas Lapierre putting in an average
time of 1:48.021, the intermediateshod 2012-spec Toyotas turning the
tables on the – until then – seemingly dominant 2013-spec Audis,
the variable conditions also allowing
the #12 Rebellion Lola Toyota into
the fight, Heidfeld and Jani splitting the Audis, the #2 Audi ahead of
the Lola. But the defending World
Champions in the #1 car struggling with tyre choice and grip.
In LMP2, meanwhile, James
Walker and Antonio Pizzonia produced a four-lap average of 1:55.148
in the #25 Delta – ADR Oreca
Nissan, the changeable conditions
leaving the class polesetter a full two
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seconds up on the second fastest car,
the #24 Oak Racing Morgan Nissan
with Olivier Pla and Alex Brundle.
Third fastest was the #26 GDrive Delta ADR Oreca Nissan,
John Martin and Mike Conway
on duty, and it turned into an
all-Nissan-powered top four with
the second OAK Morgan Nissan,
the #35 car qualified by Bertrand
Baguette and Martin Plowman
grabbing fourth in class ahead of the
pair of brand new Lotus Pragas.
The conditions proved tricky for
a number of cars, a gaggle of LMP2s
qualifying down within the GTE
order on a wet/dry track. On safety
grounds, the cars would be started
for the race ahead of the GTEs.
GTE Pro saw a 1-2 for Aston
Martin Racing’s V8 Vantages,
Darren Turner and Stefan Mücke
setting the pole times in the #97
car (2:00.566) ahead of Pedro
Lamy and Fred Makowiecki in
the sister #99 car.
The two brand new factory
Porsches finished the session
third and fourth in class, #91
ahead of #92 with the AF Corse
Ferraris struggling behind
The GTE Am class too saw an
AMR 1-2 – Stuart Hall and Jamie
Campbell-Walter‘s #96 Vantage
actually third fastest GTE car overall
for an Aston 1-2-3 (2:01.158).
Second in class were Christoffer
Nygaard and Allan Simonsen in the
#95 Aston, almost a second clear from
a pair of Ferraris – AF Corse’s #61
Ferrari of Matt Griffin and Marco
Cioci grabbed third in class, with the
#81 8Star Motorsport 458 in fourth.
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Race – LMP1

W

hile LMP1 provided
a stunning late race
battle, it wasn’t the
one we perhaps expected.
Within 10 minutes, the
Toyota 1-2 on the grid had been
converted to an Audi 1-2 on
track with the 2012 spec TS030s
struggling with a combination of
a pair of Audis that had clearly
taken a huge step forward from
2012, the Audi’s opting to trade
off power against fuel consumption, but also managing to
squeeze more out their tyres.
On a less than dry track,
once the Audis had gone by
the Toyotas they pulled away
at a remarkable rate, and it was
barely any better when the track
dried well enough for slicks.
Initially, the #2 Audi held
the advantage, but the World
Champions were soon right
there, and ready to pounce!
The Toyotas meanwhile
seemed off the ultimate pace
and were struggling with their
tyres too. It would be a long
slog for the #7 and 8 cars.
Up front, however, there was a
battle royal between the Audis.
Damp, drying, downpour,
then drying again, the track
threw everything at them, but
the battle that really caught
the attention came in the final
stages, and it had everything:
strategy, incident and raw,
animal pace and aggression.
There was a world championship up for grabs, after all!
It came down to a duel between McNish and Tréluyer in
the final 100 minutes, the Scot
chasing down the Frenchman and
taking the lead on the 151st lap
along the Wellington Straight.
However, the #1 car had a
developing issue, a driveshaft

The World Endurance Championship gets under way
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problem that meant that Tréluyer
was unable to deploy his hybrid
power in the closing stages.
For now, though it was a
battle on track that McNish
was winning as he pulled away.
Tréluyer, however, was still posting very, very quick lap times.
It was time for the dice to be
thrown, and it was race engineer
Leena Gade that made the call.
The #1 car, which needed to stop
before the finish, was short-fuelled
at the first, giving the car track
position, and better pace. He
had to push hard though, with
McNish looking to close a near10 second gap to the new leader
with less than an hour remaining.
Tréluyer stumbled, with a
minor off track moment cost-

“I am very
proud that I,
Tom and Loic
are added to
that list of
winners – there
are some pretty
good drivers
on there!”
Allan McNish

(Clockwise from right) McNish showed all his class with a brilliant fighting drive;
Rebellion had the edge over Strakka; Toyota couldn’t match Audi in the race

ing him half of his hard-fought
lead. McNish was pushing hard,
very hard in fact, and then too
hard. His minor off cost the #2
car a full 15 seconds. Again Leena
made the call, and Tréluyer pitted
immediately for his final stop.
McNish, a lap later, took fuel and
tyres – 35 minutes remaining, 30
seconds in arrears… game over?
No! We were in for a race.
Vintage McNish vs Tréluyer driving around a problem. The little
terrier got the scent of his prey
and closed in, but catching was
one thing, passing quite another!
30 seconds became 10 with 18
minutes remaining, but Tréluyer
was fighting hard. The gap was
still closing – seven seconds with
12 minutes to go and then, with a
further fastest lap of the race, it was
three seconds as the clocked ticked
down to nine minutes remaining. And then the pair hit traffic.
It seemed at first that the
leader was getting the better of
it, but McNish was right there,
and then – with just five minutes remaining – he found a way
by at Brooklands. Epic stuff!
There was no way back for
Tréluyer, the gap at the flag
some 3.4 seconds with both
Toyotas a lap adrift, and the
#8 crew making the podium.
In the privateer class, it was a
Rebellion 1-2 after Nick Leventis tangled with a GTE Am
Ferrari in the second hour and
was pitched into retirement.
Rebellion’s #12 Lola Toyota had
looked quick all weekend and, indeed, Heidfeld held off Lotterer in
the very early running on a damp
track. Soon enough, however, the
factory cars’ power advantage paid
off and after that it was a lonely
race for the #12 and #13 cars,
the Lola proving much too quick
for the HPD even before their
race-ending incident. Fifth position, four laps down on the race
winner seemed too little reward
for an impressive effort. The #13
car was a further three laps down.

(Overleaf ) “One… two… three… say cheese… Alex! Allan! This way!”
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LMP2

T

here would be dramas too
in LMP2, particularly for
the brand new – perhaps
just a little bit too new – pair
of Lotus Praga T128s, both of
which were being built rather
than fettled in the garage in the
early part of the weekend.
There was too little early pace,
too many new car niggles, and too
many on track incidents for either
to really feature this time out.
Indeed, one of the very earliest
incidents involved the #32 car,
but it was Nic Minassian in
the #49 Pecom Oreca Nissan –
looking to improve on a poor
start position – that seemed to
be at fault. The Oreca delayed,
pitted, but continued.
That left the lead in the class
contested in the early stages by
Antonio Pizzonia in the #25 Delta
ADR Oreca Nissan and Olivier
Pla in the #24 Oak Morgan Nissan, Mike Conway in the #26
G-Drive Oreca and Martin Plowman in the #35 Oak Morgan. All
Nissan-engined, all Dunlop-shod.
Mention should certainly go to
an impressive opening race for the
KCMG Morgan Nissan team, the
effort pulled together at remarkably late notice and showing some
real pace and flair in the hands
of Matt Howson. However, a
couple of minor incidents and
some niggling issues (including
a flash fire on the pit lane) put
paid to their hopes in the race.
Also showing pace was the
Greaves Motorsport Zytek
Nissan, Tom Kimber-Smith
teamed with Chris Dyson and
Michael Marsal. Indeed, the
pace of this effort was impressive
enough for a sterling late charge

from Kimber-Smith to put the
car on to the podium at the flag.
Post-race, alas, the car was given
a one-lap penalty after it emerged
that Marsal – bruised and battered
in a hefty rain-assisted ELMS
shunt the previous day – had been
unable to complete his minimum driving time of 1h 15m.
The #35 car was in the mix until first a wrong tyre choice in the
changeable conditions, and then
a starter motor problem dropped
them back into the clutches of a
chasing pack that included the
Greaves Zytek and Pecom Oreca
as the Morgan struggled for grip.
The #26 G-Drive Oreca suffered a delay after contact saw
the rear deck part company. The
car would finish well down the
order, after running with the lead
group at the start of the race.
And it was tyre choice that
settled it in the race too, with the
#25 Delta ADR crew choosing
the intermediate Dunlops at just
the correct moment, as others
slithered around on slicks for too
long, or took full wets which soon
rooted themselves as the conditions changed for the better.
Pla, Rodriguez and Brundle
would chase hard throughout,
but James Walker, Antonio
Pizzonia and Tor Graves
were rock solid and came
home comfortably ahead.
The penalty for the Greaves
Zytek would promote the delayed
Pecom Oreca to the podium,
Minassian’s recovery run and a
stellar final stint from Pierre Kaffer
reaping a late reward, with the #35
Morgan Oak also benefitting from
the Zytek’s demotion – the pair
fourth and fifth in the final order.

“We made
the right call
with a tyre
change when
the rain came.
We used the
intermediate
tyre which
was great – it
was five, six,
seven seconds
faster than
anybody else”
Antonio Pizzonia

(Clockwise from top) LMP2 was hard fought – Delta-ADR
opened their season with a win; Plowman was enjoying life
with the OAK squad; Greaves scored a podium; Lotus’ new
chassis looked fast, but wasn’t – and neither finished
(Overleaf ) Delta-ADR’s Oreca-Nissan on its way to victory
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GTE Pro

M

uch was expected from
the six-car field, but it
was a dominant lightsto-flag win for the #97 Aston
Martin V8 Vantage GTE.
This was a fairytale result
for Aston Martin in their
centenary year, and a handy
points boost to Darren Turner,
Stefan Mücke and WEC
debutant Bruno Senna.
The car took the win despite
Darren Turner reporting that the
car was without traction control
for much of the encounter, a fine
feat then in such tricky conditions.
Other runners had problems
of their own too – tyre choice
issues hobbled the #51 Ferrari, while a reported steering

(Clockwise from right) Aston Martin dominated… but the fight behind was tight;
Porsche debuted, but it looked like they had work to do to catch their rivals
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issue for the #91 Porsche appeared to be tyre-related too.
Second place, albeit distantly
so, was the #71 AF Corse Ferrari of Toni Vilander and Kamui
Kobayashi – a hugely encouraging result for the Japanese GT
racing debutant. The #71 held off
the challenge of the #99 Aston,
despite a late race charge from
Fred Makowiecki, who himself
had to fend off a charge from the
#92 Porsche in the final hour.
Kobayashi showed pace and
consistency (despite a quick and
harmless spin) while the new
Porsche showed pace enough
to challenge for second place at
times, but seemed to struggle for
consistent pace over a full stint.

GTE Am

A

great run from the allDanish-crewed, Young
Driver-backed #95 Aston
Martin made it wins in both
GTE classes for Aston.
This after a fast and consistent
performance from all three drivers.
Allan Simonsen stayed in the wheeltracks of Jamie Campbell-Walter for
the opening part of the race, took
the lead at the end of the first hour
and the #95 was never headed thereafter, Kristian Poulsen and Christoffer Nygaard sharing the spoils.
Behind, meanwhile, there was
plenty of drama in a race that saw
spins, contact and controversy.
The final two podium positions
were contested at the end between
the #81 8Star Motorsports Ferrari and the Larbre Corvette. A
post-race protest from the Ferrari
team was turned down after Rui
Aguas was rather rudely nerfed
by the Vette, losing second spot

as a result of the puncture caused
by the contact with the #50 car.
The Corvette though was on
the back foot after a 45 second
stop-go penalty for overtaking under yellow flags.
There were penalties too for
the #88 Proton Porsche and #96
Aston Martin, the Aston also
having its own dramas on track
with a couple of spins for Roald
Goethe who was unlucky enough
to be in the car when conditions
were at their most changeable.
The #61 Ferrari, meanwhile, was
effectively out of contention after
a couple of incidents, both featuring Jack Gerber at the wheel, an
off into the gravel followed by the
incident which saw the car involved
in heavy contact with the Strakka
P1 HPD. Radiator damage for the
Ferrari took too long to fix for there
to be any realistic opportunity to
put the car back into contention.
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Class winners

2
LMP1

1 Tom Kristensen, Loïc Duval, Allan McNish | Audi Sport Team Joest | Audi R18 e-tron quattro
2 André Lotterer, Marcel Fässler, Benoît Tréluyer | Audi Sport Team Joest | Audi R18 e-tron quattro

Results/01 Silverstone

3 Anthony Davidson, Stéphane Sarrazin, Sébastien Buemi | Toyota Racing | Toyota TS030 Hybrid

Pos

Car No

Class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

2
1
8
7
12
13
25
24
41
49
35
47
26
97
71
99
92
51
95
91
50
81
96
88
57
76
45
61

LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMP2
LMGTE Am

Not Classified
29
32
30
21
31
31

LMP2
LMP
LMP2

Drivers

Team

Car

Laps/Gap

Kristensen/McNish/Duval
Lotterer/Tréluyer/Fässler
Davidson/Buemi/Sarrazin
Wurz/Lapierre
Prost/Jani/Heidfeld
Belicchi/Beche/Cheng
Graves/Pizzonia/Walker
Pla/Heinemeier Hansson/Brundle
Dyson/Marsal/Kimber-Smith
Pérez Companc/Minassian/Kaffer
Baguette/González/Plowman
Imperatori/Howson/Ka To
Rusinov/Martin/Conway
Turner/Mücke/Senna
Kobayashi/Vilander
Dalla Lana/Makowiecki/Lamy
Lieb/Lietz/Dumas
Bruni/Fisichella
Nygaard/Poulsen/Simonsen
Bergmeister/Pilet/Bernhard
Bornhauser/Canal/Rees
Potolicchio/Aguas/Peter
Goethe/Hall/Campbell-Walter
Ried/Roda/Ruberti
Krohn/Jönsson/Mediani
Narac/Bourret/Vernay
Nicolet/Merlin
Gerber/Griffin/Cioci

Audi Sport Team Joest
Audi Sport Team Joest
Toyota Racing
Toyota Racing
Rebellion Racing
Rebellion Racing
Delta-ADR
OAK Racing
Greaves Motorsport
Pecom Racing
OAK Racing
KCMG
G-Drive Racing
Aston Martin Racing
AF Corse
Aston Martin Racing
Porsche AG Team Manthey
AF Corse
Aston Martin Racing
Porsche AG Team Manthey
Larbre Competition
8 Star Motorsports
Aston Martin Racing
Proton Competition
Krohn Racing
IMSA Performance Matmut
OAK Racing
AF Corse

Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Toyota TS030 – Hybrid
Toyota TS030 – Hybrid
Lola B12/60 Coupé – Toyota
Lola B12/60 Coupé – Toyota
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Zytek Z11SN – Nissan
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Ferrari F458 Italia
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Porsche 911 RSR
Ferrari F458 Italia
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Porsche 911 RSR
Chevrolet Corvette C6-ZR1
Ferrari F458 Italia
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Ferrari F458 Italia
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Morgan – Nissan
Ferrari F458 Italia
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3.462
1 LAP
1 LAP
4 LAPS
7 LAPS
13 LAPS
14 LAPS
17 LAPS
18 LAPS
18 LAPS
18 LAPS
21 LAPS
26 LAPS
27 LAPS
27 LAPS
27 LAPS
27 LAPS
28 LAPS
29 LAPS
31 LAPS
32 LAPS
32 LAPS
32 LAPS
33 LAPS
34 LAPS
43 LAPS
58 LAPS

Holzer/Kraihamer/Charouz
Leventis/Watts/Kane
Weeda/Liuzzi/Bouchut

Lotus
Strakka Racing
Lotus

Lotus T128
HPD ARX 03c – Honda
Lotus T128

84 LAPS

25
LMP2

1 Tor Graves, Antonio Pizzonia, James Walker | Delta – ADR | Oreca 03 – Nissan
2 Olivier Pla, Alex Brundle, David Heinemeier Hansson | OAK Racing | Morgan Nissan
3 Luís Pérez Companc, Pierre Kaffer, Nicolas Minassian | Pecom Racing | Oreca 03 – Nissan

97
LMGTE Pro

1 Darren Turner, Bruno Senna, Stefan Mücke | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8
2 Kamui Kobayashi, Toni Vilander | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia

142 LAPS
153 LAPS

3 Paul Dalla Lana, Frédéric Makowiecki, Pedro Lamy | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8

95
LMGTE Am

1 Allan Simonsen, Kristian Poulsen, Christoffer Nygaard | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8
2 Julien Canal, Patrick Bornhauser, Fernando Rees | Larbre Competition | Chevrolet Corvette C6-ZR1
3 Enzo Potolicchio, Rui Aguas, Philipp Peter | 8 Star Motorsports | Ferrari 458 Italia
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Qualifying

A

press briefing at Spa from
WEC boss Gérard Neveu
made it very clear – while
apologies were in order for the
timing glitches at Silverstone, the
new qualifying format was here to
stay for 2013.
Here, though, the session was to
be extended by five minutes each
for both the LMP and GTE sessions
(now 25 minutes) to accommodate
the longer circuit.
The LMP session was disrupted
by an off for Chris Dyson in the
Greaves Zytek. A red flag followed,
and the car would join the Gulf Racing Lola at the back of the LMP grid.
Pole never looked like going
anywhere other than Audi’s
way, and despite both Toyotas
getting among the three R18s in
the middle part of the session,
it ended with a dominant 1-2-3
result for Ingolstadt.
The new long-tail #3 Audi had
led the session early on in the
hands of Marc Gené, but it was
the #1 car that took the point for
pole (1:59.961 average) ahead of
the #3 a quarter of a second back,
with the championship-leading #2
car third on the grid alongside the
debuting 2013 spec #7 Toyota.
Row three ended as a very
close-run thing, Heidfeld and Jani
running the 2012 spec Toyota
very close, but staying fifth.
In LMP2, the Delta ADR cars
looked out of sorts and were never
in pole contention. The #35 Oak
Morgan was similarly off colour and
marginally off the ultimate pace.
That left three cars, with three
different chassis, separated by
three tenths of a second over a
four-lap average.
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Third fastest was the #24 with
Oak Morgan, Olivier Pla and
Alex Brundle, though they felt
they could have done better.
Second were the visitors, Jota Sport
putting a Kentish cat among the
pigeons with Oliver Turvey and Lucas
Luhr on duty, their combined effort
falling less than a tenth of a second
short of the eventual polesetters. Nicolas Minassian and Pierre Kaffer found
that the conditions at Spa were far
more to the liking of their Michelins
– pole for Pecom’s Oreca Nissan with
a four-lap average of 2:07.697.
In the GTE session, it was Aston
Martins to the fore in both classes.
The #98 car took pole this time
courtesy of Bruno Senna – who had
moved across from the #97 after
Silverstone – and Fred Makowiecki.
The rapid pairing’s four-lap average
of 2:19.811 just edged out the #51
Ferrari team of Gianmaria Bruni
and Giancarlo Fisichella by around
four hundredths of a second. Senna’s
point for pole position would
put him atop the world championship standings overnight.
The sister AF Corse Ferrari, in
the hands of Toni Vilander and
Kamui Kobayashi, was a couple
of tenths further back. Darren
Turner and Stefan Mücke were
edged back into fourth on the grid
by less than two hundredths of a
second, ahead of the third Aston
Martin and both factory Porsches.
It was just as close in the GTE
AM standings, the Danish-crewed
#95 Aston Martin posting an average
of 2:21.265 by Allan Simonsen
and Christoffer Nygaard, three
hundredths ahead of the 8Star
Ferrari, with the #96 Aston
a further three tenths back.
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Race – LMP1

I

t was the second consecutive
poor start for Lotterer. However, this time it was both of
the Toyotas that took advantage
rather than the Rebellion.
Loïc Duval led the field, with
Nicolas Lapierre leapfrogging two
Audis to lie second. Gené was
third in the long-tail Audi and
Buemi fourth in the #8 Toyota.
Duval initially pulled away,
but Lapierre stopped the rot.
Lotterer, meanwhile, was
making up for his bad start –
he passed Gené as Buemi fell
back, the Swiss behind the #1
and #3 Audis, but recovering
to pass Gené too.
Lotterer was clearly a man on
a mission. He caught and passed
Lapierre for second, only to have
the Toyota scream by again to
retake the place. Lotterer wasn’t
done, however, and scrapped
his way back ahead in traffic at
Rivage – from pole to fifth and
back to second in 15 minutes!
By the 30-minute mark,
Lotterer had caught Duval.
#2 led #1 by just tenths and
within a lap he was past. However, the battling Audis had
allowed Lapierre to close in,
and with the Audis pitting first
the Toyota would lead the race
after 41 minutes. The Toyota
stayedout for a further five
minutes, before pitting, allowing Lotterer to retake the lead.
The Toyotas, meanwhile, were
running ahead of the #3 Audi.
A 16-minute safety car period,
for the repair of the tyre wall
at Eau Rouge, ended with the
leader coming down the pit lane
soon afterwards – the #1 Audi
had picked up a puncture.
Duval to the lead then,
and he’d stay ahead of
the #1 car after his own

(Above) a classic Spa sight – a field of prototypes charge into Radillion on the first lap

»

(Overleaf ) the #1 Audi ran out winners
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stop a little later, he wouldn’t
though be in the lead.
With the field compressed by
the safety car period, there was
briefly a Toyota-powered 1-2-3 –
the #12 Rebellion close enough
on the road to go by the Audis
when they made their stops.
After the next round of stops
though, the #7 Toyota’s pace

“I think we
could run a little
faster through
the traffic, and
on my stint I
was alone most
of the time, with
not much LMP
around. We had
no choice after
the puncture –
we had to go
flat out”
..

Marcel Fassler

(Clockwise from right) beautiful late afternoon rays sparkle; Toyota pushed hard and
debuted their 2013 car, but it wasn’t enough; #12 Rebellion was best of the rest, again
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was enough for it to retain the
lead – albeit only just – pitching
Lapierre into a battle to defend his
lead from Duval in the #2 Audi.
But the Toyota man was up to
the task. Alongside was as far as
Duval got in the next half hour,
before Duval pitted once again.
The Toyota stayed in the hunt
until well past the halfway mark,
leading on pace round the Audi pit
cycle until disaster struck – the car
in the garage with a hybrid system
issue that was later diagnosed as an
installation issue (aka “finger trouble”). A tough break for TMG,
with the system causing the brakes
to overheat. The #7 car would
retire in the garage, a promising
run ruined – but the storm clouds
were gathering. Toyota insisted
that the diesel/petrol performance
balance was now seriously awry,
with the Audis able to close them
down even after suffering issues.
For now though, the lead was
handed back to the #1 Audi, and
although the #2 car would retake
the lead again on the pit stop cycle, the pace of the championship
leaders would keep them at arm’s
length. The championship lead
went to the winning car here too.
Behind this pair, the #3 Audi
was just too quick for the 2012spec Toyota to challenge. It was
an Audi 1-2-3 at the flag, with
the #8 Toyota a lap adrift.
In the Privateers stakes, Rebellion – both cars equipped with new
aero and “trick” dampers – were
two laps back from the Toyota,
but way too good for the Strakka
HPD, that car having clashed early
in the race with an OAK Morgan.
The #12 car could have
been closer, but suffered a
race long power shortage. Its
reliability held though, and
the crew were too quick to
allow the sister car to pass.
The Lola Toyotas had benefitted from some sensible investment, and the HPD looked
outclassed. There were some
very long faces at Strakka.
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LMP2

O

livier Pla was the man
on the move in LMP2.
He took the lead from
third on the grid in the #24
Oak Morgan Nissan on the
opening lap, with Nic Minassian holding second place in
the Pecom Oreca, and Oliver
Turvey third in the Jota Zytek.
Pla was being pressed hard,
and mere tenths separated the top
two. There was also an equally
close contest for fourth between
Bertrand Baguette in the #35
Morgan Nissan and Antonio
Pizzonia in the #25 Delta ADR
Oreca Nissan. However, the
Brazilian was perhaps pushing a
little too hard, and he spun out
at Malmedy after a clash with the
8Star Ferrari, the inside barrier
getting something of a whack.
With pit stops completed there
was a new leader: Minassian
leading in the Pecom Oreca.
The bigger drama though was
to befall Pizzonia – his recovery
drive was punctuated by the blackand-white flag for contact with
the Ferrari, and then given a full
stop of the most unfortunate kind
as the hefty thump the car had
received earlier produced a failure
at the rear of the car as he climbed
up through Eau Rouge. The car
pitched into a spin and hit the tyre
wall hard on the outside of the
corner. The driver was OK, the
car not so much! Out on the spot,
and the safety car was scrambled.
On the restart, Baguette
took advantage in the #35 Oak
Morgan, passing John Martin’s
#26 G-Drive Oreca Nissan for
fourth in class. The Australian
would hand over the Oreca to
Mike Conway soon afterwards.
The Pecom Oreca had profited
greatly from the timing of the
safety car, and held a big lead but
behind the #49 car there were
plenty of cars still close enough

for position changes – and it
was Oliver Turvey that was next
to do so, the young Englishman taking the Jota Zytek ahead
of the the #24 Morgan Nissan
with a flying Mike Conway also
getting by David Heinemeier
Hansson soon afterwards.
It would be the better part
of an hour later before a further significant place change
– Conway still aboard #26
getting by Simon Dolan, now
installed in the Jota car.
Fast-forward a further hour
and it was again the #26 car
that hit the headlines. Unfortunately it also hit the barrier, at
Les Combes. Dolan moved into
second position, but then lost
out to a charging Alex Brundle.
Rusinov got the G-Drive car
back to the pits and 10 minutes
later the car was back out on
track, just as the lead car had
a scare. The car briefly left the
road at Les Combes, but without significant harm to either
the machinery or the lead.
Into the final stages and it was
going to be a close-run thing for
second place. The Pecom car had
time to take a conservative approach at the final stop, but the
#24 Oak Morgan and #38 Jota
Zytek were still in the hunt for the
remaining steps on the podium.
The Morgan would take second,
courtesy of faultless pitwork and
punishing late race pace, coming
home for a second consecutive
WEC second place. Third place
was a fine result for Jota too, Lucas
Luhr again proving his worth as he
kept the car in the hunt to the fore.
The top trio were just the first three
of a Nissan-powered 1-2-3-4-5-6
in LMP2. Pecom’s win was their
second in the WEC after taking
the top step in Bahrain in 2012,
and the first LMP2 class win in
the championship for Michelin.

“The first stint
was really fun.
There was a
lot of pushing,
but the Oak
was really
quick down
the straights.
It was almost
impossible to
overtake, so
after the first
stop we made
a big push”
Nic Minassian

(Clockwise from top) Pecom’s Michelin shod Oreca took the honours;
Greaves at speed. Purposeful curves; G-Drive took home some points
(Overleaf ) Aston train
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GTE Pro

R

ight from the start it was a
battle royal with Rob Bell’s
Aston losing out on lap
one to the #71 AF Corse Ferrari
in the hands of Toni Vilander,
the pair swapping the lead twice
more in the first 10 minutes
before Gimmi Bruni and Darren
Turner also got involved.
After 20 minutes the top four
were covered by just 1.8 seconds!
It was frantic stuff and only
when Bruni hit the front, with
Bell grabbing back second place
from Vilander, did we see gaps
emerging that were big enough
to measure in more than tenths.
To get there, both Ferraris
were having to push hard, and
the track limits were being
stretched – as was the patience of
race director Eduardo Freitas.
After several warnings, and the
black-and-white flag, the #51 was
dealt a stop-go penalty, leaving the
lead to the sister #71 car. When
Kobayashi pitted, the battle for
the lead was between Bell and
Patrick Pilet, who had carved his
way through the pack into the
lead group in the #91 Porsche.
The pit cycle then saw the
Porsche stop, followed by the
Astons, and the pendulum
swung back in Ferrari’s direction. Vilander took the lead
from Bruni before the #51 458
was dealt a second stop-go, this
time for a safety car infringement! At this point we weren’t
even halfway through the race.
Senna then led, with Mücke in
close attendance and the Ferraris
were closing once again, with the
#71 ahead of 51. Then, a turning point – the #71 stalled as it
tried to leave after a routine stop.
With 90 minutes remaining,
the top four were separated
by less than 30 seconds.
Then further trouble: the #91
Porsche stopped on track after

contact with the #51 Ferrari. Then
this car, the #97 and #98 Astons
were all dealt stop-go penalties for
overtaking under the safety car.
With half an hour remaining, the top three were just
12 seconds apart. Bruni was
leading the #98 Aston Martin
with the recovering #71 Ferrari closing in too – 10 seconds
separated the three at the flag.
It was Ferrari’s day, and despite
repeated warnings and penalties the #51 AF Corse car took
the win. Bruno Senna extended
his lead in the drivers’ standings,
courtesy of his switch from the
#97 to the #98 Aston Martin.

“From the
cockpit it was
amazing. I was
battling with
Mako, and he
got a stop and
go, when he
came out we
almost went
side-by-side up
Eau Rouge”
Gianmaria Bruni

(Clockwise from top) AF Corse took the victory; the #91 Porsche
didn’t finish; a shuffled line up for #97 yielded fourth place
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GTE Am

H

ere was another class
whose lead battle was
rather spoiled by the
timing of the safety car.
Before that, there was a fine
multi-car battle for the lead in
the opening stages, with Matteo
Malucelli, Allan Simonsen and
Jamie Campbell-Walter doing in
GTE AM what the Pro cars were
doing ahead of them in GTE Pro,
The Dane led from the off,
only to see the Italian find a way
through. Simonsen would then
fall back behind the #96 Aston
too, before fighting back up to
second place, both Astons keeping
Malucelli busy.
Into the pit stops, and it was
Enzo Potolicchio that took over
in the #81 car, the 8Star team
owner finding himself behind
the safety car and waved by.
That moment effectively settled
the race win, with the chasing
pack further back in the train.
The battle for second place
was now between CampbellWalter and Julien Canal
in the Larbre Corvette.
Paolo Ruberti, meanwhile,
had delayed the stop for the
#88 Proton Porsche – and
had led the class as a result.
As the race went green again
it was bad news for the Danishcrewed Aston Martin, the GT
car hit by an LMP2 car and
punted off the track, dropping
down the order as a result.
The #76 IMSA Performance
Porsche had dropped back after
having to pit for an emergency
splash of fuel under the safety
car, and then a full stop when the
race was green-flagged. A later
penalty for failing to respect the
pit exit light, and a stop-go for
repeated track limits transgressions would do further damage to
the French Porsche team’s hopes.
Campbell-Walter was close
enough to take the lead as the
8Star car pitted, but the gap in reality was a large one – and would

“It’s the first
win for 8Star
Motorsports,
and four cars
on the podium
for AF Corse
in total – it’s a
great weekend”
Enzo Potolicchio

get bigger still after Roald Goethe
replaced Stuart Hall aboard #96.
The leading car very nearly
made a cardinal error, Rui Aguas
released from a scheduled stop
as Vernay cut in towards the
IMSA pit – a very close call that
could have cost #81 the win.
Stuart Hall was back aboard
the #96 Aston Martin, fought
his way back up to third, but
was unable to prevent the Larbre
Corvette from claiming the final
podium place, with the Danishcrewed Aston now back ahead
once more and able to retain
their championship lead.
(Clockwise from bottom) Krohn peek into the light… but it was their Ferrari rivals 8Star that won the class; IMSA put in a steady performance
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Class winners

1
LMP1

1 André Lotterer, Marcel Fässler, Benoît Tréluyer | Audi Sport Team Joest | Audi R18 e-tron quattro
2 Tom Kristensen, Loïc Duval, Allan McNish | Audi Sport Team Joest | Audi R18 e-tron quattro

Results/02 Spa Francorchamps

3 Marc Gené, Lucas Di Grassi, Oliver Jarvis | Audi Sport Team Joest | Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Pos

Car No

Class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

1
2
3
8
12
13
21
49
24
38
35
26
45
32
51
98
71
97
92
99
81
95
50
31
96
88
76
57
28
54
61

LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMP2
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMP2
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am

Not Classified
32
91
33
7
34
25

Drivers

Team

Car

Laps/Gap

Lotterer/Tréluyer/Fässler
Kristensen/McNish/Duval
Di Grassi/Gené/Jarvis
Davidson/Buemi/Sarrazin
Prost/Jani/Heidfeld
Belicchi/Beche/Cheng
Leventis/Watts/Kane
Pérez Companc/Minassian/Kaffer
Pla/Heinemeier Hansson/Brundle
Dolan/Turvey/Luhr
Baguette/González/Plowman
Rusinov/Martin/Conway
Nicolet/Merlin
Holzer/Kraihamer/Charouz
Bruni/Fisichella
Senna/Makowiecki/Bell
Kobayashi/Vilander
Turner/Mücke/Dumbreck
Lieb/Lietz/Dumas
Dalla Lana/Lamy/Stanaway
Potolicchio/Aguas/Malucelli
Nygaard/Poulsen/Simonsen
Bornhauser/Canal/Rees
Weeda/Liuzzi/Rossiter
Goethe/Hall/Campbell-Walter
Ried/Roda/Ruberti
Narac/Vernay
Krohn/Jönsson/Median
Fatien/Giroix/Ihara
Mallegol/Bachelier/Blank
Gerber/Griffin/Cioci

Audi Sport Team Joest
Audi Sport Team Joest
Audi Sport Team Joest
Toyota Racing
Rebellion Racing
Rebellion Racing
Strakka Racing
Pecom Racing
OAK Racing
Jota
OAK Racing
G-Drive Racing
OAK Racing
Lotus
AF Corse
Aston Martin Racing
AF Corse
Aston Martin Racing
Porsche AG Team Manthey
Aston Martin Racing
8 Star Motorsports
Aston Martin Racing
Larbre Competition
Lotus
Aston Martin Racing
Proton Competition
Imsa Performance Matmut
Krohn Racing
Gulf Racing Middle East
AF Corse
AF Corse

Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Toyota TS030 – Hybrid
Lola B12/60 Coupé – Toyota
Lola B12/60 Coupé – Toyota
HPD ARX 03c – Honda
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Zytek Z11SN – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Lotus T128
Ferrari F458 Italia
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Ferrari F458 Italia
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Porsche 911 RSR
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Ferrari F458 Italia
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Chevrolet Corvette C6-ZR1
Lotus T128
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Ferrari F458 Italia
Lola B12/80 Coupé – Nissan
Ferrari F458 Italia
Ferrari F458 Italia

168
1:05.815
1:54.992
1 LAP
3 LAPS
3 LAPS
7 LAPS
11 LAPS
11 LAPS
11 LAPS
12 LAPS
16 LAPS
16 LAPS
16 LAPS
19 LAPS
19 LAPS
19 LAPS
20 LAPS
20 LAPS
21 LAPS
21 LAPS
22 LAPS
23 LAPS
24 LAPS
24 LAPS
25 LAPS
25 LAPS
26 LAPS
28 LAPS
30 LAPS
43 LAPS

Porsche AG Team Manthey
Toyota Racing
Delta-ADR

Porsche 911 RSR
Toyota TS030 – Hybrid
Oreca 03 – Nissan

45 LAPS

LMGTE Pro Bergmeister/Pilet/Bernhard
LMP1
Wurz/Lapierre/Nakajima
LMP2
Graves/Pizzonia/Walker

49
LMP2

1 Luís Pérez Companc, Pierre Kaffer, Nicolas Minassian | Pecom Racing | Oreca 03 – Nissan
2 Olivier Pla, Alex Brundle, David Heinemeier Hansson | OAK Racing | Morgan Nissan
3 Simon Dolan, Oliver Turvey, Lucas Luhr | Jota | Zytek Z11SN – Nissan

51
LMGTE Pro

1 Gianmaria Bruni, Giancarlo Fisichella | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia
2 Bruno Senna, Frédéric Makowiecki, Rob Bell | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8
3 Kamui Kobayashi, Toni Vilander | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia

69 LAPS
143 LAPS

81
LMGTE Am

1 Enzo Potolicchio, Rui Aguas, Matteo Malucelli | 8Star Motorsports | Ferrari 458 Italia
2 Allan Simonsen, Kristian Poulsen, Christoffer Nygaard | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8
3 Julien Canal, Patrick Bornhauser, Fernando Rees | Larbre Competition | Chevrolet Corvette C6-ZR1
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03
FIA World Endurance Championship

Le Mans 24 Hour
Circuit de la Sarthe, France
June 19th – 23rd
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Qualifying – LMP1

W

eather had already
played a part in Le Mans
race week, with the
Wednesday free practice session
red-flagged with an extended
break before the cars emerged at
10pm for the first of three twohour timed qualifying sessions.
Loïc Duval was the first man to
show real pace – 3:23.169 for the
#2 Audi followed with a 3:22.349,
a full two seconds quicker than
Marc Gené could manage in the
#3, and over four seconds up on
Nakajima’s best in the #7 Toyota.
Next to improve was Lotterer,
making it a 1-2-3 for Audi with
the lead #12 Rebellion Lola, in
a Toyota sandwich between the
#7, fourth, and the #8, sixth.
It would get worse for Toyota
though as Sébastien Buemi coasted
the #8 Toyota to a halt after Arnage
corner with gearbox trouble.
A red flag for the TDS Oreca
in the barrier meant that there
was, in any case, little more
running in the session.
Session 2
The weather forecast for Thursday
was awful, and a quick burst of
torrential rain just before the start
of the second session meant that
the track was wet as the session
went green, wet enough to mean
that none of the significant runners
would improve in the session, again
red-flagged early after the Boutsen
Ginion Oreca hit the barrier hard.
Session 3
The final qualifying period got
under way half an hour earlier
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than originally scheduled. The
track was drying, but only in
part – a dry line on the pit straight.
Standing water at Mulsanne
Corner made any overall improvement impossible, and
the times were still 20 seconds
away from Wednesday’s best.
Bit by bit the track continued
to improve before yet another red
flag, this time for a shunt at the
Forza Chicane by a GTE Porsche.
By the time the pit lane
reopened, there was a real
chance for an improvement, with
the track now almost entirely
dry. Stéphane Sarrazin in the #8
Toyota posted a 3:23.232, the
first to go quicker than the car
had managed on Wednesday.
There was big trouble though for
Strakka Racing’s #21 HPD. Jonny
Kane hit the barriers hard at the
second Mulsanne chicane, and the
session was red-flagged yet again.
With the HPD’s debris cleared,
the session went green for the final
time and suddenly purple sectors
started to appear on the timing
screens. André Lotterer crossing the line in 3:23.696, moving second fastest overall.
A late run from Sarrazin with
10 minutes to go had the Toyotas swapping places – 3:26.654
still 2.3 seconds shy of Di Grassi
in the third of the Audis.
The chequered flag flew at
midnight and confirmed a clean
sweep for Audi. The #2 car of
Kristensen, Duval and McNish
claimed pole with a Wednesday
best of 3:22.349, 1.3 seconds faster
than the #1, with the #3 third.
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Qualifying – LMP2

Q

ualifying started without
the Caterham-branded #41
Greaves Zytek, the car still
being repaired following a shunt
in free practice for Eric Lux.
John Martin held the provisional
top spot for the #26 G-Drive Racing
Oreca Nissan in the early running,
just over a second clear of Olivier
Pla in the #24 Oak Racing Morgan Nissan. Third up was Franck
Mailleux aboard the #43 Morand
Racing Morgan Judd – that became
second as Mailleux further improved.
Archie Hamilton, meanwhile, was
holding fourth place for the second G-Drive Oreca, the #25.
Few, if any, others were making significant progress however.
Two notable exceptions were Karun
Chandhok, in the #48 Murphy
Prototypes Oreca #48, and the
#32 Lotus, which had emerged
after having its various impounded
components refitted successfully
at just before the hour mark.
Quicker runs from both were
curtailed when, at five-past 11, Pierre
Thiriet punched his eponymous
#46 Oreca Nissan into the Armco
at the second Mulsanne chicane.
The Frenchman was OK, but the
car was not. Red flags brought
the session to a premature end,
the TDS team forced to source
a spare tub from Sébastien Loeb
Racing to effect a full rebuild.
Session 2
Thursday evening would see a
quick but torrential downpour
just before the session ruin any
chance of major improvements.
There was some good news
however, as the #41 Greaves
Zytek Nissan emerged to take
the track after its major repairs.
The session would once again be
stopped prematurely with a red flag,
this time for a shunt on the run-up
towards Indianapolis from Matt
Downs in the #40 Boutsen
Ginion Oreca Nissan. Barrier
repairs meant that once again
the session would not restart!
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Session 3
The final qualifying session started
with rather more drama of the
happier sort, Mike Conway posting a 3:40.908 to confirm that
the provisional pole claimed by
the G-Drive #26 on Wednesday
had been no flash in the pan.
A yellow flag for Marino
Franchitti, stopped in the Level 5
HPD at Indianapolis, and the #31
Lotus off elsewhere, curtailed a
couple of fast laps for those gunning for pole, In LMP2, Oliver
Turvey was finding significantly
better pace for Jota, chucking the
#38 through the Ford Chicane and
taking a much-improved 3:40.459
to claim second in the class.
A succession of spinners, including an off for the Status GP Lola
#30, and a barrier-clipping moment
for Eric Lux in the #41 Greaves
“Caterham” Zytek, kept the marshals
busy right into the final minutes.
Then, right at the end of the
session, there were big changes.
Olivier Pla reaffirmed his class with
a 3:38.621 to deny the G-Drive car
the pole, and with the Oak Morgan
#24 finding almost a full second
over Martin’s previous best for the
#26, the Morgan Nissan package looked very strong indeed.
The anticipated charge from
Jota did come, but too late to
secure the front-row slot that
many had envisaged for the
#38 Zytek. Less than five seconds separated the top 10 in
LMP2, confirming the strength
in depth of the class in 2013.
Good news for the Thiriet by
TDS Oreca Nissan squad was
that their rebuild was completed overnight, with the car
passing through scrutineering without major incident.
However, a gaggle of cars were
doled out five-place grid penalties,
the much-truncated qualifying
meaning that they had not managed to get all three drivers in for the
required number of night time laps,
or within the qualifying minimum.
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Qualifying – GTE Pro

S

tefan Mücke made all of
the early headlines in the
#97 Aston Martin, leading
the session with a 3:56.146,
then ending up in the gravel
at Dunlop Corner when pushing
to go quicker still.
Gianmaria Bruni, meanwhile,
looked set to challenge. He came
through just minutes later with a
3:56.909 for AF Corse’s #51 F458.
A major improvement came
in GTE Pro at 22:47, a 3:55.658
from Fred Makowiecki in the #99
Aston Martin Racing Vantage
V8 eclipsing Giancarlo Fisichella
– by then leading the class – by
a modest, but potentially vital,
two-tenths of a second. Third in
Pro with 40 minutes gone was
the second Aston, the #97.
Then came the red flag that
would end the session early.
Before then, the JMW Motorsports’ #66 Ferrari had a heavy hit,
Abdulaziz Al Faisal sliding off to
the outside of the Ford Chicane
and impacting the barrier heavily
with the rear of the car.
That left the rear subframe
badly damaged, and the team
found themselves busy rebuilding
the whole rear end of the car.
Session 2
The tricky conditions at the start
of the second session caught out
a number of runners, not least
Richard Westbrook in the #74
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Corvette, the Englishman spinning
at the Forza Chicane on his first
time driving the car in the wet.
Late in the session, the #66
JMW Ferrari made its first – and
very brief – exploratory appearance.
The car completed a single lap of the
track before returning to the garage,
and there would be no time for
further outings as this session
was also red-flagged early.
Session 3
A mid-session red flag interrupted
progress, but the conditions
certainly favoured fast running, Makowiecki managing a
3:55.754 in the #99 Vantage, a
mere tenth shy of matching the
car’s existing grip on pole.
Mücke then briefly set claim to
pole, but Makowiecki responded
instantly with a significant improvement in the #99, posting a
3:54.635 to reinstate the order.
On the very last lap, Marc Lieb
set an improvement for the #92
works Porsche to move third in
GTE Pro, half a tenth behind
Mücke. However, Aston Martin
were looking very strong indeed.
There would be a grid position
change for the #98 Aston
Martin, with Paul Dalla Lana
not able to complete the required
laps at the required speed due
to all of the interruptions
to proceedings. The car was
dealt a seven-place penalty.
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Qualifying – GTE Am

T

There was at least some good
news – Krohn Racing’s replacement
car was ready after an epic rebuild.

Session 2
There would be little progress seen
in the second session either as the
weather – and a flurry of yellow
and later red flags – intervened.

Session 3
As the final hour of the final
qualifying session approached, there
was bad news for another GTE Am
runner. The first “Forza” chicane
on the Mulsanne flashing up on
the timing screens with yellow flags,
then immediately red – it was an
off for the #76 IMSA Matmut
Porsche. Christopher Bourret
had caught the Armco on the
approach, ripping the left-hand
rear wheel clean off the car, and
leaving debris across the track.
Exactly half an hour remained
when the lights turned green once
more, but Simonsen’s Wednesday
time always looked unassailable.
The #95 Aston Martin Vantage V8
would secure pole without really
being troubled again on Thursday.
Evidently, the car to have in GT
seemed to be an Aston Martin V8
Vantage. Pole in both classes was
reinforced by strong supporting performances from the team’s other cars,
but the possible lock-out in the Am
category was denied them by an excellent run from the #88 Proton Porsche.
As with the other classes, a number of teams hadn’t managed to put
in the laps to get all their drivers
through the required laps – so no
fewer than eight of the class runners would be dealt a grid penalty.

here would be no running
in the first session for Krohn
Racing, after the team
owner shunted the #57 Ferrari very
heavily in free practice, leaving
the 458 damaged beyond repair.
A full replacement car arrived
at the circuit at lunchtime on
Thursday – the Edil Cris 458
normally seen in the Superstars GT
Sprint Series. Within around 60
seconds of the car’s arrival in the
garage, every body panel had been
removed as the Krohn team
worked to change to car to a legal
specification for GTE Am,
Initially, the way was being
shown in the Am class by Paolo
Ruberti in the #88 Proton
Competition Porsche, but soon
Allan Simonsen posted a 3:58.661
to move ahead. That left a
sizeable gap back to Pascal Gibon,
holding third for IMSA Matmut’s
#67 Porsche. It would be bigger
still by the time Simonsen posted
a 3:57.776, putting the Am
provisional pole-setter ahead
of the factory Vipers, and the
factory Corvettes too!
That’s much the way it
stayed, through to the early, redflagged end to the session.
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Race – LMP1

T

he 2013 LMP1 battle at
Le Mans will be remembered for several reasons.
It was another record breaking win for Tom Kristensen – his
ninth win at the biggest race in
the world – a third win for the
popular Scot Allan McNish,
and a first win for Audi’s new
pacemaker Loïc Duval. All
courtesy of a faultless run from
the #2 Audi e-tron quattro, the
hybrid providing Audi’s fourth
win in succession at the great
race, and an incredible 16th
consecutive win for Michelin.
We’ve written so many times
that the car that wins Le Mans
will be the car that stays fast,
stays consistent, and stays out
of the pits. The performance
of the #2 R18 e-tron quattro was textbook Audi.
It could, however, have been
very different as the #2 car
ended as the only un-delayed
Audi, and history will show
that Toyota ran them close!
The key to Audi’s victory
was once again not just the
speed of their drivers, or the
lead car’s reliability, but their
strength in numbers. The two
sister cars in the race, the #1
and #3 suffered from issues
that left them hoping
that others would falter.
The #3 Audi suffered from
a puncture that lost them
time getting back to the pits
and repairing the subsequent
bodywork damage. The #1
suffered from a highly unusual
mechanical/electrical issue with
a failed alternator, which cost
them a disastrous 40-minute
delay in the seventh hour.
After the race, the R18
e-tron quattro was jokingly described by Audi

(Above) the world’s greatest race gets under way
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(Overleaf ) winner on Mulsanne
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sporting director Dr Wolfgang
Ullrich as “not designed for
changing the alternator.”
This setback not only prevented
the trio of Marcel Fässler, Benoît
Tréluyer and André Lotterer from
taking a hat-trick of wins – but
terminally damaged their chances
of winning the FIA WEC title.
The team finished only fifth as
their chief rivals took the overall
win, plus pole position too.
Toyota’s reliability was a major
surprise – the two TS030s entered
for the 81st running and 90th
anniversary of the Le Mans 24
Hours kept Audi on their toes this
time for the whole race, instead
of just the first six hours they
managed in their debut year.
In the opening laps, Nicolas
Lapierre managed to fight his way
up to second place in the #7 car
and was about to challenge the
#1 Audi for the lead before the
safety car came out on lap four.
It seemed that the slightly
greasy, chilled conditions were
a major factor in Toyota’s early

“This one
is for Allan
Simonsen”

Tom Kristensen

race pace – the TS030 ran far better on Michelin’s “treadless wets”
than the R18. Once the conditions
were either fully dry or extremely
wet, the e-tron quattro’s lap times
were far superior to the blue-andwhite machines. Still, Toyota were
able to stay in the fight all the way
to the checkered flag because of
Audi’s hiccups – and, of course,
the record number of safety car
periods. The field closed up time
and time again as, yet again,
barrier repairs were required.
The story of the second half of
the race was really the #2 Audi
vs the #8 and #7 Toyotas, with
the #8 Toyota desperately trying
to get on to – and stay on – the
lead lap, while the team monitored their pair of cars which had
never run so long in a competitive environment before.
Ultimately, the Toyotas just
didn’t have the pace, but they
hung around and both crossed the
finishing line. It was an impressive
showing of reliability from the
team, with the only real issue for
them being Lapierre’s substantial
off with the #7 into a barrier at
the entrance to the Porsche curves
in the last period of the race.
The lengthy repairs under the
safety car during the rain-soaked
period of the race handed the
#3 Audi a podium, following
a spirited drive to get Lucas di
Grassi, Marc Gené and Oliver
Jarvis a spot on the rostrum (for
Jarvis his second consecutive
podium) in their final run for
the LMP1 programme in 2013.
Ahead of them, however,
Stéphane Sarrazin’s fourth Le
Mans podium finish was again
short of the ultimate prize, with
Anthony Davidson and Sébastien
Buemi both experiencing the
post-race crown from the winners
gantry for the very first time.
It’s often said that nobody
remembers the secondplaced car, but Audi will
remember this one.
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(Clockwise from left) long on reliability, but Toyota fell short
on ultimate pace; the four rings at night; Rebellion at speed
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Strakka Racing’s weekend was
reminiscent of their dominant
run in LMP2 in the 2010 edition
of the race, the all-British squad
running quickly and consistently to win the privateer class
in an HPD that had not had the
best of form – or luck – in the
early rounds of the WEC season.
They would withdraw from the
WEC thereafter, the team out of
spares and planning for 2014.
Their class win was with the
same driving squad as the earlier
win in LMP2 – not many teams
have achieved wins in different
classes with an unchanged crew.
They couldn’t, however, get
anywhere near the ultimate pace
of the two Rebellion Lola Toyotas
during much of the race. But they
ran faultlessly (with the exception
of a puncture and a minor water
leak during the night) and waited
for the #12 and #13 cars to hit
trouble – and this time, they did.
The last couple of years (as well
as the current WEC season) have
been kind to the Swiss-flagged.
British-run team, and the 2013
team would see them again
display excellent reliability almost
everywhere, but this time out
they suffered from a multitude of
niggles and Andrea Belicchi’s hefty
incident for the #13 car at the
second Mulsanne chicane with six
hours to go. That would leave the
Italian with a rib injury that would
count him out until October.
Rebellion’s #12 car, with Nicolas
Prost, Nick Heidfeld and Neel Jani
driving, ran well for the first 12
hours and wasn’t too far away from
the factory teams ahead – eyeing a
potential top five finish. But the car
succumbed to an oil leak, multiple vibrations and a clutch issue
which lost the team a demoralising
amount of time. The two customer
Toyota-engined Lola B12/60’s finished a disappointing 40th and 41st
in the final classification, but at least
they crossed the line in what may
very well be the last-ever appearance of LMP1 Lolas at La Sarthe.
(Above) on the way to victory
(Overleaf ) Dunlop in the dark
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LMP2

W

ith 22 cars taking
the start of the race
and cars that –
despite a freeze on wholesale
development – are proving
to be quicker and more reliable
year-on-year, it was always
going to be a close and
unpredictable race in LMP2.
It didn’t disappoint. In the
end it was an excellent 1-2 finish and the first class win at
Le Mans for the popular and
hard-working Oak Racing team.
It was victory too for Nissan
Nismo power as the pair of Morgan Nissans head led home eight
other Nissan engines in the top 10.
Bertrand Baguette, Martin
Plowman and Ricardo González
drove the #35 to a stunning
victory over the sister #24 car of
Olivier Pla, Alex Brundle and
David Heinemeier Hansson.
The Oak Racing cars led the
race at the end of almost every
hour, but in the early stages of
the race it was the #24 car that
looked likely to dominate the race.
Baguette’s pace, however, kept
the #35 car in the hunt all the
way as they battled with the rapid
#26 G-Drive Oreca which stayed
close enough to the Morgans
to take full advantage when the
leading car had a minor off on
cold tyres. It didn’t delay the #24
car much, but it’s a mark of the
pace and reliability of the leading group that even that one
issue was ultimately enough to
cost the #24 crew the race.
In contrast, the #35 crew
continued untroubled, not
ultimately as quick as the #24
but with too big a gap to bridge.
Their only drama was in the
very closing stages – a spin in
avoidance of a car ahead in
the late race cloudburst. Baguette managed to gathered it
all together to retain the lead.

The other major contender
in the race came from the
Greaves Motorsport outfit.
While the British team’s
Caterham-liveried #41 came
home after a number of delays,
Tom Kimber-Smith in particular
showing real speed in pursuit of
the pack. The Nissan Nismobacked #42 car emerged as a real
contender for a podium as Lucas
Ordóñez and Michael Krumm
anchored the effort. The surprise
package for the crew – and arguably for the class – was the debuting 2011 GT Academy winner
Jann Mardenborough, who had a
coming-of-age party on the biggest
stage so far of his short career.
The young Welshman was
among the fastest drivers in the
class throughout, with excellent
consistency. The only scare came
as Jann clattered the kerbs at the
second Mulsanne Chicane as he
attempted, successfully, to fend
off the attentions of another class
contender – the Zytek Nissan
“getting air” in dramatic but
thankfully harmless fashion.
But there would be heartbreak
for the #26 G-Drive crew. Experienced silver-rated Russian driver
Roman Rusinov, IndyCar star
Mike Conway and very rapid Aussie star John Martin would claim
third, but suffer post-race exclusion for an oversized fuel tank.
The Greaves trio would
inherit the podium, and would
finish ahead too of the first
Michelin-shod runner – the
#49 Pecom Racing Oreca Nissan. Their best efforts fell just
short of a successful challenge
on Mardenborough and co.
The Onroak/Morgan customer
teams had decent outings,
but with mixed outcomes.
The Chinese-owned KCMG
squad ran up with the
leading pack until an off,

With 22 cars
taking the start
of the race,
and cars that
are proving to
be quicker and
more reliable
year-on-year,
it was always
going to be
a close and
unpredictable
race in LMP2
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(Clockwise from top) the #35 Morgan-Nissan was imperious; the sister car chased
throughout; Greaves inherited a podium; Alpine fell short on their Le Mans return
(Overleaf ) art of noise
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It just seemed
destined to be
Oak Racing’s
day from
the moment
the flag was
dropped on
Saturday

and later niggling issues delayed them – the #47 car
eventually retiring.
The third "factory" Morgan was hit and spun around
in the pit lane after a terribly
ham-fisted release from the AF
Corse squad. The car was fixed
but retired soon afterwards.
Morand Racing, on the
other hand, finished the race
and brought their Judd-engined
Morgan home sixth, the highest non-Nissan engine finish.
Others had less luck. Jota Sport
had run strongly throughout the
race until the #38 Zytek Nissan
suffered a suspected front suspension failure with Lucas Luhr at
the wheel – the damage leaving
them to recover to a fighting (but
disappointing) eighth place finish.
The Thiriet by TDS Oreca
Nissan was pitched into the
wall by standing water after a
late race downpour, and the

Level 5 Motorsports HPD suffered repeated mechanical woes.
Murphy Prototypes’ Oreca
Nissan was another car which
fought back after early trouble.
The #48 car made their way up to
seventh place in class, but was too
far back to challenge for more.
The Swiss-entered Race Performance Oreca Judd had looked a
potential dark horse for a podium,
but a lack of consistency, too
many minor runs into the gravel
and the pace and reliability of the
leading Nissan-engined runners
left then scrapping (ultimately
successfully) for a top 10 finish.
The Nissan-powered Alpine
effort looked promising, but fell
victim to an early race spin – the
subsequent damage delaying the
car enough to count it out of a
good finish. Delta ADR’s Nissanengined Oreca crashed out during
the hours of darkness, and so too
did the Judd-engined HVM Status
Lola Coupé. The Gulf Racing Lola
retired early, while the Boutsen
Ginion Oreca Nissan and DKR
Engineering Lola Judd efforts both
struggled throughout for pace.
The Oak Racing Morgans,
however, were eventually untouchable. The team has worked hard
to make the slipperiest of all the
LMP2s reliable, and this year it all
clicked. It was a well-deserved win
– and second place too – as the
LMP2 class looked to come of age.
It just seemed destined to be
Oak Racing’s day from the moment the flag was dropped on
Saturday. Jacques Nicolet and
his team came to the race with a
hunger not seen from the rest of
the field, and it paid off, giving
them a result to remember.
In a class that could have gone
many ways, Oak Racing prevailed
and scored the well-deserved
result that they had been chasing for the last half decade.

Flying the Nissan flag
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GTE Pro

T

he 2013 season saw no
fewer than five manufacturer-entered, or
manufacturer-backed, teams in
the GTE Pro class at Le Mans.
Porsche took an emotional and
surprising 1-2 finish ahead
of the emotionally-drained
Aston Martin Racing team.
Marc Lieb, Richard Lietz
and Romain Dumas brought
home the #91 Porsche 991 RSR
home victorious after a 315 lap
battle with Aston Martin on the
50th anniversary of the iconic
Porsche 911, scoring an ultraimportant win for the Weissachbased factory GT programme.
The class as a whole was
littered with surprises up and
down the grid. The biggest was
arguably the performance from
the Corvette Racing team and
AF Corse, who in the battle
for the lead seemed to be missing in action, though neither
team was happy with the balance of performance doled
out to them for the race
Corvette struggled with pace
from the test day onwards, and
it wasn’t until the very end of the
race on Sunday that they even
sniffed the top five of the class
– and even that was very much
aided by retirements and trouble
from the frontrunners. The #73
of Jan Magnussen, Jordan Taylor
and Antonio García finished the
better of the two, and came home
fourth in class. Despite a relatively
trouble-free run – the highest
placed of all the ALMS runners
in the 2013 race – the team were
profoundly unhappy post-race.
AF Corse saw too many fumbles
from the usually faultless Italian squad that saw their two Pro
458’s fifth (#71) and sixth (#51).
This wasn’t the Ferrari team we
are used to seeing giving their
competitors a real run for their

money. Toni Vilander made some
highly unusual and costly errors,
Kamui Kobayashi has shown real
pace in this his first season in GT
Racing but he was rarely on the
stint-long pace of his team-mates
– especially in greasy conditions –
and the duo of Giancarlo Fisichella
and Gianmaria Bruni just didn’t
feature outside of qualifying on
pace. It would be a rare (relative)
failure for the top Ferrari squad.
The third Pro class Ferrari
– JMW Motorsport’s Dunlopshod 458 – never featured in the
leading order. Their driver line-up
was a good one, with Ferrari
man Andrea Bertolini along top
Middle Eastern drivers Khaled Al
Qubaisi and Abdulaziz Alfaisal,
but not nearly good enough in this
stellar company, and with tricky
conditions there were incidents to
further damage the charge too.
The SRT-run Viper GTS-Rs were
a welcome addition to the class, and
quickly became fan favorites, even
if they did run with the GTE Am
runners for the majority of the race.
The cars will surely be back faster
and close to the pace next time.
Both finished, however, and
there should be particular note
made of a brave run from the #53
car, Marc Goossens and Ryan Dalziel showing consistency, but their
team-mate Dominik Farnbacher
drove on despite knowing of the
death of his close friend Allan
Simonsen – truly a GTE Pro.
The real race for the class win
was therefore between Aston
Martin and Porsche. AMR
continued to race on after Simonsen’s accident at the specific
request of his family, the team
showing huge spirit against the
worst imaginable adversity.
The #97 and #99 Aston Martins
held the two of the top three
spots for much of the race
until Fréd Makowiecki
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(Clockwise from top) a faultless run from Porsche;
heartbreak for Aston Martin; snake eyes
(Overleaf ) famous colours, famous place
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the race was finally decided not
on pace, but on tyre choice and
strategy. Both teams gambled
Porsche
on tyres during the time spent
behind the final safety car, and
returned for
the British squad – having not
missed a beat in over 23 hours –
the first time
simply made a single wrong call.
The heartbroken team finishsince 1998
ing third after what, at times,
with a factory
had looked like a certain 1-2.
The big fight in the end lived
team – and
certainly lived to the pre-race
hype, with Porsche running their
repeated
own race and rarely involving
the factory’s
themselves in risky scraps on
track. Their relative pace was far
success of
more convincing than had been
shown by the new Porsche in
that year
the earlier races of the season.
The only fear they had would
be the ultimate reliability of the
new car, but it simply wasn’t
made a very rare mistake in the
an issue. The 991s achieved a
wet conditions towards the end of perfect result in the end with
the race, sliding off the track on
good pace, quick pit stops, and
the exit of the second Mulsanne
a rock solid strategy – keepchicane, the car snapping to the
ing just enough pressure on
left and destroying the front of
John Gaw’s team throughout.
the car against the barriers. Mako
The post-race anniversary
related later that he had been
celebrations then were more
running for some time with no
about the 50th birthday for the
functioning windscreen wipers.
Porsche 911 rather than Aston
The Gulf Art Car #97 was at
Martin’s centenary – a real battle
that point the only Aston left with of the racing greats. But there
a chance, following a determined
could only be one winner, and
drive after an extra stop to replace racing luck played a part in the
a faulty lit number panel.
final calls on tyres. The two teams
Darren Turner, Stefan Mücke
had doled out a real classic.
and Peter Dumbreck were tantalisPorsche then returned for the
ingly close to winning the class
first time since 1998 with a factory
in Aston Martin’s centenary year
team, and repeated the factory’s
– the #97 running fast and strong. success of that year, albeit this
The fight to the flag would be
time around in GTE Pro rather
between one Aston Martin and the than the overall. Who’ll bet against
two factory Porsches, and there
that success coming in the overall
were no weak links in the chain.
race result, with the return of the
The intermittent rain and safety factory team not only in GTE
car-filled final hours meant that
Pro, but also in LMP1 in 2014?
(Above) Viper's return to the scene of their previous triumphs
(Overleaf ) night light
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GTE Am

T

he healthy list of Am runners in this year’s race had
all the ingredients needed
for an exciting 24-hour-long
skirmish between a variety of
teams and chassis.
The eventual winners would be
the #76 IMSA Performance Porsche
997 RSR of Ramon Narac, Christophe Bourret and the extremely
impressive Jean-Karl Vernay in a
race that will, however, forever be
remembered for the tragic loss of
Allan Simonsen after the muchloved Dane lost control of his #95
Aston Martin in avoidance of a
spinning car early in the race. The
polesitting car was leading the class
race by a country mile at the time of
the accident – RIP Allan Simonsen.
With the clear favorites out
of the race early, IMSA Performance would dominate many
of the remaining hours, winning a class at Le Mans for the
first time since 2007, and doing
so in style with a lap in hand.
Their main competition was just
never quite quick enough and
left the fans wanting more.
8Star Motorsports came into
La Sarthe’s big race fresh from
a well-earned victory at the
WEC round at Spa. Looking to
continue the momentum, they
qualified a disappointing eighth
in class and never really featured.
Fellow US-based Ferrari runners Krohn Racing were another
team that had a tough run.
Team owner Tracy Krohn had
a massive off in Friday qualifying, destroying their car and
forcing them to rent a car more
usually seen in the Superstars
GT Sprint Series in Italy.

The car was completely rebuilt
to LMGTE Am specification, but
the huge effort expended came to
nought with a further costly error
from the team owner during the
night which would damage the
car again – a bad end to a bad
weekend from the team in green.
The sole remaining Aston
Martin in the class also struggled.
It looked to be in the fight for a
podium, but Stuart Hall and Jamie Campbell-Walter just couldn’t
overcome an early delay. Despite
good speed from the two Pros
on the team, the #96 car came
home just shy of the top five.
Larbre Competition were looking for a class win for the fourth
year in a row, and in truth it never
looked even an outside possibility.
The #70 entry of Cooper
MacNeil, Manuel Rodrigues
and Philippe Dumas suffered
clutch trouble after an off for
the American. The #50 car had
a less troubled run, but there
just wasn’t enough pace this time
from Jack Leconte’s team – another winning run bit the dust.
Ultimately, it came down to the
#61 and #55 AF Corse Ferraris,
the Dempsey Racing Porsche and
the winning IMSA entry. The
main Proton entry – the #88 –
should have featured, but was a
victim of Romain Brandela’s major
lapse of concentration in the early
hours of the morning, forcing
Paolo Ruberti off the circuit at
the Dunlop Esses and damaging the car at the point where
Proton were at their strongest
and running in second place.
The Dempsey Racing
(with Proton) squad proved
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Tricolor triumphed
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The local, loyal
French team
took a deserved
win at Le Mans,
it’s just a shame
that one of their
big defining
moments
came at such a
difficult time

to be a real force, the car leading well until the TV heartthrob was bundled into a spin
by a passing LMP runner.
That caused a lengthy delay –
but that was the starting
gun for an epic run from Porsche
factory driver Pat Long, the
American fighting over a podium spot with Matt Griffin
in the #61 all the way to the
flag. The deciding factor in the
Ferrari’s favour was an unlucky
safety car position, which cost
the Porsche almost two minutes.
AF Corse’s efforts were therefore rewarded as the #55 and
#61 cars finished second and
third in class respectively. A few
niggles left them with little chance
of beating IMSA, and instead
fending off the hard-charging
Dempsey team – but they were
left satisfied with their end result.
Griffin would save the podium
celebrations for another year, as
he mourned his long-time British
GT sparring partner Simonsen.
IMSA Performance quietly
controlled the race from the
front. Vernay in his debut was
the star of their #76 entry, lapping unbelievably fast in the
tricky conditions, and making a case for a future position
in the Porsche organisation.
The local, loyal French team
took a deserved win at Le Mans.
It’s just a shame that one of
their big defining moments
came at such a difficult time.

(Clockwise from above) Dempsey led, charged, but lost;
drive-by rather than drive-thru; AFrican colours; a race within a race
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Results/03 24 Hours of Le Mans

Class winners

Pos

Car No

Class

Drivers

Team

Car

Laps/Gap

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

2
8
3
7
1
21
35
24
42
49
43
48
38
36
92
91
97
34
73
71
51
74
41
53
76
55

LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMGTE PRO
LMGTE PRO
LMGTE PRO
LMP2
LMGTE PRO
LMGTE PRO
LMGTE PRO
LMGTE PRO
LMP2
LMGTE PRO
LMGTE AM
LMGTE AM

Kristensen/McNish/Duval
Davidson/Buemi/Sarrazin
Di Grassi/Gené/Jarvis
Wurz/Lapierre/Nakajima
Lotterer/Tréluyer/Fässler
Leventis/Watts/Kane
Baguette/González/Plowman
Pla/Heinemeier Hansson/Brundle
Mardenborough/Ordoñez/Krumm
Pérez Companc/Kaffer/Minassian
Gachnang/Mailleux/Lombard
Hartley/Patterson/Chandhok
Dolan/Turvey/Luhr
Panciatici/Ragues/Gommendy
Lieb/Lietz/Dumas
Bergmeister/Pilet/Bernhard
Dumbreck/Mücke/Turner
Frey/Niederhauser/Bleekemolen
Magnussen/García/Taylor
Beretta/Kobayashi/Vilander
Bruni/Fisichella/Malucelli
Gavin/Milner/Westbrook
Kimber-Smith/Lux/Rossi
Dalziel/Farnbacher/Goossens
Narac/Bourret/Vernay
Perazzini/Case/O’Young

Audi Sport Team Joest
Toyota Racing
Audi Sport Team Joest
Toyota Racing
Audi Sport Team Joest
Strakka Racing
OAK Racing
OAK Racing
Greaves Motorsport
Pecom Racing
Morand Racing
Murphy Prototypes
Jota Sport
Signatech Alpine
Porsche AG Team Manthey
Porsche AG Team Manthey
Aston Martin Racing
Race Performance
Corvette Racing
AF Corse
AF Corse
Corvette Racing
Greaves Motorsport
SRT Motorsports
IMSA Performance Matmut
AF Corse

Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Toyota TS030 – Hybrid
Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Toyota TS030 – Hybrid
Audi R18 e-tron quattro
HPD ARX 03c – Honda
Morgan – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Zytek Z11SN – Nissan
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Morgan – Judd
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Zytek Z11SN – Nissan
Alpine – Nissan
Porsche 911 RSR
Porsche 911 RSR
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Oreca 03 – Judd
Chevrolet Corvette C6-ZR1
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Chevrolet Corvette C6-ZR1
Zytek Z11SN – Nissan
Viper GTS-R
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Ferrari 458 Italia

348 LAPS
347 LAPS
347 LAPS
341 LAPS
338 LAPS
332 LAPS
329 LAPS
328 LAPS
327 LAPS
325 LAPS
320 LAPS
319 LAPS
319 LAPS
317 LAPS
315 LAPS
315 LAPS
314 LAPS
314 LAPS
312 LAPS
312 LAPS
311 LAPS
309 LAPS
307 LAPS
306 LAPS
306 LAPS
305 LAPS

77
50
96
93
40
67
66
88
75
81
39
12
13
70

LMGTE AM
LMGTE AM
LMGTE AM
LMGTE PRO
LMP2
LMGTE AM
LMGTE PRO
LMGTE AM
LMGTE AM
LMGTE AM
LMP2
LMP1
LMP1
LMGTE AM

Dempsey/Foster/Long
Bornhauser/Canal/Taylor
Campbell-Walter/Goethe/Hall
Bomarito/Kendall/Wittmer
Downs/Dagoneau/Younessi
Gibon/Milesi/Henzler
Bertolini/Al Faisal/Al Qubaisi
Ried/Roda/Ruberti
Collard/Perrodo/Crubile
Potolicchio/Aguas/Bright
Porta/Raffin/Brandela
Prost/Jani/Heidfeld
Belicchi/Beche/Cheng
MacNeil/Rodrigues/Dumas

Dempsey Del Piero-Proton
Larbre Competition
Aston Martin Racing
SRT Motorsports
Boutsen Ginion Racing
IMSA Performance Matmut
JMW Motorsport
Proton Competition
Prospeed Racing
8 Star Motorsports
DKR Engineering
Rebellion Racing
Rebellion Racing
Larbre Competition

Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Chevrolet Corvette C6-ZR1
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Viper GTS-R
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Ferrari 458 Italia
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Ferrari 458 Italia
Lola B11/40 – Judd
Lola B12/60 Coupé – Toyota
Lola B12/60 Coupé – Toyota
Chevrolet Corvette C6-ZR1

305 LAPS
302 LAPS
301 LAPS
301 LAPS
300 LAPS
300 LAPS
300 LAPS
300 LAPS
298 LAPS
294 LAPS
280 LAPS
275 LAPS
275 LAPS
268 LAPS

Tucker/Franchitti/Briscoe

Level 5 Motorsports

HPD ARX 03b – Honda

242 LAPS

Thiriet/Badey/Martin
Bell/Makowiecki/Senna
Nicolet/Merlin/Mondolot
Imperatori/Tung/Howson
Auberlen/Dalla Lana/Lamy

Thiriet by TDS Racing
Aston Martin Racing
OAK Racing
KCMG
Aston Martin Racing

Oreca 03 – Nissan
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Morgan – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Aston Martin Vantage V8

310 LAPS
248 LAPS
246 LAPS
241 LAPS
221 LAPS

27

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

61

Not Classified
42
33
Retired
43
44
45
46
47
48

49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Excluded
EX

LMGTE AM Gerber/Griffin/Cioci

LMP2

46
99
45
47
98

LMP2
LMGTE PRO
LMP2
LMP2
LMGTE PRO

30
54
57
25
28
31
95

LMP2
LMGTE AM
LMGTE AM
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMGTE AM

26

LMP2

32

LMP2

Holzer/Kraihamer/Charouz

AF Corse

Lotus

Ferrari 458 Italia

Lotus T128

2
LMP1

1 Tom Kristensen, Loïc Duval, Allan McNish | Audi Sport Team Joest | Audi R18 e-tron quattro
2 Anthony Davidson, Sébastien Buemi, Stéphane Sarrazin | Toyota Racing | Toyota TS030 – Hybrid
3 Marc Gené, Lucas Di Grassi, Oliver Jarvis | Audi Sport Team Joest | Audi R18 e-tron quattro

35
LMP2

1 Bertrand Baguette, Martin Plowman, Ricardo González | OAK Racing | Morgan Nissan
2 Olivier Pla, Alex Brundle, David Heinemeier Hansson | OAK Racing | Morgan Nissan

305 LAPS

3 Michael Krumm, Jann Mardenborough, Lucas Ordoñez | Greaves Motorsport | Oreca 03 – Nissan

92
LMGTE Pro

1 Marc Lieb, Richard Lietz, Romain Dumas | Porsche AG Team Manthey | Porsche 911 RSR
2 Jörg Bergmeister, Timo Bernhard, Patrick Pilet | Porsche AG Team Manthey | Porsche 911 RSR
3 Darren Turner, Peter Dumbreck, Stefan Mücke | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8

219 LAPS

Mowlem/Burgess/Hirschi
Mallegol/Bachelier/Blank
Krohn/Jönsson/Mediani
Graves/Nakano/Hamilton
Giroix/Haezebrouck/Ihara
Weeda/Rossiter/Bouchut
Nygaard/Poulsen/Simonsen

HVM Status GP
AF Corse
Krohn Racing
Delta-ADR
Gulf Racing Middle East
Lotus
Aston Martin Racing

Lola B12/80 Coupé – Judd
Ferrari 458 Italia
Ferrari 458 Italia
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Lola B12/80 Coupé – Nissan
Lotus T128
Aston Martin Vantage V8

153 LAPS
147 LAPS
111 LAPS
101 LAPS
22 LAPS
17 LAPS
2 LAPS

Rusinov/Martin/Conway

G-Drive Racing

Oreca 03 – Nissan

327 LAPS

76
LMGTE Am

1 Raymond Narac, Christophe Bourret, Jean-Karl Vernay | IMSA Performance Matmut | Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
2 Pierguiseppe Perazzini, Lorenzo Case, Darryl O’Young | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia
3 Jack Gerber, Matt Griffin, Marco Cioci | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia
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Qualifying

M

arcel Fässler and Benoît
Tréluyer were the first
to show real pace in
the LMP1 order, and their first
four-lap average, 1:20.826,
topped the efforts of the #2
Audi crew and the #8 Toyota.
Anthony Davidson and Tom
Kristensen both had moments at
the top of the times too, before
a spin for TK ended his run.
Benoît Tréluyer saw his chance
and pushed for another lap. His
car’s average came down to 1:21.303
– provisional pole by 0.060s.
The Greaves Zytek was the
early leader in P2, but it was the
G-Drive Oreca that led the way
on 1:27.167 when the field had
all completed two laps each.
And with the session clock ticking
down and with four laps completed for each competitive runner,
the #26 car still led the order.
So far we hadn’t seen too much
from the #24 and #35 OAK Morgans, and their first averages left
them only fourth (Martin Plowman) and sixth (Alex Brundle).
How much quicker could they go?
But before that question could
be answered, and before the Audi/
Toyota trio could venture out again,
there was a most bizarre interlude. A
large red balloon suddenly plummeting earthwards and landing on the
start/finish straight. The ensuing red
flag was inevitable, but even though
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the session did resume there wasn’t
enough time for any further marks to
be set, and engines remained silent
as the clock ticked down. Pole thus
went to the #1 Audi and P2 pole
went to the #26 G-Drive Oreca.
Richie Stanaway was the star of
qualifying in GTE Pro, taking the
#98 Aston Martin round to top out a
four-lap average of 1:33.340 – good
enough to better the early efforts of
the #71 Ferrari with Darren Turner’s
late effort coming close for the #97
Aston, but not quite close enough.
The last-gasp effort from Marc
Lieb in the #91 factory Porsche
was sufficient to top Turner’s
best effort, but still fell short of
the #98’s polesetting average.
In GTE Am, the 8Star Ferrari led
the order before Matt Griffin took
the #61 AF Corse 458 to the top,
with Stuart Hall claiming third in
the early stages for the #96 Aston.
Then, with six minutes to go,
Christoffer Nygaard leapfrogged
all three, building on Nicki
Thiim’s early times to take the
#95 Aston to the class pole.
But Griffin had stayed out and he
was getting quicker – his third lap
bringing the four-lap average down
to exactly equal that of the #95
Aston, before a final push by eightthousandths of a second. That was
before, however, the news that the
#61 car had failed the ride height test
post-session – leaving #95 on pole.
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Race – LMP1

T

here was bright
sunshine for the start
of round four, as the
grid – and the crowd, well up
on 2012 levels – had a minutes applause in memory of
Allan Simonsen. His car sat
proudly on GTE Am pole.
Fässler’s lead from pole lasted
for about three seconds, the
Swiss unable to see the green
lights, as McNish went round
the outside at T1. The #1 had
no immediate response, and the
#2 led the first lap. Sarrazin in
the solo #8 Toyota held station
in third, with Prost fourth.
McNish – as usual – wasn’t
hanging around at the front
of the field, the #1 holding a
3.734s lead over Fässler after
11 laps and pulling away. The
Toyota had dropped away to
the tune of seven seconds by
this stage, while the Rebellion Lola was 40 seconds off
the lead in fourth. The Audis
were lapping at 1:23, and the
Toyota was about a second slower
and dropping back steadily.
Suddenly, however, Sarrazin
had bigger things to worry about
as the #32 Lotus – unsettled
over the kerbs – moved across
on the TS030 and both cars
hit the tyre wall at turn three
at speed. The safety car was
immediately scrambled, but
there were several anxious moments before signs of movement
from the blue-and-white car.
Suddenly the Toyota reversed,
but was clearly heavily damaged
at the front. The driver hopped
out and tried to remove the
bodywork before getting
back in and restarting, but
struggled to move the car
again. Kraihamer, meanwhile, was out of his car

The field rushes into the first turn
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unaided and behind the Armco.
The race was run for both cars.
With so much debris, this was
going to be a lengthy delay, and
teams began to prepare for the
impending pit stops. McNish
led the cars in at the end of lap
30 – 49 minutes gone – and
the #2 took on tyres and fuel.
But the Rebellion Lola stayed
out and led the race, as the first
hour ended with the field still
under safety car conditions.
Under caution, McNish
handed over to Tom Kristensen
after an entire stint behind the
safety car. Fässler pitted a lap
later and André Lotterer took
over, but the #1 got out before
the #2 came round again.
Rebellion still led the race, with
Nick Heidfeld at the wheel, and
stayed there until the race finally
went green again with 4:27.15 to
go and with 49 laps complete.
Lotterer immediately made a
bid for the lead, but Heidfeld
used the GT cars they found
themselves in the midst of to
close the door. By the time the
leaders reached the final turn,
however, the track had cleared
and the Lola could do nothing to
prevent the Audi going by. The
three remaining LMP1s were
separated by around two seconds.
By the start of the third hour,
André Lotterer led in the #1 Audi,
nine seconds ahead from TK in
#2, with Heidfeld 45s further back
in third in the Rebellion Lola.
It was a mark of the speed and
efficiency of the Audis that by
the start of the fourth hour, with
the R18s double-stinting tyres,
Kristensen handed the #2 Audi
R18 over to Loïc Duval for a new
race order that saw the #1 leading the #2 by about 28 seconds.
Mathias Beche was now aboard
the Rebellion, but two laps adrift.
With 40 minutes of the hour
gone, the chase for the lead was
back on, Tréluyer being closed
down by Duval, and the lead down
to 23.843 seconds after 138 laps.

At the next round of pit stops,
there was further drama. Tréluyer
was in for fuel and tyres with
2 hours 15 minutes to go, and was
followed a lap later by Duval.
As the Frenchman left the pit
lane, a wheel came adrift. It hit
the tyre wall and then bounced
back on to the top of the rear
bodywork. Duval very carefully
and skilfully completed the lap,
and the car was able to quickly
resume. The incident had lost
the #2 a lap to the sister car, but
the R18 had hung on to second.
To add to its problems, the car

..

Fassler crossed
the line after
lap 233 with
about half a
second still
on the clock,
leaving one
more lap to
do. The Swiss
backed it off
and brought the
#1 R18 e-tron
quattro home to
a fine win

was also under investigation for
an unsafe release in the pit lane.
With four hours gone, this very
strange race continued under full
sun, but with ever-lengthening
shadows. Benoît Tréluyer caused
the Audi pits another anxious
moment early in the fifth hour,
when he elected to go round
the outside of the Krohn Ferrari and found himself having
to go off track to avoid contact
– no harm, no foul it seemed!
As if to confirm that this
wasn’t the #2 Audi’s day, the car
was handed a 30-second stop-go
penalty for speeding in the pit
lane – the misdemeanour occurring during the hitchhiking-wheel
incident. And then a second
penalty was issued to the same
car – this time a one-minute
stop-go – for an unsafe release.
Duval made the second of
these at the end of his car’s 175th
lap, and then came in for a third
time in succession in order to
refuel and take on new rubber.
These penalties and a scheduled stop promoted the Rebellion Lola to second, but only for
a tantalisingly brief time before
Nico Prost stopped for his own
stop. However, the B12/60 just
took on fuel and it was clear
that the privateer wanted to
take the fight to the #2 Audi.
That challenge wasn’t to emerge,
however, and even though Marcel
Fässler now held a four-lap advantage over Allan McNish, the two
Audi drivers were still pushing on
and lapping in the 1:22/1:23 zone.
The sun had disappeared
from view, but the race would
end in dusk and not darkness.
Fässler crossed the line after
lap 233 with about half a second still on the clock, leaving
one more lap to do. The Swiss
backed it off and brought the #1
R18 e-tron quattro home to a
fine win. Allan McNish finished
a distant second, while Mathias
Beche completed a faultless race
for Rebellion to finish third.

(Above) #1 on its way to P1 P1
(Overleaf ) Rebellion did the best job they could do – again
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LMP2

I

t was a relatively incident-free
start to the LMP2 race, with
just some middle order tussling in the opening laps. Mike
Conway made good his escape in
the #26 G-Drive Oreca Nissan,
ahead of the Pecom Oreca and
#35 Oak Morgan
There were early troubles for
both the #31 Lotus and #25
Delta ADR Oreca, both spending time on pit lane and losing
laps, and both would continue
to lose ground as the race went
on – the Lotus all but dismantled
as the team looked for an intermittent mechanical issue.
The #32 Lotus was in even
deeper trouble, after a clash
between Dominik Kraihamer
and the #8 Toyota left both cars
in the tyre wall and the safety
car on track. The Lotus retired
on the spot, but the timing of
the caution dealt a massive boost
to the leading pair of cars in the
class – the overall leader had
lapped (twice) the whole class
with the exception of Conway and
Minassian, and the pair gained
almost a full lap on the field.
Jacques Nicolet had a moment in the sun as the #45
Morgan Nissan "Art Car" stayed
out of the pits under the safety
car and ran third in class.
When the race went green
once again, Conway still led P2
by eight seconds from Luís Pérez
Companc, now in the #49 Pecom
Oreca. But there was then a gap
of almost a lap to the third-placed
#41 Greaves Zytek of Björn Wirdheim. Pro vs Gentleman would
inevitably see that lead extend,
and Pérez Companc set to the
task of maintaining his 90-second
gap over third-placed Ricardo
González in the #35 Morgan.
Things weren’t getting any better for Delta-ADR, as Tor Graves
brought the much-delayed #25

Oreca slowly into the pits and
quickly hopped out as the fireextinguisher went off. An engine
problem had led to an oil fire and
the car was out. Attrition was
becoming a big issue in this race.
Pecom Racing took advantage of their large lead over third
place to make the car’s third
stop and install Pierre Kaffer.
Keiko Ihara was now in third in
the #45 Morgan, following the
#35’s stop, but Martin Plowman
soon retook that place as the
Art Car made its second stop.
At around the halfway point,
Mike Conway ended a mammoth three-hour stint, and
Roman Rusinov climbed aboard
the #26 G-Drive Oreca Nissan.
In second place by now was
Martin Plowman, following
another stop for Kaffer which
dropped the Pecom Oreca
to fourth, though this would
swing to and fro with the cars
on different pit strategies. Alex
Brundle held third in the #24
OAK Morgan, about 14 seconds behind the #35 sister car.

“We had a
misfire as soon
as the car
was fired up
on the grid”

James Walker

Into the final couple of hours
and Alex Brundle was up in
second as the latest round of stops
took place, but Gunnar Jeannette
was making hard work of finding a way past the #45 Art Car
of OAK boss Jacques Nicolet.
The two were side-by-side on lap
146, before the Morgan closed
the door again, but the Frenchman’s resolve finally crumbled
at T1 on the next lap when the
Zytek found a gap on the inside.
Nic Minassian again took the
wheel of the #49 Pecom Oreca
03-Nissan with 95 minutes to go
and rejoined the race in fourth
place – 35 seconds behind Olivier
Pla in the #24 OAK Morgan, who
was himself just three seconds behind Bertrand Baguette in the #35.
Rusinov pitted at the end of the
#26 G-Drive Oreca’s 160th lap and
handed over to John Martin – the
Australian now having a clear run
to the flag with a big advantage.
With still just over an hour to
go, Pla became the latest to suffer misfortune as the #24 OAK
Morgan had a big spin with what
looked like suspension failure.
The Frenchman nursed the car
home, but it was up on the jacks
straight away and pushed into the
garage. Minassian was now third.
By the time the #24 car could
rejoin, it would be sixth in class
and 10 laps down, John Martin
making the dominant #26 G-Drive
Oreca’s final stop soon afterwards.
The win looked assured, but
the remaining podium slots most
certainly weren’t. Minassian was
second, but his final stop with 45
minutes to go dropped him to
third. Would Baguette still need
at least a splash before the end?
Against all odds he wouldn’t,
bringing home the Le Mans
class-winning car home for
a fine second place ahead
of the Pecom Oreca.
(Clockwise from top) G-Drive won again; Greaves shuffled their line ups again – this is Christian Zugel; Art Car; Pecom on the podium again
(Overleaf ) in the season’s evening, the battles were only getting closer
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GTE Pro

I

n sharp contrast to the P2
status quo, off the line it was
all action in GTE Pro, Marc
Lieb briefly bursting through
to the head of the class in the
#92 Porsche, but pitting with a
broken front right wheel after
just eight minutes. The RSR
resumed after a wheel change.
Lamy regained the lead, but
only until lap seven, with Bruni
the new leader in the #51 AF
Corse Ferrari. Kamui Kobayashi
had also had a good start and
was up to third in the #71
AF 458, with Darren Turner
fourth in the #97 Aston.
The fight for second would
continue to be closely fought with
Lamy, Kobayashi, Turner and
Senna all getting close together,
Turner was alongside the 458 at
one point on lap 14, but unable to
seal the deal. Moments later, the P1
leaders came through and Turner
sneaked through as Fässler went by.
Under the safety car scrambled
after the Lotus/Toyota melée,
and 15 minutes into the second
hour, several cars finally had to
pit – including the GTE Proleading Ferrari of Gimmi Bruni,
who handed over to Giancarlo
Fisichella. Bruno Senna also
came in, but stayed at the wheel
of the #99 Aston. Darren Turner
now led Pro from Kobayashi,
but had yet to stop – as had the
Am-leading #96 Aston. The #51
Ferrari, meanwhile, had dropped
to fifth in Pro and to 20th overall.
Kobayashi made his stop a
lap later – just Turner to go
now, and he lasted one more
lap before coming in to hand
the #97 over to Stefan Mücke.
When the race finally went
green again, Jörg Bergmeister led
the class from Fisichella, Mücke,
Vilander and Senna. Richie

Stanaway meanwhile was in for an
unscheduled stop in the #98 Aston
and the car was into the garage.
Also in trouble was the #71 Ferrari as Tony Vilander very rapidly
bailed out, the car consumed by
flames after what looked like
a catastrophic fuel line failure.
The Finn was safe, but the rear
of the car was all-but-destroyed
and the safety car was back out.
With all eyes on the flames,
the change for the lead in Pro
was missed by all and the order was now Fisichella, Mücke,
Bergmeister and Senna in Pro.
With the flames exhausted, the
race director ordered the safety
car back in, and we went back
to green with 4:07 remaining.
The GT battle resumed with
the ferocity with which it left
off, but almost immediately there
was drama, Jack Gerber turned
around while being lapped by
Mücke, the spinning #61 Ferrari
causing the Porsche of Bergmeister
and the Aston of Senna to go
off in avoidance. There was what
looked like minor contact, but
all three were able to continue
– Senna was now up to third
in Pro, but behind the Amleading #95 Aston, and Gerber pitted with a puncture.
The second hour ended with
the #99 Aston stranded on the
kerbs with suspension failure
– a legacy of the earlier clash
with the Porsche. Senna jogged
back to the garage via the pit
lane entry, a move that would
later earn him a stiff rebuke and
fine from the race stewards.
Fisichella now led GTE
Pro by under a second from
Stefan Mücke, but it was the
GTE Am leading #95 Aston
of Christoffer Nygaard that
was third overall in GTE.

Mücke made his challenge for
the Pro lead a third of the way into
Hour 3, as the Aston looked to
be pushing the Ferrari along the
pit straight. The German had a
look down the inside at turn one,
but the door was closed firmly.
Jack Gerber, meanwhile, had
another spin that impacted on an
Aston Martin – this time it was
the #98 of Richie Stanaway, back
to the garage for the luckless Kiwi!
The carnage in Pro had resulted
in the #92 Manthey Porsche of
Richard Lietz and Marc Lieb rising
to third in class despite its earlier
issues. Lieb had earlier blamed
Kamui Kobayashi for the incident
that led to his car’s broken wheel,
but even though the safety car
had helped, the RSR was still a
lap down on the top two in class.
Halfway and Gimmi Bruni’s
lead in GTE Pro was five seconds
over the #97 Aston of Darren
Turner. The next pit stop cycle
put Fisichella back aboard the
#51 Ferrari with the gap under two seconds and closing.
As the fourth hour ended,
Mücke was within a second
of the leader. But he couldn’t
find a way by, and soon it was
Bruni’s turn to fend off Darren Turner as the lead cars made
their final driver changes.
Jörg Bergmeister meanwhile, had passed the GTE
Am leading Aston Martin.
The Pro fight was still on.
DT had pulled back to within
1.3 seconds of Bruni with 10
minutes to go, after dropping
back 2.5 seconds from the Ferrari.
He’d continue to push, but the
Ferrari works driver was solid to
the flag. A fine effort from both
gave this one a real quality feel,
while Patrick Pilet finished third
for Manthey Racing and Porsche.

Victory in Pro helped Fisichella and Bruni close the gap at the top of the title chase
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GTE Am

T

he Larbre Corvette was
out of contention early
on with an engine issue,
leaving the class lead battle
between the two Aston Martins
and the 8Star Ferrari – Nicki
Thiim filling Allan Simonsen’s
not inconsiderably large boots
in the all-Danish-crewed #95.
After the first safety car period,
it was the Danes ahead of the
orange Ferrari, with the ROFGOsponsored Aston in third.
Christoffer Nygaard led Am in
the #95 Aston, but had Enzo Potolicchio right behind in the #81
8Star Ferrari, and the #96 Aston
of Jamie Campbell-Walter in third.
Dramas for Jack Gerber in the
#61 Ferrari would see that car
retired, and a stop for the #81
soon saw the Astons run 1-2
and rising up the overall GTE
order as several of the Pro cars
hit trouble. Indeed, the Danish
car was close enough to the front
to briefly take the overall GTE
lead as the leaders in Pro pitted.
By halfway, Christian Poulsen
led GTE Am in the #95 AMR
Vantage by 11 seconds from the
#96 Aston of Stuart Hall, with the
#88 Proton Porsche of Christian
Ried and the 8Star Ferrari next up.
But there was trouble ahead
for the #96 car – a dive down
the inside of Hall’s Aston by
Nic Jönsson’s #57 Krohn Racing
Ferrari looked to have caused
damage to the AMR car, and
the car pitted. The Vantage was
heading for the pits anyway
with a damaged left front tyre,
and a new set of boots saw the
car right as rain once more.
Hall’s stop in #96 left Poulsen
leading GTE Am by a lap. Rui
Aguas was third in the 8Star Ferrari, with Ried fourth, Raymond
Narac fifth in the IMSA Matmut
Porsche, Jönsson sixth and Julien
Canal still pushing on in the
much-delayed Larbre Corvette.
There was major drama ahead
though, and with just 72 minutes
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There was
major drama
ahead, with
just 72 minutes
still remaining

of the race remaining, disaster
struck the Young Driver AMR
Aston which had led GTE Am for
so long, as a right-rear wheel hub
failure spat off the wheel at T13,
pitching Poulsen into a spin. The
Dane couldn’t get the car back
up the hill, and it was pushed
away into retirement. Bitter
disappointment for the Danes.
That left Jamie Campbell-Walter leading the class by a lap from
Rui Aguas. The next stops saw
Davide Rigon’s advantage over
the third-placed Christian Ried at
around a minute, with Raymond
Narac behind pushing hard –
the IMSA Performance man
just 25 seconds off a podium.
The order would remain unchanged at the flag. AMR took the
Am win, courtesy of Stuart Hall
and JC-W, while Davide Rigon
took a fine second for 8Star.
Christian Ried completed the
podium for Proton Motorsport, but
spare a thought for Raymond Narac
who closed a 35-second deficit on
the Porsche in half-an-hour to fall
just 0.354s short of the podium.
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Class winners

1
LMP1

1 André Lotterer, Marcel Fässler, Benoît Tréluyer | Audi Sport Team Joest | Audi R18 e-tron quattro
2 Tom Kristensen, Loïc Duval, Allan McNish | Audi Sport Team Joest | Audi R18 e-tron quattro
3 Nicolas Prost, Nick Heidfeld, Mathias Beche | Rebellion Racing | Lola B12/60 Coupé – Toyota

Results/04 Interlagos

Pos

Car No

1
1
2
2
3
12
4
26
5
35
6
49
7
41
8
45
9
51
10
97
11
24
12
91
13
92
14
96
15
81
16
88
17
76
18
57
19
50
20
98
Not Classified
21
95
22
61
23
99
24
25
25
71
26
31
27
8
28
32

Drivers

Team

Car

Laps/Gap

LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMP2
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Pro

Class

Lotterer/Tréluyer/Fässler
Kristensen/McNish/Duval
Prost/Heidfeld/Beche
Rusinov/Martin/Conway
Baguette/González/Plowman
Pérez Companc/Minassian/Kaffer
Zugel/Jeannette/Wirdheim
Nicolet/Merlin/Ihara
Bruni/Fisichella
Mücke/Turner
Pla/Heinemeier Hansson/Brundle
Bergmeister/Pilet
Lieb/Lietz
Hall/Campbell-Walter
Potolicchio/Aguas/Rigon
Ried/Roda/Ruberti
Narac/Vernay/Bourret
Krohn/Jönsson/Mediani
Bornhauser/Canal/Rees
Dalla Lana/Lamy/Stanaway

Audi Sport Team Joest
Audi Sport Team Joest
Rebellion Racing
G-Drive Racing
OAK Racing
Pecom Racing
Greaves Motorsport
OAK Racing
AF Corse
Aston Martin Racing
OAK Racing
Porsche AG Team Manthey
Porsche AG Team Manthey
Aston Martin Racing
8 Star Motorsports
Proton Competition
IMSA Performance Matmut
Krohn Racing
Larbre Competition
Aston Martin Racing

Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Lola B12/60 Coupé – Toyota
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Zytek Z11SN – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Ferrari F458 Italia
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Morgan – Nissan
Porsche 911 RSR
Porsche 911 RSR
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Ferrari F458 Italia
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Ferrari F458 Italia
Chevrolet Corvette C6-ZR1
Aston Martin Vantage V8

235 LAPS
232 LAPS
230 LAPS
222 LAPS
221 LAPS
221 LAPS
217 LAPS
214 LAPS
212 LAPS
212 LAPS
212 LAPS
210 LAPS
209 LAPS
208 LAPS
208 LAPS
207 LAPS
207 LAPS
203 LAPS
194 LAPS
186 LAPS

LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Pro
LMP2
LMGTE Pro
LMP2
LMP1
LMP2

Nygaard/Poulsen/Thiim
Gerber/Griffin/Cioci
Senna/Bell
Graves/Walker/Kerr
Kobayashi/Vilander
Weeda/Bouchut
Davidson/Buemi/Sarrazin
Holzer/Kraihamer/Charouz

Aston Martin Racing
AF Corse
Aston Martin Racing
Delta-ADR
AF Corse
Lotus
Toyota Racing
Lotus

Aston Martin Vantage V8
Ferrari F458 Italia
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Ferrari F458 Italia
Lotus T128
Toyota TS030 – Hybrid
Lotus T128

162 LAPS
74 LAPS
61 LAPS
58 LAPS
51 LAPS
47 LAPS
25 LAPS
23 LAPS

26
LMP2

1 Roman Rusinov, John Martin, Mike Conway | G-Drive Racing | Oreca 03 – Nissan
2 Olivier Pla, Alex Brundle, David Heinemeier Hansson | OAK Racing | Morgan Nissan
3 Luís Pérez Companc, Pierre Kaffer, Nicolas Minassian | Pecom Racing | Oreca 03 – Nissan

51
LMGTE Pro

1 Gianmaria Bruni, Giancarlo Fisichella | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia
2 Darren Turner, Stefan Mücke | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8
3 Jörg Bergmeister, Patrick Pilet | Porsche AG Team Manthey | Porsche 911 RSR

96
LMGTE Am

1 Jamie Campbell-Walter, Stuart Hall | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8
2 Enzo Potolicchio, Rui Aguas, Matteo Malucelli | 8Star Motorsports | Ferrari 458 Italia
3 Christian Ried, Gianluca Roda, Paolo Ruberti | Proton Competition | Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
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05
FIA World Endurance Championship

Circuit of the Americas, USA
September 20th – 22nd
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Qualifying

T

he early exchanges saw
Loïc Duval lead the
LMP1 order in the #2
Audi from sister R18 – Marcel
Fässler – and the solo Toyota.
In P1, Duval improved again –
his average 1:47.660 with Fässler
making little impact but both
Audis clear of the Toyota, and
well clear of the Rebellion Lola.
It would get worse still for the
Toyota though, as the #32 Lotus
rear-ended the TS030 into T1 –
the same car that took the Toyota
out in Brazil. The team changed
the rear end before sending
Sébastien Buemi back out.
Allan McNish was the first in P1 to
post a four-lap average – 1:48.498 –
followed through by Buemi before André Lotterer went second for an Audi
1-2. McNish posted a further improvement that would be good enough
for a four tenths cushion in pole
In P2, the session started with
James Walker’s early effort overhauled
by both the quick OAK Morgans.
Olivier Pla and Bertrand Baguette
soon reversed the order, however,
with the #35 going quicker still.
But Walker posted a big improvement to go second, with Pierre Kaffer
also outpacing the #24 car. The top
five in P2 were separated by an average of four-tenths, but John Martin
then intervened in the #26 G-Drive
Oreca and went seven-tenths clear
of the #35, as the cars pitted for the
second drivers to have a crack.
With four minutes remaining,
it was #35, #49, #24 at the head of
P2, but we were still waiting to see
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what the Delta cars could produce.
Tor Graves popped up in third in
the #25, which became fourth as
Conway went top in #26 on an average of 1:55.260 – almost a second
up on Plowman who was further
edged out by Brundle in the #24.
The #92 Porsche of Richard Lietz
led the way, until the #99 Aston
of Fred Makowiecki went quicker
and Gimmi Bruni quicker still.
Makowiecki then went quickest of all with a 2:04.610, Lietz
popping up second fastest, and all
the Pro cars were within a second
before the second drivers took over.
Richard Stanaway was the first
man to complete the four-lap average, but Toni Vilander put the #71
Ferrari ahead before Bruno Senna
made his mark – the #99 the first
to post a sub-2:05 average, then
improving again to seal pole.
But Patrick Pilet would split the
Astons, edging Stanaway by just
two hundredths, and the gap across
the whole class just seven-tenths.
GTE Am also saw the top times
very close in the early laps of the
session – the IMSA Porsche of JeanKarl Vernay, #95 Aston of Nikki
Thiim and Matteo Malucelli in the
#81 8Star Ferrari covered by a tenth.
Vernay improved, but Malucelli
went top before the second
drivers came into play.
The times stayed tight until the
checkered flag. Nygaard brought the
#95 Aston home to class pole with
a 2:06.528 average, three tenths up
on the #61 Ferrari and a further
half second up on the #81 458.
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Race – LMP1

F

rom the off, the Audis
tussled for position into
turn one. Duval held
station, but Fässler’s attempted
overtake cost him momentum
and Buemi put the #8 Toyota
into second position.
The Toyota looked briefly
as if he could hang on to
Duval, but after an early safety
car to allow the recovery of a
stricken Lotus, the gap started
to open up lap-by-lap.
Fässler, meanwhile, tried to
get by the Toyota and managed
it at the second attempt – the
cars touching both times. The
Swiss Audi pilot then looked
to pull away, pushing hard.
Too hard as it turned out, as he
was caught out by a slower GT
car, jinked wide in avoidance
and launched the #1 Audi over
one of the soon-to-becomenotorious concrete “pyramids”.
The Audi was sent airborne
briefly, but in true Audi fashion landed without apparent
damage, before being hit up
the rear by one of the factory Porsche GTE cars as it
slowly rejoined the track.
The incident itself didn’t
cost Fässler too much time, but
the damage to the rear of the
car – with a destroyed legality
panel – was going to require
an unscheduled stop. It pitted
on schedule towards the top
of the first hour, together with
the leading #2 car, but the #1
was pushed into the garage for
the repair. 100 seconds lost.
Both Audis took tyres, but the
Toyota was double-stinting its
Michelins from the start. Strategy
was at play that would leave this
encounter a close-run thing.
Buemi had pitted from
the lead, and kept it

COTA’s sumptuous first turn prepares to receive the WEC field
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thanks to a shorter stop, with
Beche now ahead of Lotterer
in the fast-recovering #1 Audi
in the Rebellion Lola Toyota.
McNish, meanwhile, was
closing on Buemi, looking for
a way by and tangling with one
of the Astons in doing so.
Lotterer, however, looked
to be in trouble – the #1 in
electrical trouble. Another unscheduled stop – where a popped
fuse left the car stuck in sixth
gear – was quickly diagnosed
and fixed, Lotterer would

Strategy was at
play that would
leave this
encounter a
close-run thing

(Clockwise from above) Rebellion did a fantastic job but were
unable to challenge the works cars; Audi train; drivers love the esses!

rejoin down in eighth spot,
and hopes were fading.
Buemi, meanwhile, was getting
back on terms with McNish – the
gap down to six seconds before the
Scot handed over to Tom Kristensen. Again the Audi single stinted tyres, and the Toyota went on to
a double. Sarrazin was at the wheel,
and the #8 car led once again.
Now it was Kristensen’s
turn to chase, and five minutes later he made the move.
The next Rebellion stop
finally allowed Lotterer to bring
the #1 Audi back up to third
with just over four hours re-

maining, and when he stopped
to hand over to Tréluyer the
Lola was back in front.
The lead battle ebbed and
flowed, Sarrazin taking time out
of Kristensen, then taking the lead
as TK pitted to hand the car to
Duval. The next round of stops
again saw the difference in tyre
strategy take effect – fuel only for
the Toyota saw Sarrazin lead by
almost 20 seconds, with half an
hour to go until the halfway point.
Duval set about reducing the
deficit and – with just minutes
until the halfway mark – made
it back ahead. Tréluyer meanwhile was also setting about the
Toyota – he got by to unlap
himself a couple of laps later,
albeit with a move that took the
Audi fully off the track. It would
later result in a stop-go penalty,
hard work undone in a moment.
The pendulum was starting to
swing Audi’s way, but this would
be very close. The Audis had the
raw pace, their fastest laps a full
two seconds faster than the Toyota
could manage. But the Toyota was
gaining in the pits, the lead swinging between the two with pit stops.
A quick spin for the Toyota
didn’t make things any easier for
the TS030, but this was still going
to be tight – the gap around 30
seconds or less in either car's favour for the remainder of the race.
In the end it was Audi throwing the dice at the #2 car’s final
stop that made the difference, #2
Audi race engineer Kyle Wilson
Clarke opting to double-stint the
tyres in the final stint, enough to
give McNish a 23 second advantage over Sarrazin at the flag.
This was a huge result for the #2
squad, the points gap stretched all
the more by the troubled run for
the chasing #1 crew – the car coming home third a lap down, with
the Rebellion Lola (now the only
runner in LMP1 Privateers) coming home a lonely fourth overall.
Five out of five for Audi in 2013.

(Overleaf ) crowds enjoy the cool shade of the grandstands
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LMP2

I

t was another first lap
punctuated with LMP2
incident and – once
again – a Lotus featured!
James Rossiter in the #31 car
made contact with the Pecom
Oreca Nissan into turn one and was
out on the spot. The safety car was
scrambled, and the Lotus eventually
recovered on a flatbed. Pierre Kaffer, meanwhile, continued in fourth
place behind John Martin, Alex
Brundle and Bertrand Baguette.
Half an hour in, and the
top three were still almost
nose-to-tail but the battling
Morgans were allowing the
Pecom car to get back in touch.
45 minutes in and there was
a deja vu moment. Contact
again between an Oreca and a
Lotus, this time at the final turn
between the #25 Delta ADR
car and Jan Charouz in the
#32 Lotus, the coupé spinning
out and losing sixth in class.
The iron man of the race
turned out to be Alex Brundle.
He triple-stinted in the drivers seat and did likewise with
his Dunlops too, leading the
class as a result after the Oak
team turned the #24 Morgan
Nissan around more quickly
than Delta ADR could manage
with the #26 G-Drive Oreca.
The young Englishman showed
real pace, and pulled away, only
to be reeled in by Baguette in the
sister #35 car before turning the
screw once again and imposing
his authority on the race. Martin
Plowman was then installed in
the #35 and the two Brits put
on a superb display at the head
of the class for a full 95 minutes, before Brundle eventually
ceded the seat in #24 to David
Heinemeier Hansson. Plowman
took the lead, before passing
the #35 to Ricardo González.
The G-Drive team, however,
would take advantage. No tyres
required for them, as John Martin

handed over to Roman Rusinov.
The Russian led the class after the
pit stop cycle, with the Oak Morgans and the Pecom Oreca still
well in touch – Luís Pérez Companc having taken over in #49.
Rusinov was pulling away, and
his run was helped by a clash
between the Morgans. DH-H
launched off one of the notorious COTA orange pyramids and
impacted on team-mate González.
The #24 continued, but the #35
was less fortunate – it pitted and
was wheeled into the garage, losing
a full eight laps before rejoining.
Heinemeier Hanssen, meanwhile, was winning the battle
for second place with Luís Pérez
Companc. He passed the Oreca
before pitting to hand over the
#24 to Olivier Pla. Less than 20
minutes into his stint, and with
less than two hours to go, and
Pla was in trouble after a hefty
off. Both of the championshipcontending Morgan Nissans saw
a chance for a hatful of points
disappear with long pit stops.
That left the race with an Oreca
Nissan 1-2-3, Mike Conway haring away in the lead of the race
in the #26 G-Drive car from the
Michelin-shod Pecom car and Tor
Graves in the #25 Delta ADR car.
A longer stop from the thirdplaced car, and an even longer
stop from the already-delayed
Greaves Zytek saw the unlikely
sight of the #32 Lotus up into a
potential podium position, with
Thomas Holzer at the wheel.
A fine recovery drive from
James Walker was spoilt by a
spin as it looked probable that
the #25 would regain third.
The Zytek would temporarily
retake fourth until its final stop,
Walker back up to fourth to the
finish, Holzer retaining third, a
first podium for the Lotus Praga
T128, with Kaffer taking second
for Pecom – and Conway taking
the flag for a win for G-Drive.

It was another
first lap
punctuated
with LMP2
incident, and
– once again –
a Lotus
featured

(Clockwise from top) Delta ADR were beaten by team-mates at
G-Drive; …who celebrated wildly; OAK struggled; silhouette
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GTE Pro

I

t looked like being another
“war” in GTO Pro, and
from the off – with Vilander
grabbing second place – that’s
the way it played out.
Paul Dalla Lana was the only
man out of sorts as the #98
Aston Martin dropped back, then
still further following a spin.
After the early safety car,
Makowiecki pulled away a little
in the leading #99 Aston, with
the championship-contending
#97 car bookending the top
six. The Porsches were running third and fourth, but all
six leading cars were separated
by a mere handful of seconds.
Drama came for Porsche in the
second hour when the #91 car
suffered a fuelling fire, costing the
car time in the pits from which it
couldn’t recover a podium run on
pace. The sister car, meanwhile,
had been leapfrogged over a pit
stop cycle by the #97 Aston.
Stefan Mücke was up to fourth,
but suddenly it was Gimmi
Bruni leading, the #51 Ferrari man
double-stinting his Michelins.
Conserving the rubber was
allowing both Bruno Senna
(#99 Aston Martin) and Kamui
Kobayashi (#71 AF Corse Ferrari)
to close in, and the lead battle was
getting close as the race passed
through the first 90 minutes.
Elsewhere, Richie Stanaway
was having an epic stint, clawing
back more than 30 seconds to
the class leaders to get in among
the GTE Pro pack in the #98
Vantage. The Kiwi got by
Oliver Gavin in the #97 Aston to
take fifth, and 10 minutes later
took Richard Lietz for fourth.

He was the next to hit trouble, a
stuck throttle putting the car into
the garage for around 10 minutes and dropping it back down
the order, before Pedro Lamy
brought the car back on track.
The pit stop cycle, meanwhile,
had seen both Senna and Kobayashi lead the class temporarily, but a run to the front from
Senna was cut short with an off on
rather tired Michelins. The Ferraris
took immediate advantage as the
Aston continued, pitting to hand
the helm over to Fred Mako.
The Frenchman was pushing
hard, and catching the Ferraris
ahead, with Darren Turner now
aboard the chasing #97 Aston
and lapping quickly too, the
top five in class all on the lead
lap with two hours to go.
But 20 minutes later, the #97
was in big trouble, Darren Turner
having moved off line and clouted
the orange "pyramid". The suspension was badly damaged, and
race officials were in no mood to
compromise on safety as the team
effected a repair that was rejected
by stewards, and the car refused
permission to rejoin the race.
Just before the start of the
final hour we still had three hard
chargers lapping within 15 seconds
of each other. Mako was to the
fore, leading Vilander by under
three seconds, with Bruni closing
in again. Despite some fine lappery from Kobayashi in the final
stint, it would be the #51 that
would take second place, but well
down on the #99 Aston Martin
by the flag. Turner and Mücke’s
world championship hopes,
however, had taken a battering.

(Above) new livery, and victory for #99
(Overleaf ) COTA from above – an awesome sight
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GTE Am

T

empers were getting
frayed in the GTE Am
paddock, with a host
ofaccusations flying about
tactics and driver rankings.
These were principally
aimed in the direction of the #96
Aston Martin crew which – for
the second race in succession –
arrived with just two drivers,
Stuart Hall the “Silver”-ranked
rep in the Vantage.
Meanwhile, Matteo Malucelli
led away from pole in the #81
8Star Ferrari, but only until T1
where Nicki Thiim moved up
the inside to go ahead. Behind
there was a three-way squabble
between Jean-Karl Vernay in the
IMSA Porsche, Paolo Ruberti in
the Proton 911 and Matt Griffin
in the #61 AF Corse Ferrari. This
would carry on throughout the
opening stint, with Griffin moving
from fifth to third inside the hour.
Hall was catching the lead
group fast, and was soon in
among them, the #96 Aston
moving up on pace, and taking advantage as other teams
deployed their Am drivers – the
#61 fell back as a result.
There was no joy in Austin for
the local team. Krohn Racing
had a troubled run and no luck
either for the only US-built car
in the race. The Larbre Corvette
really looked out of sorts.
Up front, it looked to be all
about the Aston Martins, Hall and
Jamie Campbell-Walter putting
themselves in contention and leading initially on the pit stop cycle
before eventually passing on pace.
There was some fight shown by
Thiim, passed by JC-W but repassing the Scot, and later by Kristian
Poulsen who gave Campbell-Walter a real fight in defence of the

lead, and then harried him right
to the flag. A fine race all-round.
The IMSA Porsche completed
the podium with the 8Star Ferrari
finishing a lap down, the team
owner still fuming over AMR’s
driver selection. This would lead
to a rule change ensuring that
two Am-rated drivers must race
in the class. That, however, would
have to wait for next time.

Tempers were
getting frayed
in the GTE Am
paddock, as
accusations
flew about
tactics and
driver rankings

(Clockwise from above) #95 leads #96, but roles were
reversed at the finish; Tower; Matmut were best of the rest
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Class winners

2
LMP1

1 Tom Kristensen, Loïc Duval, Allan McNish | Audi Sport Team Joest | Audi R18 e-tron quattro
2 Anthony Davidson, Stéphane Sarrazin, Sébastien Buemi | Toyota Racing | Toyota TS030 Hybrid

Results/05 COTA

3 André Lotterer, Marcel Fässler, Benoît Tréluyer | Audi Sport Team Joest | Audi R18 e-tron quattro

Pos

Car No

Class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

2
8
1
12
26
49
32
25
41
24
35
99
51
71
92
96
95
76
81
91
88
50
61
57
45

LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMP2

Not Classified
26
97
27
98
28
31

Drivers

Team

Car

Laps/Gap

Kristensen/Duval/McNish
Davidson/Buemi/Sarrazin
Lotterer/Tréluyer/Fässler
Prost/Heidfeld/Beche
Rusinov/Martin/Conway
Pérez Companc/Minassian/Kaffer
Holzer/Kraihamer/Charouz
Graves/Walker/Junco
Zugel/Dyson/Kimber-Smith
Pla/Heinemeier Hansson/Brundle
Baguette/González/Plowman
Senna/Makowiecki
Bruni/Fisichella
Kobayashi/Vilander
Lieb/Lietz
Hall/Campbell-Walter
Nygaard/Poulsen/Thiim
Narac/Vernay
Potolicchio/Aguas/Malucelli
Bergmeister/Pilet
Ried/Roda/Ruberti
Bornhauser/Canal/Rees
Gerber/Griffin/Cioci
Krohn/Jönsson/Mediani
Nicolet/Merlin/Maris

Audi Sport Team Joest
Toyota Racing
Audi Sport Team Joest
Rebellion Racing
G-Drive Racing
Pecom Racing
Lotus
Delta-ADR
Greaves Motorsport
OAK Racing
OAK Racing
Aston Martin Racing
AF Corse
AF Corse
Porsche AG Team Manthey
Aston Martin Racing
Aston Martin Racing
IMSA Performance Matmut
8 Star Motorsports
Porsche AG Team Manthey
Proton Competition
Larbre Competition
AF Corse
Krohn Racing
OAK Racing

Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Toyota TS030 – Hybrid
Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Lola B12/60 Coupé – Toyota
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Lotus T128
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Zytek Z11SN – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Ferrari F458 Italia
Ferrari F458 Italia
Porsche 911 RSR
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Ferrari F458 Italia
Porsche 911 RSR
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Chevrolet Corvette C6-ZR1
Ferrari F458 Italia
Ferrari F458 Italia
Morgan – Nissan

187 LAPS
187 LAPS
186 LAPS
183 LAPS
178 LAPS
177 LAPS
174 LAPS
173 LAPS
172 LAPS
172 LAPS
170 LAPS
167 LAPS
167 LAPS
167 LAPS
167 LAPS
165 LAPS
165 LAPS
165 LAPS
164 LAPS
163 LAPS
163 LAPS
163 LAPS
162 LAPS
156 LAPS
148 LAPS

Aston Martin Racing
Aston Martin Racing
Lotus

Aston Martin Vantage V8
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Lotus T128

118 LAPS
84 LAPS

LMGTE Pro Mücke/Turner/Gavin
LMGTE Pro Dalla Lana/Lamy/Stanaway
LMP2
Weeda/Liuzzi/Rossiter

26
LMP2

1 Roman Rusinov, John Martin, Mike Conway | G-Drive Racing | Oreca 03 – Nissan
2 Luís Pérez Companc, Pierre Kaffer, Nicolas Minassian | Pecom Racing | Oreca 03 – Nissan
3 Thomas Holzer, Dominik Kraihamer, Jan Charouz | Lotus | Lotus T128

99
LMGTE Pro

1 Bruno Senna, Frédéric Makowiecki | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8
2 Gianmaria Bruni, Giancarlo Fisichella | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia
3 Kamui Kobayashi, Toni Vilander | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia

96
LMGTE Am

1 Stuart Hall, Jamie Campbell-Walter | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8
2 Nicki Thiim, Kristian Poulsen, Christoffer Nygaard | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8
3 Raymond Narac, Jean-Karl Vernay | IMSA Performance Matmut | Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
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Qualifying

T

he Toyotas immediately
looked closer on pace than
ever on home ground,
Kazuki Nakajima splitting the
Audis in the early running, but
André Lotterer topping the times
before the driver changes.
Buemi took time to get up to
speed, but eventually pipped the
sister car for second before pitting
and handing the #8 over to Anthony
Davidson. Benoît Tréluyer was now
in the #1 Audi, Nicolas Lapierre in
the #7 Toyota and Loïc Duval aboard
the #2 R18, though the latter's car
looked very much out of sorts and
only just fended off the Rebellion.
The #1 would confirm pole position ahead of the pair of Toyotas,
Davidson edging out Lapierre
for a front row starting slot.
In P2, Bertrand Baguette led the
way in the #35 OAK Morgan ahead
of the sister #24 car (Pla). James
Walker was third at the midway
point, with Mike Conway kicking
himself for a lurid spin, pushing too
hard after posting by far the fastest individual lap of the session.
Next to improve up the order was
the #27 Gainer Zytek of Björn Wirdheim, up to third. That became fourth
as John Martin made up for lost
ground in the #26 Oreca, Wirdheim
and Martin swapping places again
in the dying moments – Martin just
short of grabbing pole from the #35.
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Aston Martin dominated proceedings in Pro, with Fred Makowiecki in the #97 Aston making
the early running ahead of Pedro
Lamy. The two factory Porsches
were next up, with the AF Corse
ferraris looking well off the pace.
And that’s the way it stayed for
the pole. Stefan Mücke headed the
times overall, the #97‘s four-lap average of 1:39.114 still 0.477s quicker
than the #99, and Richie Stanaway
trying to make up the deficit.
Richard Lietz was third in the
#92 Porsche until Gimmi Bruni
improved in the #51 Ferrari after
a lacklustre display from teammate Fisichella. The #91 Porsche
also moved ahead of its team car
before the end of the session.
Bruno Senna was the first to
set a qualifying time in Am. The
ex-F1 man was making a one-off
appearance in the #95 Young Driver
Aston, with Fernando Rees initially second in the #50 Corvette.
Paolo Ruberti, however, was in
remarkable form in the 88 Proton
Porsche, and got the car in among
the Pro cars in his qualifying effort.
Christoffer Nygaard regained
the Am pole in the #95 Aston as
the second drivers emerged, and
regained it again after briefly losing
it to the #50 Corvette of Julien
Canal. Stuart Hall ended the session
third fastest in the #96 Aston.
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Race

T

his truly became the
race that never was –
heavy rainfall almost
throughout saw not a single
competitive lap run in front of
what must count as the most
polite, patient and enthusiastic
crowd in sportscar racing.
The rain was already falling
heavily as the cars made their
way out of the pit lane, but
the #50 Larbre Corvette of
Fernando Rees and the #99
Aston Martin Vantage of Richie
Stanaway independently suffered spins and contact with
the barriers on their way round
– the Corvette suffering rear
damage and the Aston front.
But that wasn’t all, as the #8
Toyota missed the close of the pit
lane while it was being topped
up, meaning a start from the
pits. The #12 Rebellion Lola
was also reportedly suffering a
misfire, which needed work on
the grid, but all seemed well
before the grid was cleared.
The decision had been taken
by race director Eduardo Freitas to start the race behind the
safety car and the clock started
counting down at 10:56.
Disastrously, this meant that
the two delayed cars waiting
in the pit lane – #8 and the
repaired #99 – were a lap down
when released. The Corvette
also completed its repairs just a
few seconds later after an epic
rebuild, but the red light came on
just before Rees reached the end
of the pit lane, meaning another
lap would be lost for the #50.
The rain continued to fall
and the safety car stayed out.
Nic Jönsson pitted the #57
Krohn Ferrari two laps later
and Tracy Krohn took
over. The reason for both

(Above) they waited, they tried… but the elements intervened

»

(Overleaf ) Gainer International livery for Greaves
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driver changes appeared to be
a desire to preserve the seat
time for their fastest drivers.
With 22 minutes having
elapsed, the race was red-flagged
as the conditions were getting
no better. The safety car stopped
at the start line, with the field
instructed to line up behind.
Parc Fermé conditions applied,
and the clock continued to run.
It was clear to all at Fuji that
the suspension of the Fuji 6
Hours would be a lengthy one,
with the rain falling heavier than
ever as the first hour expired.
The conditions were being
tested at regular intervals by safety
car driver and multiple Le Mans
winner Yannick Dalmas, the sideways antics of the Audi RS5 showing that grip was rarely present.
At 12:30 – just over an hourand-a-half into the "race" – an
official announcement was issued
that said “no change – another
update at 13:00”, but just over 15
minutes later, the race clock was
stopped with 4.10:43 remaining.
At 13:00 the news came
through that the race would
resume at 13:30, with confirmation to be given at 13:15. With
the clock likely to be started at
that point, this would mean a
new finish time of around 17:40.
Although the rain had virtually stopped by this point, radar
projections suggested that things
would be getting worse again, with
thick fog moving in over T1.
The race would resume under
safety car conditions, and the
first lap would be completed at
90km/h, before the safety car
upped the pace to 120km/h.
As the pack completed the first
lap, the #1 leading Audi went
straight into the pits, as did the
#8 Toyota. Lotterer had reported
an issue, and the air filter was

checked before the car was sent
back out, while Davidson had just
had his fuel topped up. This all
meant that Kazuki Nakajima led
the race in the #7 Toyota from the
#2 Audi of Loïc Duval, but we
still awaited a green racing lap.
The #1 Audi was back in on
the next lap and the rear bodywork came off. An adjustment
was made to the throttle sensor, and the car sent on its way
before the pit lane closed again.
However, a new intake pipe had
been brought out and the car was
expected back in the next time.
The #76 IMSA Porsche had
also pitted to put Vernay back
into the drivers’ seat, while
Tracy Krohn soon came in to
do the same for Nic Jönsson.
Richie Stanaway made a stop in
the #99 Aston, but stayed in.
Lotterer made his third stop
as expected, and again got
away before losing a lap. It was
now raining heavily again.
The #61 Am Ferrari stopped
with 3:50 remaining for Jack Gerber to take over from Matt Griffin.
And almost immediately,
the red flag was out again. The
conditions were getting worse by
the minute, and the cars again
stopped on the front stretch.
This wasn’t looking good.
The concern now was that
the majority of drivers had not
been in the cars and were thus
not yet eligible for championship
points. It had been determined
that the normal minimum driver
times for LMP2 and LMGTE Am
would not apply for this race,
and that each driver would need
to cross the line a minimum of
two times. But things hadn’t
changed in LMP1 and LMGTE
Pro, and so each driver would
need to complete a minimum
of 45 minutes – not including

pit stop times. With the decision also having been made
that the flag would fly no later
than 17:00, this meant that the
race would need to restart no
later than 15:15 – and the next
update would come at 15:00.
The fourth hour of the Fuji 6
Hours passed by with absolutely
nothing happening, but the remarkable Japanese spectators hung
on as updates came and went
with no resumption of racing.
They stayed in their thousands,
and continued to wave their flags
even as the rain continued to fall.
As the fifth hour began,
the conditions improved
markedly and the fog that had
been blanketing the area lifted.
Finally, at 15:16, came the news
that the race would resume once
more at 15:35, leaving a maximum
of 85 minutes remaining. It would
again restart behind the safety car.
But as the drivers got back
in their cars and fired up their
engines ahead of the resumptions, the heavens opened once
more and the fog rolled back in.
At 15:35 the grid cleared
and the safety car moved off,
followed by the Toyota of Nakajima and the rest of the grid.
The rain had eased but it was
still very wet… but before the
cars were halfway round, the race
was red-flagged again – and this
time it was for good. The cars
headed for the pit lane, and the
chequered flag wasn’t shown.
And that was it, game over,
Toyota nominally the winners
and a podium ceremony took
place. The final decision of the
stewards was to award half
points to all those on each
crew, whether or not they took
the wheel, a sensible and extraordinary decision after an
extraordinary (non-)race!
(Clockwise from top) local Audi fan; flame and a
mountain; Toyota and curves; Krohn
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Class winners

7
LMP1

1 Alexander Wurz, Nicolas Lapierre, Kazuki Nakajima | Toyota Racing | Toyota TS030 Hybrid
2 Tom Kristensen, Loïc Duval, Allan McNish | Audi Sport Team Joest | Audi R18 e-tron quattro

Results/06 Fuji

3 Andrea Belicchi, Mathias Beche | Rebellion Racing | Lola B12/60 Coupé – Toyota

Pos

Car No

Class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

7
2
12
35
26
27
24
25
47
49
32
45
97
51
91
92
95
96
88
81
71
76
31
57
61
1
8
99
50

LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Am
LMP2
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMP1
LMP1
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Am

Drivers
Wurz/Lapierre/Nakajima
Kristensen/Duval/McNish
Belicchi/Beche
Baguette/González/Plowman
Rusinov/Martin/Conway
Hiranaka/Ueda/Wirdheim
Pla/Heinemeier Hansson/Brundle
Graves/Walker/Nakano
Bradley/Koizumi/Matsuda
Pérez Companc/Minassian/Kaffer
Holzer/Kraihamer/Charouz
Nicolet/Ihara
Turner/Mücke/Makowiecki
Bruni/Fisichella
Bergmeister/Pilet
Lieb/Lietz
Nygaard/Poulsen/Senna
Hall/Campbell-Walter/Adam
Ried/Roda/Ruberti
Potolicchio/Aguas/Rigon
Kobayashi/Vilander
Narac/Vernay/Palttala
Weeda/Rossiter/Liuzzi
Krohn/Jönsson/Mediani
Gerber/Griffin/Cioci
Lotterer/Tréluyer/Fässler
Davidson/Buemi/Sarrazin
Lamy/Stanaway
Bornhauser/Canal/Rees

Team
Toyota Racing
Audi Sport Team Joest
Rebellion Racing
OAK Racing
G-Drive Racing
Gainer International
OAK Racing
Delta-ADR
KCMG
Pecom Racing
Lotus
OAK Racing
Aston Martin Racing
AF Corse
Porsche AG Team Manthey
Porsche AG Team Manthey
Aston Martin Racing
Aston Martin Racing
Proton Competition
8 Star Motorsports
AF Corse
IMSA Performance Matmut
Lotus
Krohn Racing
AF Corse
Audi Sport Team Joest
Toyota Racing
Aston Martin Racing
Larbre Competition

Car
Toyota TS030 – Hybrid
Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Lola B12/60 Coupé – Toyota
Morgan – Nissan
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Zytek Z11SN – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Lotus T128
Morgan – Nissan
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Ferrari F458 Italia
Porsche 911 RSR
Porsche 911 RSR
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Ferrari F458 Italia
Ferrari F458 Italia
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Lotus T128
Ferrari F458 Italia
Ferrari F458 Italia
Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Toyota TS030 – Hybrid
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Chevrolet Corvette C6-ZR1

Laps/Gap
16 LAPS
1.901
3.872
6.131
8.224
11.055
12.834
15.323
19.569
21.494
23.803
35.657
38.900
41.944
44.855
55.311
57.668
1’01.647
1’03.357
1’05.951
1’15.544
1’25.904
1’40.976
1’46.314
2’21.643
2’49.150
1 LAP
1 LAP
2 LAPS

35
LMP2

1 Bertrand Baguette, Martin Plowman, Ricardo González | OAK Racing | Morgan Nissan
2 Roman Rusinov, John Martin, Mike Conway | G-Drive Racing | Oreca 03 – Nissan
3 Katsuyuki Hiranaka, Masayuki Ueda, Björn Wirdheim | Gainer International | Zytek Z11SN – Nissan

97
LMGTE Pro

1 Darren Turner, Stefan Mücke, Frédéric Makowiecki | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8
2 Gianmaria Bruni, Giancarlo Fisichella | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia
3 Jörg Bergmeister, Patrick Pilet | Porsche AG Team Manthey | Porsche 911 RSR

95
LMGTE Am

1 Bruno Senna, Kristian Poulsen, Christoffer Nygaard | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8
2 Stuart Hall, Jamie Campbell-Walter, Jonathan Adam | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8
3 Christian Ried, Gianluca Roda, Paolo Ruberti | Proton Competition | Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
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07
FIA World Endurance Championship

Shanghai, China
November 8th – 9th
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Qualifying

L

MP qualifying saw a
timing screen problem
lead to Toyota celebrating
pole position for the #7 crew
just a little too early.
The TVs showed Benoît Tréluyer’s last-gasp effort to be well off
the pace, whereas he was actually
in the midst of an effort that was
carving the deficit dramatically.
The Audi had pitted for fuel after
Tréluyer convinced the team he could
go for pole – it was mighty close,
0.089 of a second, but the lost point
for the #1 crew brought the title for
the #2 crew just a little bit closer
Behind the pole fight, the #8
Toyota and #2 Audi weren’t close
to the ultimate pace – the four
separated by a surprising 1.16
seconds at the flag, and Rebellion
an heroic further two seconds back.
LMP2 pole went, once again, to
the near unbeatable Mike Conway/
John Martin combo in the #26
G-Drive Oreca Nissan, almost
eight tenths faster than their nearest
contender at the end of the session.
Second fastest was the #24 Oak
Morgan Nissan, Olivier Pla and Alex
Brundle combining well to leapfrog
all bar one of the competition.
Third for much of the session was the #35 Oak Morgan,
with Robbie Kerr and Craig
Dolby had a good outing in the
#25 Delta ADR Oreca Nissan.
At the flag, however, both would be
humbled by the early efforts of Björn
Wirdheim and a splendid second run
by yet another rookie star from the
Nissan GT Academy, Mark “Shoots
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to Kill” Shulzhitskiy. Not bad for a
young man that had only had a brief
test at Snetterton in a P2 car before
flying out for his first taste of LMP
competition! A star is born – again!
Aston Martin Racing came out
on top in both GTE classes, with
the #97 crew of Stefan Mücke
and Darren Turner showing speed
and consistency once again.
Turner’s stint proved decisive,
two laps on older rubber less than
a tenth apart in pace and close to
the best that Mücke had produced
on the tyres when fresh. This was
enough to relegate the sister #99 car
to second despite Bruno Senna’s epic
first lap effort. Just 19 thousandths
separated the two Vantage GTEs.
Lieb and Lietz were half a second
off on average in the #92 Porsche,
edging out the #71 AF Corse Ferrari
by just six thousandths of a second!
By contrast, the gap to the #91
Porsche was a yawning 0.16 of a
second, with the trailing #51 AF
Corse Ferrari a further tenth-anda-half back – the gap across all six
class contenders: 0.9 seconds.
In GTE Am, it was a welcome
pole position for the Danish-crewed
#95 Aston Martin, with Christoffer Nygaard and Nicki Thiim
doing the honours and producing
an average that was just enough
to fend off an epic late run from
Matt Griffin in the #61 Ferrari
that saw the gap fall from a couple
of tenths to 15 thousandths!
That left the 8Star Ferrari crew
a further couple of tenths astray,
Griffin outpacing Aguas’s best efforts.
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Race – LMP1

I

t was a clean getaway for
Nicolas Lapierre in the
#7 Toyota from pole.
Davidson was snapping
at Lotterer’s heels behind but
staying third, an outbraking
move through T14 briefly
successful, but the Audi got
the better run out of the corner to keep the place. That
battle, however, was allowing the
leader some breathing space.
Davidson was clearly keen
to keep tabs on his teammate ahead, and continued
to press hard. The #2 Audi,
meanwhile, with McNish at
the wheel, was at the start of
a very conservative run. And
with a world championship at
stake, who could blame them?
18 minutes in and the aggressive push from Davidson saw
contact between the battling
hybrids, the Toyota tagging the
left rear of the Audi and taking
immediate advantage of the lost
momentum – a Toyota 1-2.
Both Audis were, by now,
complaining about lack of traction. But Davidson was on a
mission. The battle for second
place had cost the #8 time, and
Lapierre’s lead was now up to 13
seconds – this despite a dusty
moment after light side-to-side
contact as the Toyota moved to
lap Olivier Pla’s Morgan Nissan.
Davidson was closing fast on
the leader as the 45-minute mark
approached – the gap down to
three seconds just before he pitted. All the leaders would take
fuel and tyres. The Rebellion Lola
Toyota, meanwhile, was lapped
already, the balance of performance in the latter part of the
season was – well – unbalanced!
The next drama befell
the third-placed #1 Audi,

Go, go, go!
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a puncture 10 minutes after its
scheduled stop forcing the team
to change tyres, and the car falling behind the #2 as a result.
The title was moving closer! The
third-placed Audi was well over
a minute behind the leader, and
by now that was Davidson, #8
having gone by after the pit stops.
Still, Lapierre would stay in touch
until the next pit stop cycle.
Buemi was now fending off
Wurz, and Lotterer was back
up to a distant third place
after short fuelling to gain
track position on the #2 car.
Tréluyer was next into the #1
car, but there was little impression being made on the Toyotas

Later came a
much bigger
problem for
the race leader
– suspension
failure

(Clockwise from right) open sky; golden light; top down,
the field looked great, with works prototypes at the front
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as the race ran deep into the
third hour. Indeed, Duval was
lapped by the leader as the clock
passed two-and-a-half hours!
Buemi pitted from the lead
with a slow puncture – Sarrazin
climbed aboard the #8 Toyota
with the car pitting six laps short
of a full stint. Wurz now led the
race, but as it moved into the
fourth hour, Tréluyer – still a
minute down on the Toyotas –
was beginning to up the ante.
That run was helped by a
puncture for the leading #7 car,
Lapierre by now at the wheel,
with the race into the fifth hour.
The track was littered with debris.
The astroturf on the run-off at

several points was torn to shreds
and beginning to cause issues.
15 minutes later, and there was
a much bigger problem for the
race leader – front right suspension
failure. Davidson made it back
to the pits, but that was it after
a fine run to and from the front
and, astonishingly, Audi now led!
Tréluyer then pitted from the
lead, and the team removed a
small room’s worth of astroturf
carpeting from the air intake!
Benoît had been asked to back off
a little as they saw engine temperatures rising – Marcel Fässler took
the car back outm and Lapierre
led once again in the #7 Toyota.
A little later, the #7 spun into T1,
time and pride the only damage –
the lead gap was now 31 seconds.
With 40 minutes left, Tréluyer
was reinstalled, despite the Frenchman suffering from a rib injury
incurred in Super Formula
testing. At Toyota, the #7 was
looking to save fuel. This looked
like it might be very, very close.
10 minutes later, and Toyota
rolled the dice – they fuelled
the #7, no tyres though. Wurz
rejoined just 1.3 seconds ahead
of a charging Tréluyer.
It was under a second as
Leena Gade told Tréluyer:
“Race to the finish Ben!”
“I know!” came the
dry-as-dust response.
Some 28 minutes remained as
the Toyota caught the Art Car Oak,
and fumbled the lapping manoeuvre – Tréluyer pounced instantly,
and was through for the lead. After
initial resistance from the Austrian,
it was clear that his older rubber was
beginning to tell. The earlier puncture put the car on rubber that was
rather less than the optimum. The
race was Audi’s, and with McNish
in the #2 car coming in a “safe-ashouses” third, the world drivers'
title was going to Ingolstadt too.
But Toyota had put down an
unmistakeable marker – they
were now right on the pace.
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LMP2

T

he early part of the race
was a pretty orderly
affair, John Martin
having a moment of glory
and briefly getting by the
Rebellion LMP1 at the start.
However, Oliver Pla lost out
in the opening stages, dropping two places to the Greaves
Zytek Nissan of Björn Wirdheim and the #25 Delta ADR
Oreca Nissan of Robbie Kerr.
The battles behind were
helping John Martin – he
was pulling away fast.
The Greaves Zytek would
lead a lap when #26 made its
first scheduled stop. There was
trouble ahead for another of the
class runners however, as Thomas
Holzer pitted with smoke pouring from the rear left corner
– the Lotus and the #57 Ferrari
having made contact at T14.
Pla had stayed aboard the
#24 Morgan at its first stop,
and was making his way back
up the order to second as Eric
Lux – now aboard the Greaves
Zytek – fell back. Baguette too
made his way past the #41 Zytek.
Pla was doing what he could to
nibble into the 16-second advantage that Martin held, but one of
the other title contenders was in
big trouble – the #49 car in the
garage for a long (over two hour!)
stop for an intermittent electrical issue. Their hopes of a win to
close the points gap was gone.
It was pretty fast, but not at all
furious in the middle part of the
race, the leading cars going through
an untroubled pit sequence and
holding position. Mark Shulzhitskiy was making his WEC
racing debut in the #41 Greaves
Zytek Nissan and ran fourth.
Just after two-and-a-half hours
however, there was trouble for the
class leader – Conway pitted after
contact, with the engine cover not
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properly seated. That was enough
to allow Alex Brundle to grab
the class lead in the #24 Morgan
Nissan, setting the fastest lap of
the car’s race thus far as he did so.
But the young Englishman would
soon have Conway back on his
tail, and then back into the lead.
At the halfway mark, there
was an all British 1-2-3-4 with
Plowman almost a minute back
in third and Craig Dolby in the
#25 Oreca now fourth. Mark
Shulzhitskiy, meanwhile, was
holding fifth and closing gradually.
Roman Rusinov climbed aboard
the leading car #26 G-Drive
Oreca Nissan at the next stop, but
again the damaged engine cover
needed attention, costing him a
full minute in the stop. David
Heinemeier Hansson took the
class lead in the #24 Oak Morgan.
The #31 Lotus was a retirement at around this point,
a holed radiator leading to
an overheated engine.
The lead battle was joined
– Rusinov now pitting out of
sequence, but quicker than
Heinemeier Hansson and closing
the gap. Dolby was also closing down Ricardo González in
the #35 Morgan for third, with
Shulzhitskiy still in touch in fifth.
The final phase of the race
was contested by Martin and
Pla, with the mid-race pace of
Rusinov enough to score the win
for the G-Drive squad, and the
#24 Morgan crew disappointed
not to close the championship
gap by more than three points.
The championship-leading
#35 Morgan Nissan would
come home third, but there was
disappointment for the Greaves
Motorsport squad as Wirdheim
saw a hard-fought fourth place
lost as the car was forced to pit
with a huge slab of dislodged
astroturf in the air intake.

(Clockwise from top) Greaves under the grandstands;
front straight; golden sunlight glints off the OAK Morgan
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GTE Pro

G

immi Bruni was the man
on the move from the
start, the #51 Ferrari
carving through the GTE Pro
competition, up to second place
very quickly from sixth slot
after a poor qualifying session
from Giancarlo Fisichella.
Darren Turner, however, had
a little bit of clear air ahead of
the Ferrari, with the #97 crew
needing to close the gap in the
championship standings.
But Bruni’s early pace faltered – had he done too much
too soon on the Michelins?
Kobayashi grabbed second in the
#71 Ferrari and soon afterwards
Pedro Lamy passed the #51 too,
with Patrick Pilet looking for
a way by the Italian as half an
hour’s running approached.
Bruni pitted eight minutes earlier than programmed to replace
the tyres – the rears rooted – and
the team opted for a different
compound for the second set.
At the top of the hour and
with the first pit stop cycle completed, Mücke held a comfortable
11-second lead from the out-ofsequence Bruni, with Vilander
aboard the #71 Ferrari a further 11
seconds back, fending off Stanaway and Bergmeister for third.
Mücke, meanwhile, was
pulling away, 24 seconds to the
good when next the #51 pitted
behind, Stanaway playing his
part with an effective harassing
action on the chasing #71 458.
After another pit cycle, the
next man to make a move was
Bruno Senna. He took the #99
Aston Martin back up into third
ahead of Giancarlo Fisichella’s #51

458. Next on the Brazilian ace’s
agenda was Kobayashi, with Senna
looking to make it an Aston
Martin 1-2. He finally made it
after a full two laps of nose-to-tail
action, the Japanese outbraking
himself trying to retake the place
and losing further ground.
Behind this tussle, the
Porsches were in trouble,
Richard Lietz reporting that
they are not able to do a full
fuel stint on a set of tyres.
The next pit cycle saw Mücke
stop with a very comfortable
lead, Stanaway and Vilander
both leading a lap apiece before pitting themselves. The
#51 Ferrari, however, was in
tyre trouble, and Patrick Pilet
battled to find a way through to
fourth, passing the Ferrari with
an hour of the race remaining.
Senna, meanwhile, had been
closing in on the leader, but
appeared to be playing rear
gunner to the run to the flag
for the #97 car, the #99 car
less than two seconds back.
Behind this pair, AF Corse
took the tactical decision to
pit Vilander from a strong third
place for a full two minutes.
This sent Bergmeister up to
third, and Bruni fourth for a
much-needed boost in the drivers' championship standings.
Rather oddly, however, compromised Ferrari's position in
the manufacturers' standings.
And that’s the way the race
ended – a huge result for the
Aston Martin Racing team,
retaking the lead in all three
championships. And all three were
going to the wire in Bahrain!

Aston train
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GTE Am

T

he #95 Aston held its
grid advantage on track
right from the start, Paolo
Ruberti passing the #61 AF
Corse Ferrari to claim second
slot and close in on the Aston.
Nicki Thiim, meanwhile, was
showing pace enough to get in
among the GTE Pro runners,
his charge in the lead helped by
a couple of spins in the second
hour for the #88 Porsche, after
Ruberti handed the car over to
Christian Ried, the second with
an “assist” from Stuart Hall.
The 8Star Ferrari was by
now running in second place,
with the Corvette third, a full
minute off the lead. Bornhauser
ceded that position to a charging Markus Palttala as the race
reached the halfway point,
with Jonny Adam also closing in fast. The Corvette was
soon behind the second Aston,
but their battle was about to
become the fight for third!
That was because the class leader – the luckless #95 Aston Martin
– ground to a halt, the third time
in the season that it had retired
while leading the class, Kristian
Poulsen stalking away dismayed.
Post-race, the diagnosis was a
failure of a central computer control unit, tech that has long been
part and parcel of the electronics
package for all the GTE and GT3
Vantages with no previous issues.
That allowed the 8Star Ferrari
to inherit a lead that it would
keep to the flag, Davide Rigon
followed in the car by Enzo
Potolicchio, the Venezuelan
allowing himself what had been
a rare smile post-Le Mans.
There were late race dramas
for Krohn Racing, a stuck throttle
sending Mediani off the road

at speed, the Italian doing well
to stick the 458 into a gravel
trap. Things turned even more
dramatically for Larbre – a fuelling
fire after the crew left the filling
cover on the rig open, spilling
fuel while the venting hose was
attached to the car. Several teams
ran to the aid of the Larbre crew
in a serious incident that thankfully resulted in no serious injury.
That helped elevate the #96
Aston Martin to the podium,
a hugely valuable points boost
as the championship moved to
its conclusion, with the second
place for IMSA Performance
keeping them in the hunt too.

The 8Star
Ferrari inherited
a lead it would
keep to the
finish, with
Potolicchio
allowing himself
a rare postLe Mans smile

8Star took the Am class glory
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Class winners

1
LMP1

1 André Lotterer, Marcel Fässler, Benoît Tréluyer | Audi Sport Team Joest | Audi R18 e-tron quattro
2 Alexander Wurz, Nicolas Lapierre, Kazuki Nakajima | Toyota Racing | Toyota TS030 Hybrid
3 Tom Kristensen, Loïc Duval, Allan McNish | Audi Sport Team Joest | Audi R18 e-tron quattro

Results/07 Shanghai

Pos

Car No

1
1
2
7
3
2
4
12
5
26
6
24
7
35
8
25
9
41
10
45
11
32
12
97
13
99
14
91
15
51
16
71
17
92
18
81
19
76
20
96
21
88
22
50
23
61
Not24
Classified
24
8
25
57
26
95
27
31
28
49

Drivers

Team

Car

Laps/Gap

LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP1
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am

Class

Lotterer/Tréluyer/Fässler
Wurz/Lapierre
Kristensen/Duval/McNish
Belicchi/Beche/Prost
Rusinov/Martin/Conway
Pla/Heinemeier Hansson/Brundle
Baguette/González/Plowman
Graves/Kerr/Dolby
Shulzhitskiy/Lux/Wirdheim
Nicolet/Ihara/Cheng
Holzer/Kraihamer/Charouz
Turner/Mücke
Lamy/Senna/Stanaway
Bergmeister/Pilet
Bruni/Fisichella
Kobayashi/Vilander
Lieb/Lietz
Potolicchio/Aguas/Rigon
Narac/Vernay/Palttala
Campbell-Walter/Adam/Hall
Ried/Roda/Ruberti
Bornhauser/Canal/Rees
Gerber/Griffin/Cioci

Audi Sport Team Joest
Toyota Racing
Audi Sport Team Joest
Rebellion Racing
G-Drive Racing
OAK Racing
OAK Racing
Delta-ADR
Greaves Motorsport
OAK Racing
Lotus
Aston Martin Racing
Aston Martin Racing
Porsche AG Team Manthey
AF Corse
AF Corse
Porsche AG Team Manthey
8 Star Motorsports
IMSA Performance Matmut
Aston Martin Racing
Proton Competition
Larbre Competition
AF Corse

Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Toyota TS030 – Hybrid
Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Lola B12/60 Coupé – Toyota
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Zytek Z11SN – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Lotus T128
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Porsche 911 RSR
Ferrari F458 Italia
Ferrari F458 Italia
Porsche 911 RSR
Ferrari F458 Italia
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Chevrolet Corvette C6-ZR1
Ferrari F458 Italia

190 LAPS
15.374
189 LAPS
185 LAPS
177 LAPS
177 LAPS
177 LAPS
176 LAPS
175 LAPS
172 LAPS
172 LAPS
169 LAPS
169 LAPS
168 LAPS
168 LAPS
167 LAPS
167 LAPS
166 LAPS
165 LAPS
165 LAPS
165 LAPS
164 LAPS
164 LAPS

LMP1
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMP2
LMP2

Davidson/Buemi/Sarrazin
Krohn/Jönsson/Mediani
Nygaard/Poulsen/Thiim
Weeda/Liuzzi/Bouchut
Pérez Companc/Minassian/Kaffer

Toyota Racing
Krohn Racing
Aston Martin Racing
Lotus
Pecom Racing

Toyota TS030 – Hybrid
Ferrari F458 Italia
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Lotus T128
Oreca 03 – Nissan

143 LAPS
139 LAPS
100 LAPS
93 LAPS
56 LAPS

26
LMP2

1 Roman Rusinov, John Martin, Mike Conway | G-Drive Racing | Oreca 03 – Nissan
2 Olivier Pla, Alex Brundle, David Heinemeier Hansson | OAK Racing | Morgan Nissan
3 Bertrand Baguette, Martin Plowman, Ricardo González | OAK Racing | Morgan Nissan

97
LMGTE Pro

1 Darren Turner, Stefan Mücke | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8
2 Pedro Lamy, Richie Stanaway, Bruno Senna | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8
3 Jörg Bergmeister, Patrick Pilet | Porsche AG Team Manthey | Porsche 911 RSR

81
LMGTE Am

1 Enzo Potolicchio, Rui Aguas, Davide Rigon | 8Star Motorsports | Ferrari 458 Italia
2 Raymond Narac, Jean-Karl Vernay, Markus Palttala | IMSA Performance Matmut | Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
3 Stuart Hall, Jamie Campbell-Walter, Jonathan Adam | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8
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08
FIA World Endurance Championship

Sakhir, Bahrain
November 28th – 30th
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Qualifying

I

t was a Toyota 1-2 in the 25-minute qualifying session, with the
#7 on pole position courtesy of
Alex Wurz and Kazuki Nakajima.
Their four-lap average 1:42.449,
all four qualifying laps for the
pole car in the 1:42s, with Wurz
producing a 1:42.1 when the
Michelins were still at their best.
A late blast from Anthony Davidson locked out the front row for
Toyota, the #8 car’s average (Davidson and Sarrazin) three tenths shy
of their team-mates. All four factory
cars were within seven tenths, Audis
finishing with the #1 car a tenth clear
of the #2. Marcel Fässler was sent for
a final shot at a flying lap, but failed
to get around before the checker fell.
In LMP2, speed and consistency
from Pierre Kaffer and Nic Minassian
produced the class’s only sub-1:51
four-lap average for Pecom Racing, just enough to fend off John
Martin and Mike Conway (#26
G-Drive Oreca Nissan). The gap
was just half a tenth, with Kaffer’s
early speed making the difference in
the end. Both of his laps were in the
1:50.2s, the fastest of the session.
Alex Brundle and Olivier Pla
failed to get the pole-setting point
they were looking for in pursuit
of their team-mates, the #24 car
seven tenths down, and just a tenth
ahead of Jon Lancaster and Björn
Wirdheim in the Greaves Zytek (the
top four separated by a second).
Porsche locked out the front
row in GTE Pro, Lietz and Lieb
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grabbing the honours on the
new Evo Porsche’s debut.
Richard Lietz banged in a pair of
1:58 dead laps in the #92 Porsche.
And, despite an intermittent gearbox
problem for co-driver Lieb, his
pair of 1:59s was enough to keep
the car on the top spot. Pilet had
led the session in the #91 car, but
Bergmeister had to push hard to
grab second ahead of Turner and
Mücke in the #97 Aston Martin and
Gimmi Bruni and Toni Vilander in
the reshuffled #51 AF Corse Ferrari.
In the Am category, Aston
Martin’s Nicki Thiim produced a
pair of early laps of real pace, and
when Christoffer Nygaard’s efforts emerged consistent – and
consistently quick – it was enough
to put the #95 machine on pole
with an average of 2:00.303.
Davide Rigon pushed hard
towards the end of the session
in the 8Star Ferrari to match the
Danish Aston Martin duo’s time,
but in the end his efforts, combined with those of Rui Aguas,
fell three hundreths short.
Third in class was the #96 Rofgo
Aston Martin, Roald Goethe back
on the entry but not on qualifying duty. Stuart Hall and Jamie
Campbell-Walter gave the car a
four-lap average of 2:08.468.
The #61 AF Corse Ferrari,
#76 Imsa Matmut Porsche
and #88 Proton Competition
Porsche lined up fourth, fifth
and sixth in class respectively.
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Race – LMP1

T

his was always going to
be Toyota’s opportunity
to get a real race win on
the 2013 scorecard, after the
disappointments of weather at
Fuji and bad luck in China.
Lapierre certainly started
this one at a pace and got away
at the front immediately, 1.9
seconds ahead after three laps
with the second-placed Toyota
1.5 seconds ahead of Kristensen
in the #2 Audi. Tréluyer was a
further two seconds back in #1.
The further progress from
the Toyotas was relatively steady,
but by the half-hour point the
four factory cars were separated
by 13 seconds. Tréluyer was
struggling for grip in fourth, and
he was first to pit, all four factory
cars taking fuel and tyres. And
before the hour was up, two of
them had endured brushes with
backmarkers – Tréluyer tipping
Nic Jönsson’s Krohn Ferrari into
a spin (and getting the warning flag as a result) and leader
Lapierre making light contact
with Aguas in the 8Star 458.
At Rebellion, meanwhile, Bart
Hayden had noted rather ruefully
that despite their improved pace
year-on-year, the Lola Toyota
would be lapped in every stint!
Buemi closed in on Lapierre, and took the lead 10
minutes into the second hour
as the Frenchman complained
first of understeer and then
that the Larbre Corvette had
pushed him off the track.
The next drama befell
the Rebellion, and it was a
wholly unwelcome one, Nicolas
Prost pulling the Lola Toyota
off the track with a fire in
the engine bay – the car was a
retirement on the spot,
and the issue was later

Dusty getaway
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(Clockwise from right) a first “proper” victory for Toyota after the Fuji race
was called off; Audi chased as best they could… and did lead for a while
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diagnosed as engine failure – the
first major issue that the team
had suffered since the start of
the Toyota customer engine
programme. It was a sad way for
the Lola LMP1 story to end.
Half an hour later and there was
more major drama, this time for a
factory Toyota. Alex Wurz was – by
now – aboard the #7 car and he
pulled to a stop from the track at
pit out with a trail of oil visible on
the track surface reporting “a noise,
a loss of power and a smell of oil”.
Engine failure was the cause, and
the tall Austrian climbed out of the
car and plodded in rather downbeat
fashion down the pit lane to some
commiseration from Dr Ullrich –
one bullet left in Toyota’s 2013 gun.
And the remaining Toyota
was holding its own on track,
although it lost a second or two
in the pit stops. Into the third
hour, the gap between the top
three was around 30 seconds.
Before the fourth began, there
would be more major incident
– and this time it was Audi in
trouble. With McNish suited up
and ready to get into the #2 car, it
ground to a halt with Loïc Duval
stranded at the exit of T10.
After several attempts to get
the car moving, race director
Eduardo Freitas ordered the #2
Audi to be moved into a safe
position – Duval unable to select
a gear. That caused a scramble
for the rulebooks – was it possible that McNish, having not
done the mandatory 45 minutes
at the wheel, might miss out on
the drivers' championship?
No! The car had not completed
70% of the race distance and
would not cross the line at the
checkered flag. The car would not
be classified and all three drivers
were confirmed as champions.

Astonishingly then, just two
LMP1 cars remained as the
halfway mark in the Six Hours of
Bahrain passed – Sarrazin leading in the #8 Toyota and on pit
stops, almost a full lap ahead
of Fässler in the #1 Audi. Third
place was now in the hands
of the LMP2 leaders, only the
second time since the start of
the WEC that this has been so.
Fässler was setting to the task
of attempting to close the gap,
but Davidson was upping his
pace too, the Englishman setting
the fastest time of the race thus
far just after half distance as
Fässler was reported for overtaking under yellows. A drivethrough penalty would follow
with #8’s race engineer Mathieu
Le Nail able to tell Davidson
there was “no need to push”.
Into the final stages, and
Lotterer – now aboard the Audi
– was still pushing hard, lowering the fastest lap time once
again, but was there trouble for
the Toyota, Sébastien Buemi
reporting a severe vibration?
He was right, the Toyota had
picked up and ingested a trackside bollard. But it didn’t stop the
TS030 taking a fine win, the first
at racing speed for Toyota and the
first for Toyota by the #8 crew.
The championship wins however went to Audi and to the #2
crew of Loïc Duval, Tom Kristensen and Allan McNish, and the
long sought after world championship win would later be the final
catalyst for the wee Scot to call
time on a simply fantastic career.
Audi had bossed the WEC, but
the signs were good that Toyota
were well motivated to step up to
the plate again in 2014 when they
would have not only Audi, but
soon Porsche to contend with.
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LMP2

A

lmost from the off
there was argy bargy,
as the title outsiders
looked to get to the front.
Lap one, turn two saw contact between Pla and Minassian,
and behind them there was a
heart-stopping moment for the
championship leaders too –
contact between the #31 Lotus
and the #35 Morgan Nissan,
the T128 sent into the gravel,
the Morgan safely on its way.
All of that gave John Martin the class lead from Björn
Wirdheim and Robbie Kerr, and
the #26 G-Drive Oreca Nissan man started to pull away.
11 minutes in and there was
yet more early race trouble for
a Lotus – Dominik Kraihamer
looping the #32 Lotus and tagging
a factory Porsche as he did so.
He’d finally get the Lotus back
to the garage some 40 minutes
later, incurring the wrath of
the race director in doing so.
On a charge however was
Nic Minassian, recovering fast
the ground lost in the first lap
incident. Kerr and Wirdheim
were relieved of their positions
in short order, with Pla closing in on the #41/#25 combo.
But Minassian wasn’t done –
pitting just a couple of seconds
back from the leader. The #49
car was turned around quickly,
Pecom opting to trade fuelling time against track position. Minassian led the class
inside the first hour.
That left Minassian (Pecom
Racing), Martin (G-Drive) and
Wirdheim (Greaves) as the leading trio in LMP2, covered by
20 seconds with Jon Lancaster
making his WEC race debut for
the Greaves squad at the next stop
and continuing to run third until
an early stop for an errant tear-off
to be removed from the air intake!

Minassian was pulling away,
13 seconds ahead at the top of
the second hour, and with the
LMP1s faltering it looked set to
be a run not just for a class win,
but an overall podium too!
Luís Pérez Companc was next
into the lead car, and he had the
talents of a chasing Mike Conway
to contend with. The Pecom man
did well in defence, but finally
ceding the lead to one of the
standout talents of the season with
2 hours 20 minutes remaining.
Behind this pair, the #24
Morgan was also making progress,
Alex Brundle getting up to
third on pace and taking the
lead during the pit cycle, but
not close enough to make any
difference in the title fight.
Ricardo González ran in a
relatively relaxed fifth place in
the championship-leading #35.
Into the fourth hour and there
was another WEC rookie to
welcome – GT Academy winner Wolfgang Reip taking the
wheel of the #41 Zytek Nissan.
The next drama would involve
the Pecom Oreca Nissan, Pierre
Kaffer now aboard, and the
German suffered a high-speed
slide off the track at turn 14. The
runoff slowed the Pecom car to
some extent, but it still clouted
the wall with considerable force.
The car made its way slowly to
the pits, but by then Greaves
and the #24 Oak Morgan (now
with Pla aboard) had moved
up to second and third in class
with Pla closing in on Reip.
He’d make the pass with 70
minutes of the race remaining,
but the #35 was by now up into
fourth overall. Title hopes were
fading fast for #24 and would
all but disappear entirely, as
the Oak squad were ordered to
repair a faulty headlamp on the
car at their next and final stop.

It would be left to Pla to chase
down the Zytek for second place,
and enough points to wrest second
in the LMP2 drivers’ standings from Martin, Conway and
Rusinov. That position would
finally be settled by a late splash
and dash for Wirdheim, the
Zytek coming home an eventually distant third in class.
Conway, meanwhile, continued
to lead the class to the flag,
and also held third place overall in
the #26 G-Drive car, a troubled
early part of the season costing the
team dear in the championship
stakes. That result did however
secure the first FIA WEC overall
podium finishes for both Nissan and an Oreca chassis, Nissan
dominating the season and falling
only one third place finish short of
a full house of podium finishes.
That left the #35 Oak Morgan
Nissan crew to take the title – Bertrand Baguette, Ricardo González
and Martin Plowman ecstatic
after an impressively consistent
and near error-free season.

“It was a
childhood
dream come
true to win
Le Mans – and
now I can cap
the season
off with a
championship”
Martin Plowman
(Clockwise from top) Oreca Nissan LMP2 took a remarkable
overall podium; #35’s fifth place earned them the title; both Lotus
cars failed; Greaves, with Reip on his prototype debut, earned third
(Overleaf ) OAK’s #24 took second in class
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GTE Pro

G

TE Pro was on a knifeedge coming into the
final round. Aston
Martin led all three championships, but anything could
still happen – and it did!
One championship contender
was to have a troubled start to
the race. Richard Lietz in the
#92 Porsche dropped behind a
flying Gimmi Bruni and then got
tagged by a spinning Dominik
Kraihamer, the Porsche pitting for a new rear left tyre but
sporting body damage too. Lietz
reported that the car felt fine,
but lacked enough straight-line
speed to challenge the Ferrari.
The other factory Porsche led
the race, Patrick Pilet holding
sway over Bruni and a struggling
Stefan Mücke, the #97 Aston
Martin's rear tyres graining badly.
Bruno Senna played rear gunner for the title contenders until
finally the German opted to pit
a little early, with 50 minutes
on the clock, for new rubber.
The first scheduled stops saw
Vilander grab the lead in the
#51 Ferrari from Jörg Bergmeister. Darren Turner, though,
was still in touch, new tyres
transforming the Aston Martin – and he was closing in.
With the Pro cars pitting, the
leading Am car led GTE overall for
a lap or two, the Danish-crewed
Aston enjoying the limelight.
By the halfway point there
was everything still to play for.
The #51 Ferrari led, putting
Bruni in the position he needed
to claim the drivers' title, and
with #97 running second, Aston
Martin and AMR looked good
for the teams' and manufacturers' titles. But Turner was
pushing hard for all three!
Meanwhile, tyre trouble for
the 71 Ferrari put the title even
further out of Fisichella’s reach.

But there was worse trouble for
the #97 – with three hours and 46
minutes run Mücke was radioing
that the car had engine trouble.
The car pitted and was wheeled
into the garage and retirement,
a broken drive chain the initial
diagnosis – disaster for the drivers.
Their hopes of the world title were
dashed, but the #99 was still in a
position to score enough points
to clinch the GTE manufacturers’ title for Aston Martin.
The chase was on, and the pace
showed it. But then, suddenly – as
the race moved into the final hour
– there was even further heartbreak for Aston, an apparently
identical failure eliminating the
#99 car. The championship treble
was now heading the way of Gimmi Bruni, AF Corse and Ferrari.
What a way for the season to
end, and what an example the six
full season cars had set – fabulous racing and real drama every
time they took to the track, all
three marques taking race wins.
Porsche had won Le Mans
and Aston had shown pace,
flair and race-winning form just
about everywhere, but stumbled
when it counted. Heartbreak in
Bahrain, with both factory cars
retiring with wholly unexpected
engine woes, followed the lowest
of lows for the team at Le Mans.

“I have to say
thanks to Toni –
without him this
would not have
been possible”
Gianmaria Bruni

(Top) AF Corse won the race, and the title; (above) Astons line up
(Overleaf ) GT traffic
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GTE Am

T

he GTE AM title race
was set to go to the
wire, but happily – and
finally – the all-Danish-crewed
#95 Aston Martin would take a
race win after a truly emotionally draining season, the car
never headed after Thiim hit
the front in the first hour.
IMSA Performance Matmut
needed to throw the dice to close
the gap in the points standings.
They chose a unique tyre strategy
and it almost paid off, the car
first leading and then later sitting
comfortably in a title-winning
spot until a broken rear suspension
ruined their day, and their year.
There were troubled runs once
again for both the Krohn Ferrari
and the Larbre Corvette.
Neither crew enjoyed their 2013
championship campaigns.
Rui Aguas went well in the
8Star Ferrari, duelling with the
mercurial Paolo Ruberti in the
Proton Porsche before the #88 car
too hit trouble, and putting the
#81 car in a position to take the
title battles to the flag. Davide
Rigon’s pace would help to keep it
there too, the second place finish
at the flag securing the teams’ title.
The #61 AF Corse Ferrari,
with Matt Griffin welcoming
two new team-mates in Manu
Collard and François Perrodo,
would finish a fighting third on
the night, but the last-gasp dramas
would be about the drivers’ title,
and it looked like that might
slip through the grasp of Jamie
Campbell-Walter and Stuart Hall.
But late troubles for others and
some excellent pace in the closing stages of the race from JC-W
secured fourth position and the
title by a single point – a ray of
sunshine on a very dark night for
Aston Martin Racing.
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The title race
was set to go
to the wire, but
the last-gasp
dramas would
be all about the
drivers’ title
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Class winners

8
LMP1

1 Anthony Davidson, Stéphane Sarrazin, Sébastien Buemi | Toyota Racing | Toyota TS030 Hybrid
2 André Lotterer, Marcel Fässler, Benoît Tréluyer | Audi Sport Team Joest | Audi R18 e-tron quattro

Results/08 Bahrain

3 Tom Kristensen, Loïc Duval, Allan McNish | Audi Sport Team Joest | Audi R18 e-tron quattro (DNF)

Pos

Car No

Class

Drivers

Team

Car

Laps/Gap

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

8
1
26
24
41
35
45
25
51
91
71
92
95
49
81
61
50
96
76

LMP1
LMP1
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMP2
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Am
LMP2
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am

Davidson/Buemi/Sarrazin
Lotterer/Tréluyer/Fässler
Rusinov/Martin/Conway
Pla/Heinemeier Hansson/Brundle
Wirdheim/Reip/Lancaster
Baguette/González/Plowman
Nicolet/Ihara/Cheng
Giroix/Kerr/Dolby
Bruni/Vilander
Bergmeister/Pilet
Kobayashi/Fisichella
Lieb/Lietz
Nygaard/Poulsen/Thiim
Pérez Companc/Minassian/Kaffer
Potolicchio/Aguas/Rigon
Perrodo/Collard/Griffin
Bornhauser/Canal/Rees
Hall/Goethe/Campbell-Walter
Narac/Vernay/Palttala

Toyota Racing
Audi Sport Team Joest
G-Drive Racing
OAK Racing
Greaves Motorsport
OAK Racing
OAK Racing
Delta-ADR
AF Corse
Porsche AG Team Manthey
AF Corse
Porsche AG Team Manthey
Aston Martin Racing
Pecom Racing
8 Star Motorsports
AF Corse
Larbre Competition
Aston Martin Racing
IMSA Performance Matmut

Toyota TS030 – Hybrid
Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Zytek Z11SN – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Morgan – Nissan
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Ferrari F458 Italia
Porsche 911 RSR
Ferrari F458 Italia
Porsche 911 RSR
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Oreca 03 – Nissan
Ferrari F458 Italia
Ferrari F458 Italia
Chevrolet Corvette C6-ZR1
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR

199 LAPS
1’10.585
184 LAPS
184 LAPS
184 LAPS
182 LAPS
180 LAPS
178 LAPS
175 LAPS
175 LAPS
174 LAPS
174 LAPS
173 LAPS
172 LAPS
172 LAPS
172 LAPS
171 LAPS
169 LAPS
162 LAPS

Not Classified
20
99
21
97
22
2
23
88
24
57
25
7
26
12
27
32
28
31

LMGTE Pro
LMGTE Pro
LMP1
LMGTE Am
LMGTE Am
LMP1
LMP1
LMP2
LMP2

Lamy/Senna/Stanaway
Turner/Mücke
Kristensen/Duval/McNish
Ried/Roda/Ruberti
Krohn/Jönsson/Mediani
Wurz/Lapierre/Nakajima
Belicchi/Beche/Prost
Holzer/Kraihamer/Charouz
Weeda/Liuzzi/Auer

Aston Martin Racing
Aston Martin Racing
Audi Sport Team Joest
Proton Competition
Krohn Racing
Toyota Racing
Rebellion Racing
Lotus
Lotus

Aston Martin Vantage V8
Aston Martin Vantage V8
Audi R18 e-tron quattro
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
Ferrari F458 Italia
Toyota TS030 – Hybrid
Lola B12/60 Coupé – Toyota
Lotus T128
Lotus T128

145 LAPS
109 LAPS
93 LAPS
86 LAPS
83 LAPS
64 LAPS
44 LAPS
5 LAPS
0 LAPS

26
LMP2

1 Roman Rusinov, John Martin, Mike Conway | G-Drive Racing | Oreca 03 – Nissan
2 Olivier Pla, Alex Brundle, David Heinemeier Hansson | OAK Racing | Morgan Nissan
3 Wolfgang Reip, Jon Lancaster, Björn Wirdheim | Greaves Motorsport | Zytek Z11SN – Nissan

51
LMGTE Pro

1 Gianmaria Bruni, Toni Vilander | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia
2 Jörg Bergmeister, Patrick Pilet | Porsche AG Team Manthey | Porsche 911 RSR
3 Kamui Kobayashi, Giancarlo Fisichella | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia

95
LMGTE Am

1 Nicki Thiim, Kristian Poulsen, Christoffer Nygaard | Aston Martin Racing | Aston Martin Vantage V8
2 Enzo Potolicchio, Rui Aguas, Davide Rigon | 8Star Motorsports | Ferrari 458 Italia
3 Emmanuel Collard, Matt Griffin, François Perrodo | AF Corse | Ferrari 458 Italia
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Teams’
+
ManufactureRs’
Championships
LMGTE Manufacturers’ World Cup
Pos

Manufacturers

R1/GBR

R2/BEL

R3/FRA

R4/BRA

R5/USA

R6/JPN

R7/CHN

R8/BHR

Total

1

Ferrari

28

43+1

44

33

33

11

22

40

255

2

Aston Martin

40+1

25

38+1

28+1

35+1

17.5+1

43+1

14

246.5

3

Porsche

18

14

86

27

18

13.5

23

30+1

230.5

LMP1 Manufacturers’ World Championship
Pos

Manufacturers

R1/GBR

R2/BEL

R3/FRA

R4/BRA

R5/USA

R6/JPN

R7/CHN

R8/BHR

Total

1

Audi

25

25+1

50+1

25+1

25+1

9+1

25

18

207

2

Toyota

15+1

15

36

0

18

12.5

18+1

25+1

142.5

FIA Endurance Trophy for Private LMP1 Teams

Pos

Teams

R1/GBR

R2/BEL

R3/FRA

R4/BRA

R5/USA

R6/JPN

R7/CHN

R8/BHR

Total

1

AF Corse

10

25+1

20

25

18

9

12

25

145

2

Aston Martin Racing

25+1

15

30

18

0

12.5+1

25+1

0

128.5

3

Porsche AG Team
Manthey

12

12

50

12+1

12

6

8

12+1

126

4

Porsche AG Team
Manthey

8

0

36

15

10

7.5

15

18

109.5

Pos

Teams

R1/GBR

R2/BEL

R3/FRA

R4/BRA

R5/USA

R6/JPN

R7/CHN

R8/BHR

Total

1

Rebellion Racing

25

25

36

25

25+1

12.5

25

0

173.5

5

AF Corse

18

18

24

0

15

5

10

15

105

2

Strakka Racing

0

18

50

/

/

/

/

/

68

6

Aston Martin Racing

15

10

0+1

0

25+1

4

18

0

74

FIA Endurance Trophy for LMP2 Teams
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FIA Endurance Trophy for LMGTE Pro Teams

FIA Endurance Trophy for LMGTE Am Teams

Pos

Teams

R1/GBR

R2/BEL

R3/FRA

R4/BRA

R5/USA

R6/JPN

R7/CHN

R8/BHR

Total

1

Oak Racing

12

15

50

18

6

12.5+1

15

12

141.5

2

Oak Racing

18

18

36+1

10

8

7.5

18

18

134.5

3

G-Drive Racing

8

12

0

25

25+1

9

25+1

25

132

4

Pecom Racing

15

25+1

30

18

18

5

0

8+1

118

5

Greaves Motorsport

10

/

24

12

10

/

10

15

6

Delta-ADR

25+1

0

0

0

12

6

12

7

Lotus

0

10

0

0

15

4

8

8

Lotus

0

8

0

0

0

3

9

Gulf Racing Middle East

0

6

0

0

0

0

Pos

Teams

R1/GBR

R2/BEL

R3/FRA

R4/BRA

R5/USA

R6/JPN

R7/CHN

R8/BHR

Total

1

8Star Motorsports

15

25

16

18

12+1

6

25

18

136

2

Aston Martin Racing

12+1

12

24

25

25

9

15

10

133

3

IMSA Performance
Matmut

6

8

50

12

15

5

18

8

122

81

4

Aston Martin Racing

25

18+1

0+1

0+1

18

12.5+1

0+1

25+1

104.5

10

66

5

Larbre Competition

18

15

30

8

8

2

10

12

103

0

37

6

Proton Competition

10

10

20

15

10

7.5

12

0

84.5

0

0

11

7

AF Corse

4

4

36

0

6

3

8

15

76

0

0

6

8

Krohn Racing

8

6

0

10

4

4

0

0

32
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DRIVERS’
Championship

11

David Heinemeier
Hansson

4+1

2

8

2

1

4

8

12

42

11

Olivier Pla

4+1

2

8

2

1

4

8

12

42

12

Kazuki Nakajima

/

*

24

/

/

12,5

/

*

37,5

13

Andrea Belicchi

8

8

1

/

/

7,5

12

*

36,5

14

Luís Pérez Companc

2

4+1

2

8

8

2

*

2

29

14

Nicolas Minassian

2

4+1

2

8

8

2

*

2

29

14

Pierre Kaffer

2

4+1

2

8

8

2

*

2

29

15

Danny Watts

*

6

16

/

/

/

/

/

22

15

Jonny Kane

*

6

16

/

/

/

/

/

22

15

Nic Leventis

*

6

16

/

/

/

/

/

22

16

Neel Jani

10

10

1

/

/

/

/

/

21

17

Björn Wirdheim

/

/

/

6

/

/

2

10

18

18

Cong Fu Cheng

8

8

1

/

/

/

/

/

17

19

Tor Graves

6

*

*

*

4

3

4

/

17

20

James Walker

6

*

/

*

4

3

/

/

13

21

Jacques Nicolet

0,5

0,5

*

4

0,5

0,5

1

6

13

22

Keiko Ihara

/

0,5

*

4

/

0,5

1

6

12

23

Jon Lancaster

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

10

10

23

Wolfgang Reip

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

10

10

24

Christian Zugel

/

/

/

6

2

/

/

/

8

25

Dominik Kraihamer

*

0,5

*

*

6

1

0,5

*

8

25

Jan Charouz

*

0,5

*

*

6

1

0,5

*

8

25

Thomas Holzer

*

0,5

*

*

6

1

0,5

*

8

26

Craig Dolby

/

/

/

/

/

/

4

4

8

Total

26

Robbie Kerr

/

/

/

*

/

/

4

4

8

David Cheng

/

/

/

/

/

/

1

6

7

World Endurance Drivers’
Championship for Prototype drivers
Pos

R1/GBR

R2/BEL

R3/FRA

R4/BRA

R5/USA

R6/JPN

R7/CHN

R8/BHR

Allan McNish

25

18

50+1

18

25

9

15

*

162

27

1

Loïc Duval

25

18

50+1

18

25

9

15

*

162

28

Antonio Pizzonia

6

*

/

/

/

/

/

/

6

1

Tom Kristensen

25

18

50+1

18

25

9

15

*

162

28

Gunnar Jeannette

/

/

/

6

/

/

/

/

6

2

André Lotterer

18

25+1

20

25+1

15

0,25+1

25

18

149,25

29

Jean-Marc Merlin

0,5

0,5

*

4

0,5

/

/

/

5,5

2

Benoît Tréluyer

18

25+1

20

25+1

15

0,25+1

25

18

149,25

30

Fabien Giroix

/

0,5

*

/

/

/

/

4

4,5

2

Marcel Fässler

18

25+1

20

25+1

15

0,25+1

25

18

149,25

31

Rudy Junco

/

/

/

/

4

/

/

/

4

3

Anthony Davidson

15

12

36

*

18

0,25

*

25

106,25

32

Jann Mardenborough

/

/

4

/

/

/

/

/

4

3

Sébastien Buemi

15

12

36

*

18

0,25

*

25

106,25

32

Lucas Ordoñez

/

/

4

/

/

/

/

/

4

3

Stéphane Sarrazin

15

12

36

*

18

0,25

*

25

106,25

32

Michael Krumm

/

/

4

/

/

/

/

/

4

4

Alexander Wurz

12 +1

*

24

/

/

12,5

18+1

*+1

69,5

33

Tom Kimber-Smith

0,5

/

1

/

2

/

/

/

3,5

4

Nicolas Lapierre

12 +1

*

24

/

/

12,5

18+1

*+1

69,5

34

Shinji Nakano

/

/

*

/

/

3

/

/

3

5

Mathias Beche

8

8

1

15

12

7,5

12

*

63,5

35

Eric Lux

/

/

1

/

/

/

2

/

3

6

Nicolas Prost

10

10

1

15

12

/

12

*

60

36

Chris Dyson

0,5

/

/

/

2

/

/

/

2,5

Mark Shulzhitskiy

/

/

/

/

/

/

2

/

2

1

352

Driver

7

John Martin

0,5

0,5

*

12

10

5

10

15

53

37

7

Mike Conway

0,5

0,5

*

12

10

5

10

15

53

38

Alexander Rossi

/

/

1

/

/

/

/

/

1

7

Roman Rusinov

0,5

0,5

*

12

10

5

10

15

53

39

James Rossiter

/

0,5

*

/

*

0,25

/

/

0,75

Kevin Weeda

*

0,5

*

*

*

0,25

*

*

0,75

8

Nick Heidfeld

10

10

1

15

12

/

/

/

48

39

9

Lucas Di Grassi

/

15

30

/

/

/

/

/

45

39

Vitantonio Liuzzi

*

0,5

/

/

*

0,25

*

*

0,75

9

Marc Gené

/

15

30

/

/

/

/

/

45

40

Alex Imperatori

0,5

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

0,5

9

Oliver Jarvis

/

15

30

/

/

/

/

/

45

40

Erik Maris

/

/

/

/

0,5

/

/

/

0,5

10

Bertrand Baguette

1

1

12

10

0,5

6

6

8

44,5

40

Frédéric Fatien

/

0,5

/

/

/

/

/

/

0,5

10

Martin Plowma

1

1

12

10

0,5

6

6

8

44,5

40

Jim Ka To

0,5

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

0,5

10

Ricardo González

1

1

12

10

0,5

6

6

8

44,5

40

Matt Howson

0,5

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

0,5

11

Alex Brundle

4+1

2

8

2

1

4

8

12

42

40

Michael Marsal

0,5

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

0,5

353

DRIVERS’
Championship
World Endurance Drivers’
Championship for GT drivers
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19

Richie Stanaway

/

8

/

0,5+1

*

0,25

18

*

27,75

20

Paul Dalla Lana

15

8

*

0,5+1

*

/

/

/

24,5

21

Olivier Beretta

/

/

24

/

/

/

/

/

24

22

Davide Rigon

/

/

/

8

/

2

6

8

24

23

Christophe Bourret

0,5

/

16

4

/

/

/

/

20,5

24

Rob Bell

/

18

*+1

*

/

/

/

/

19

25

Nicki Thiim

/

/

/

*

8

/

*

10

18

26

Julien Canal

4

2

4

1

0,5

0,25

0,5

4

16,25

26

Patrick Bornhauser

4

2

4

1

0,5

0,25

0,5

4

16,25

27

Matt Griffin

0,5

0,5

8

*

0,5

0,25

0,5

6

16,25

28

Christian Ried

0,5

0,5

1

6

1

3

1

*

13

28

Gianluca Roda

0,5

0,5

1

6

1

3

1

*

13

28

Paolo Ruberti

0,5

0,5

1

6

1

3

1

*

13

29

Fernando Rees

4

2

/

1

0,5

0,25

0,5

4

12,25

30

Allan Simonsen

8

4

/

/

/

/

/

/

12

31

Darryl O'Young

/

/

12

/

/

/

/

/

12

Pos

Driver

R1/GBR

R2/BEL

R3/FRA

R4/BRA

R5/USA

R6/JPN

R7/CHN

R8/BHR

Total

31

Lorenzo Case

/

/

12

/

/

/

/

/

12

1

Gianmaria Bruni

10

25+1

20

25

18

9

12

25

145

31

Piergiuseppe Perazzini

/

/

12

/

/

/

/

/

12

2

Giancarlo Fisichella

10

25+1

20

25

18

9

12

15

135

32

Jack Gerber

0,5

0,5

8

*

0,5

0,25

0,5

/

10,25

3

Darren Turner

25+1

12

30

18

*

12,5+1

25+1

*

125,5

32

Marco Cioci

0,5

0,5

8

*

0,5

0,25

0,5

/

10,25

3

Stefan Mücke

25+1

12

30

18

*

12,5+1

25+1

*

125,5

33

Emmanuel Collard

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

6

6

4

Marc Lieb

12

10

50

12

12

6

8

12

123

33

François Perrodo

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

6

6

4

Richard Lietz

12

10

50

12

12

6

8

12

123

34

Jonny Adam

/

/

/

/

/

4

2

/

6

5

Toni Vilander

18

15

24

*

15

1

10

25

108

35

Roald Goethe

1

1

2

/

/

/

/

2

6

6

Jörg Bergmeister

6

*

36

15

2

7,5

15

18

99,5

36

Markus Palttala

/

/

/

/

/

0,5

4

1

5,5

6

Patrick Pilet

6

*

36

15

2

7,5

15

18

99,5

37

Ricky Taylor

/

/

4

/

/

/

/

/

4

7

Kamui Kobayashi

18

15

24

*

15

1

10

15

98

38

Maurizio Mediani

0,5

0,5

*

2

0,5

0,25

*

*

3,75

8

Bruno Senna

25+1

18

*+1

*

25+1

5

18

*

94

38

Nic Jönsson

0,5

0,5

*

2

0,5

0,25

*

*

3,75

9

Fred Makowiecki

15

18

*+1

/

25+1

12,5+1

/

/

73,5

38

Tracy Krohn

0,5

0,5

*

2

0,5

0,25

*

*

3,75

10

Romain Dumas

12

10

50

/

/

/

/

/

72

39

Philipp Peter

2

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

2

11

Pedro Lamy

15

8

*

0,5+1

*

0,25

18

*

42,75

40

Pascal Gibon

/

/

1

/

/

/

/

/

1

12

Timo Bernhard

6

*

36

/

/

/

/

/

42

40

Patrice Milesi

/

/

1

/

/

/

/

/

1

13

Peter Dumbreck

/

12

30

/

/

/

/

/

42

40

Wolf Henzler

/

/

1

/

/

/

/

/

1

14

Rui Aguas

2

6

1

8

4

2

6

8

37

41

Jason Bright

/

/

1

/

/

/

/

/

1

14

Enzo Potolicchio

2

6

1

8

4

2

6

8

37

42

Cooper MacNeil

/

/

1

/

/

/

/

/

1

15

Christoffer Nygaard

8

4

*

*

8

5

*

10

35

42

Manuel Rodrigues

/

/

1

/

/

/

/

/

1

15

Kristian Poulsen

8

4

*

*

8

5

*

10

35

42

Philippe Dumas

/

/

1

/

/

/

/

/

1

16

Jean-Karl Vernay

0,5

0,5

16

4

6

0,5

4

1

32,5

43

Howard Blank

/

0,5

*

/

/

/

/

/

0,5

16

Raymond Narac

0,5

0,5

16

4

6

0,5

4

1

32,5

43

Jean-Marc Bachelier

/

0,5

*

/

/

/

/

/

0,5

17

Jamie Campbell-Walter

1

1

2

10

10

4

2

2

32

43

Yannick Mallegol

/

0,5

*

/

/

/

/

/

0,5

17

Stuart Hall

1

1

2

10

10

4

2

2

32

44

Oliver Gavin

/

/

/

/

*

/

/

/

0

18

Matteo Malucelli

/

6

20

/

4

/

/

/

30

45

Bill Auberlen

/

/

*

/

/

/

/

/

0
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GRAND-AM Road Racing

Rolex Sports Car Series
Taylor and Angelelli take title

356

357

T

he Rolex Sports Car
Series provided another
scintillating year of
action in 2013, with large grids
and close racing once more a
hallmark of the series.
The series opened in traditional
style, as Telmex-Ganassi Racing won
the Rolex 24 at Daytona. GrandAm’s traditional curtain-raiser had
been Ganassi-land for some years
and 2013 was no different – these
guys really do have a handle on this
race like few others. It was their fifth
in 10 years, and the fifth too for
driver Scott Pruett. He was joined
in the car by long-time partner,
Mexican Memo Rojas, debutant
Charlie Kimball and F1, Indy and
NASCAR star Juan Pablo Montoya.
In GT, Audi took their first victory at the 24 as Alex Job Racing
scored the win with an R8 GrandAm packed with factory drivers.
Olly Jarvis, Filipe Albuquerque,
Edoardo Mortara and Dion von
Moltke shared the wheel and
drove near-flawlessly to victory –
by the very slightest of margins
from APR’s similar car. Frank
Stippler, René Rast, Ian Baas
and Marc Basseng were second.
The new GX class attracted
few entries, and Mazda’s diesels
crumbled very early, leaving
the race comfortable for the
Napleton Porsche Cayman.
Jim Norman, David Donohue,
Nelson Canache and Shane Lewis
took the first-ever GX win.
After the opening festivities
came the “regular” races, beginning with Texas’ COTA. Alex
Gurney and Jon Fogarty, in the
GAINSCO Corvette DP, just
edged the Starworks entry of
Ryan Dalziel and Alex Popow.
After a disastrous Daytona,
Turner turned it around

(Clockwise from top) Magnus and Turner battle in GT; there were fireworks
all season, but particularly at Daytona; Brumos past the Daytona Ferris

»

(Overleaf ) markers
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in Texas, as Bill Auberlen and
Paul Dalla Lana won GT in
their M3. Porsche won GX
again, with BGB Racing.
Jordan Taylor and Max Angelelli, in the Wayne Taylor Corvette,
won at Barber, as Corvette took
a 1-2-3. GAINSCO were second
again, with Spirit of Daytona,
while Jordan’s brother Ricky and
Richard Westbrook came in third.
John Edwards and Robin Liddell
took GT for Stevenson Motorsports with the Camaro, and BGB
made it two from two in GX.
The fourth round was big news,
as Grand-Am made their first visit
to the spiritual home of American
Le Mans at Road Atlanta. Fitting
then, that Grand-Am’s stalwart
chassis marque (Riley), team
(Ganassi), and drivers (Pruett and
Rojas) took victory. The RileyBMW edged Starworks to victory.
In GT, it was two in a row for
Edwards, Liddell and Stevenson.
Mazda finally took their first
win for the Mazda 6 diesel in GX,
with Speedsource.
Detroit, home of the American
auto industry, saw American auto
success. Once more Corvette won,
again with Taylor, Angelli and
WTR. It was an all-Detroit podium
as Action Express’ Vette (Fittipaldi
and Barbosa) and Starworks’ Riley
Ford (Dalziel and Popow) – completed the podium. Not only that,
but Stevenson – with Liddell and
Edwards – made it a hat-trick in
GT with Camaro. Speedsource took
GX for the second race running.
Mid-Ohio saw Action Express
go one better and João Barbosa
and Christian Fittipaldi took their
first victory of the year. Enzo

Potolicchio and Michael Valiante
were second with their 8Star
Corvette, and Dalziel and Popow
third for Starworks. Auberlen
and Dalla Lana repeated their
Texas win for Turner and BMW
in GT, and Speedsource made
it three on the bounce in GX.
The famous Watkins Glen
six-hour race is a highlight of
the calendar and second only to
Daytona in the list of races that
drivers most want to win. The
honour went to Action Express, as
they repeated their Mid-Ohio success. 8Star were second again, with
Potolicchio and Valiante joined by
Stéphane Sarrazin. In GT, Stevenson were proving near unstoppable
as Liddell and Edwards won again,
while Speedsource’s improving
form continued as they won GX.
The Brickyard Grand Prix was
next, as Indy’s famous banking
played host to the Daytona
Prototypes and their GT friends.
Starworks switched to BMW
power and took victory, with
Dalziel and Popow. Making it a
1-2 for the Riley-BMW combo
were Ganassi, with Pruett and
Rojas second. In GT, Ferrari took
the win with Max Papis, and
Jeff Segal took AIM to victory.
Speedsource topped GX again.
Road America proved a good
stomping ground for Starworks as
they took their second consecutive win of the series. Brendon
Hartley and Scott Mayer topped
the podium, with Barbosa and
Fittipaldi second, and Brian and
Burt Friselle third in a double
podium for Action Express.
Turner and BMW won GT,
Auberlen and Dalla Lana joined

Taylor and
Angelelli
wrapped up
their title by
securing their
hat-trick of
wins – and fifth
of the season
in total – at
Lime Rock

by Bill Johnson atop the podium.
Speedsource continued their
burgeoning dominance of GX.
The Taylors were top in Kansas.
Jordan won with Angelelli and
the Wayne Taylor Racing squad,
with Pruett and Rojas second.
Alessandro Balzan and Leh Keen
won GT for Scuderia Corsa
Ferrari, and Mazda once more
won GX with Speedsource.
Taylor and Angelelli took a step
closer to the title as they made it
two on the spin in Monterey. They
topped the Laguna Seca Podium
and once more edged Pruett and
Rojas into second. Magnus and
Porsche took their first GT win of
the season, Andy Lally and John
Potter sharing the spoils, while
Speedsource put Mazda on top
in GX at the Mazda Raceway.
Jordan Taylor and Max Angelelli wrapped up their title by
securing their hat-trick of wins,
and fifth of the season in total,
at Lime Rock. Gustavo Yacaman
and Justin Wilson took second for
Michael Shank and Riley-Ford.
After points leaders Magnus were
wrecked early on, the GT title fell
to Alessandro Balzan and Scuderia Corsa – their second place
finish was enough to take the
crown. Marsh Racing, with Boris
Said, Eric Curran and Lawson
Aschenbach, took the race win
with their Corvette. The GX title
went to BGB Racing’s Porsche
Cayman with Jim Norman
and Spencer Pumpelly, despite
Speedsource Mazda taking the
final race victory of the season.
Grand-Am bowed out with fantastic racing – we can only hope
it continues in the new TUSCC.

(Clockwise from top) Ganassi, Rojas and Pruett struggled to match the
Coyote Corvette; Ferrari were GT champions; Action Express in, well, action
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Avon Tyres
British GT Championship
Andrew Howard scoops title for Beechdean
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365

T

Four pictures that illustrate the competitive, packed field that British GT offered in
2014… (clockwise from top left) Zandvoort, Brands Hatch, Rockingham, Zandvoort

366

he 2013 running of the
British GT Championship
was cast in almost exactly
the mould of its 2012 equivalent
– and that was no bad thing.
Excitement, close racing
and more than a touch of controversy added up to arguably
Britain’s best racing series. In
the end, both titles were decided
in another spectacular season
finale at Donington Park.
Right from the season’s launch,
at a swanky event in the centre
of London, there was optimism
as the grid once more looked
promising both in terms of quality
and quantity. In fact, cars were
turned away from the opening rounds – the traditional two
single hour sprints – on Easter
weekend at Oulton Park, because
the circuit simply couldn’t take
any more entries. How many
series would give arms and legs
for that kind of turnout?
Trackspeed took the early
advantage in the GT3 class.

Despite having officially retired, it
was David Ashburn and Porsche
works driving team-mate Nick
Tandy who left Oulton with the
championship lead, with a win
and a second place. It would’ve
been two wins, had it not been for
a mysterious late issue that handed
the first race to Trackspeed teammates Phil Keen and Jon Minshaw.
In GT4, Zoë Wenham and
Declan Jones claimed a remarkable
double for Century and Ginetta,
with two consistent performances
that also benefitted from trouble
for others at the Cheshire track.
The series moved to Rockingham for its third round, a single
two-hour race this time. The
Northamptonshire track hasn’t
always been the most loved, but
once more the GT boys and girls
put on quite a show. Trackspeed
made it three from three despite
losing two cars, and it was the
third different victor from three
races as Gregor Fisken and
Richard Westbrook took the

»
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(Above) Audi suffered with the balance of performance… and (top) often found themselves trailing
(Right) there were a few hairy moments for Phil Dryburgh and John Gaw
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Tartan Terror to the top. The front
row had seen the other two Trackspeed cars supreme but as both
retired, their team-mates profited.
Rembert Berg and Warren Hughes
were second in the M-Sport Audi.
Aston Martin took its first ever
GT4 class win. Complete Racing took advantage when early
leaders, Optimum’s Rick Parfitt
Jnr and Ryan Ratcliffe, retired
in the gravel. Steve Chaplin and
Tom Wilson ran out victors by
a lap, despite a spin for Chaplin,
with Jones and Wenham second.
Silverstone’s “GT500”, a
three-hour blue riband spectacular for the series, was one of the
races of the season, in this or any
championship. A battle between
Ferrari drivers Matteo Bobbi and
Allan Simonsen will be a treasured
memory for all that witnessed
it. Despite that, neither car even
made the podium as a strategic
race was won in style by Ecurie
Ecosse’s BMW. Olly Bryant and
Marco Attard won from Andrew
Howard and Jonny Adam’s Aston,
with Optimum’s Z4 of Dan Brown
and Steve Tandy third. Ashburn,
meanwhile, had a race to forget
as he destroyed a 997 GT3 with
a crash coming into the pits.
In GT4, the European racers joined in and swelled the
field. They were quality additions, too, and a tussle between
Adam Christodoulou and Jörg
Viebahn (Porsche) and Ricardo
van der Ende and Bernhard
van Oranje (BMW) saw the
former emerge victorious by a
couple of car lengths. Top British chargers were Optimum’s
Ratcliffe and Parfitt, in third.
Snetterton was next, and
Motorbase took their first ever
victory in the first of two sprint
events. Keen and Minshaw looked
to have won it for Trackspeed, but

the latter was adjudged to have
passed under yellow and bagged
a 30-second penalty. Michael
Caine, who had won the 2012 title
without a race win, and Ahmad
Al Harthy took the spoils. Race
two saw the first repeat victor in
the GT3 class, as Ashburn and
Tandy swept home, the former
controlling the race to the finish.
In GT4, Ratcliffe and Parfitt
took a confident double – their
first ever wins in the GT4 class.
Brands Hatch, which saw the
closest finish in British GT history
last year as Nissan took the spoils
from Beechdean, was fantastic
once more. This year it was the
Aston Martin squad that repaid
their frustration from one year
previous, as Howard and Adam
cruised to victory in the two-hour
race. Behind them, Duncan Tappy
produced a defensive masterclass
to earn himself and Grégoire
Demoustier – who deserves credit
for hauling the car from 19th
to the lead before the stops – a
second place finish. Brown and
Bryant both attempted to pass
him, to no avail. Once again
David Ashburn had trouble in
the pit lane, this time stopping at
the wrong box, trying to get out
of the car before he realised his
mistake, and then getting stuck.
Making it three in three GT4
races meant Ratcliffe and Parfitt
took a stranglehold on the title
charge, despite illness for the latter
in his stint. Alex Osborne and
James May’s APO Ginetta ran
them close, but not close enough.
The series took its annual
foreign holiday to Zandvoort in
Holland, and two one-hour races
served up a deal of controversy
and action. A mess up – by the
operator of the pit lane red light
of all things – completely ruined
the first race for a number of

Excitement,
close racing
and more than
a touch of
controversy
added up
to arguably
Britain’s best
racing series

cars. Despite that, Caine and Al
Harthy were more than worthy
winners for the second time in
the season. Ashburn and Tandy
took race two spoils, a return to
form much-needed for Tandy’s
title ambitions. Ashburn’s were
gone as he was penalised points
for his Silverstone malady.
In GT4, there was a bad taste
in the mouth for much of the
weekend. A crash in race one for
Parfitt, caused by damage blamed
on Declan Jones, was bad. When
Jones’s Century squad vetoed Optimum’s request to run a spare car
– the only team to do so – it was
really bad. Parfitt and Ratcliffe still
led the class after the weekend, and
Jones – now sharing with Nathan
Freke, having controversially parted
ways with Wenham – didn’t win either race. Two crews won their first
races as Redgate Lifetime’s Matt
Smith and Dan Eagling won race
one and Blendini’s David Barker
and Rory Bryant took race two.
Sorting out the championship going into the final round
was going to be a challenge. In
GT3, drivers in six cars could
win the title. Olly Bryant and
Marco Attard, Ahmad Al Harthy
and Michael Caine, Dan Brown
and Steve Tandy, and Matt Bell
and Mark Patterson could all
win. Andrew Howard and Nick
Tandy could earn the title solo, as
their team-mates – Jonny Adam
and David Ashburn respectively – had suffered individual
points penalties in the season.
As it turned out, almost all of
them led the championship at
some point during a remarkable
final race. Bell and Patterson won
the race for United Autosports
and Audi – the only win of the
season for the R8 LMS. It had
looked like Joe Osborne and
Lee Mowle would win, but
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(Clockwise from top) Ryan Ratcliffe and Rick Parfitt Jnr took the GT4 honours; three wide at the GT500; powerful snake at Zandvoort
(Overleaf ) Blendini struggled to get to grips with their Audi
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Big skies at Snetterton (above, top); empty sky at Zandvoort (overleaf ) and
golden light at Oulton, where JRM entered two cars, each with only one driver (left)
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“The prospect
of starting
next year with
number one
on the car is
just amazing”

Andrew Howard

two controversial drive-through
penalties would rob the team of the
race lead, and eventually a finish,
due to a clutch failure. That put
the Audi into the lead and, for a
while, into championship winning position, but a late penalty
for Von Ryan’s McLaren moved
Howard’s Aston – with Adam
aboard – into fourth. That was
enough to earn Andrew “Iceman”
Howard the championship – and
a very popular winner he was too.
“The prospect of starting next
year with number one on the
car is just amazing,” he grinned.
The ice cream magnate – who
takes over from a car salesman
and a lollipop magnate – then
refused to have any championship photos taken without his
team-mate Adam, proving his
character. Andrew Howard is truly
a fitting British GT champion.
Three pairings – Ratcliffe
and Parfitt, May and Osborne,
Eagling and Smith – and one
solo driver, Jones, could win the
GT4 title, but the Optimum
crew were in charge. Despite
victory for Jones – once more
with Freke – Ratcliffe and Parfitt
held on to third place and a very
emotional championship win.
Few would begrudge the popular team their moment, and the
celebrations were… explosive.
“We got the result we wanted
by boxing clever,” said Parfitt.
“I was happy with Ryan in the
car. I trust him completely and
it was great to win in front of
my Dad – it’s the first race he’s
ever seen me drive. I’m going to
celebrate by having one-and-ahalf drinks, which will probably
render me absolutely smashed.
I’m going to really celebrate by
getting married in a fortnight!”
“I couldn’t believe it on the last
lap, I was actually in tears – it’s an
amazing feeling,” added Ratcliffe.
With such a strong 2013
under their belts, it can only be
hoped that British GT goes from
strength-to-strength in the future!

Champion!
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Veranstaltergemeinschaft
..
Langstreckenpokal Nurburgring
Mighty GT3 machines humbled by Clio in VLN rules quirk
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T

he 2013 VLN season got
off to a bad start, with
winter weather holding
the Eifel region as a prisoner for
much of March and April, resulting in the cancellation of the test
day and the first race too
The season finally got under
way in mid-April, and the first
victory went to the BMW Team
Schubert with Jörg Müller, Dirk
Müller and Augusto Farfus sharing
the winning BMW Z4 GT3.
The second round was also the
last race before the Nürburgring
24 Hours, with Marcel Fässler
and Frank Stippler going into
the twice-around-the-clock race
as favourites after taking the win
in their Phoenix Racing Audi
R8 LMS by winning the 55th
ADAC ACAS H&R Cup.
The second part of the season would see triumph, but
sadly tragedy too, as long standing VLN racer Wolf Silvester
died of a reported cardiac arrest during the third race while
driving his Opel Astra.
Of course, the race-winning
Phoenix Audi of Johannes Stuck,
Ferdinand Stuck and Frank
Stippler took a back seat against
those tragic circumstances.
The next round saw the fanfavourite squad of Frikadelli
Racing securing their first ever
overall victory, and they gave
the Porsche 911 GT3R its first
– and as things would turn out,
only – victory of the season.
Rowe Racing only visited the
top step of the podium once during the year in their Dunlop-shod
Mercedes SLS AMG GT3, but
their win came in the longest VLN
race – the six-hour-long round five.
The sixth round of the season
found a non-GT3 car on the top
step of the podium for the first
time in 2013. In fact, it was a
car that wouldn’t fit in any other
mainstream race series. While
badged as a Porsche 911 GT3
RSR, the Manthey-entered car
actually featured power from
a bespoke 4.4-litre engine.

»

(Clockwise from top left) TT-RS hugely popular in VLN; Phoenix’s Audi; Gronecks’s Clio took the VLN title
(Overleaf ) the challenge of the VLN brought a host of GT3 entries
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The final three races of the
season went, respectively, to
MarcVDS Racing’s BMW Z4
GT3, and a pair of Audi R8
LMS Ultra wins for Twin Busch
Motorsport, and a further win
(their third) for Phoenix Racing.
The Twin Busch Motorsport
win was another feelgood result, back to the VLN’s roots as
a team. It’s owned and run by
twins Marc and Dennis Busch,
who operate a business during the week, and prepare their
Audi R8 LMS ultra after work.
The bulk of the race wins,
meanwhile, went to the Audi
R8 LMS Ultra, winning four
out of the nine races. Only the
It wasn’t
BMW Z4 GT3 was otherwise
able to take multiple class wins.
though a
It wasn’t, however, a GT3
machine
that took the overall
GT3 machine
VLN crown. Instead it was a little
that took the
Renault Clio, driven by the brother
pairing Tim and Dirk Groneck.
overall VLN
VLN points are awarded by the
number of cars signed up in an
crown – instead
individual class, so the overall winner is most likely to come from a
it was a little
team getting most success in the
Renault Clio
largest class, and with the Renault
Clio Cup class fielding around
10 cars at each round, they were
able to take home the victory.
It was a dream come true season
for the Gronecks, as they only
made their return to motorsport
in 2010, and worked their way up
to the front of the Clio Cup class
over the years. By having the luck
and consistency of always finishing on the podium up until the
last race, they found themselves
in the driver’s seat going into the
last four-hour race of the season.
But it certainly wasn’t a walk in the
park to seal the title. After having
contact with another car during the
race, they got help from teams from
Jochen Krumbach, Lucas Luhr
up and down the pit lane to rejoin
and Jörg Bergmeister gave Olaf
the fray. The beat-up Clio crossed
Manthey’s squad its only race win
the line, and the title was theirs.
of the season, with a memorable
In the overall points order,
overall podium featuring a pair of
the Clio took the laurels ahead
Porsche Cup cars in second and
of the Wochenspiegel Porsche
third, as well as an Audi TT-RS
leading the race for a long time. This 911 GT3 RSR, while third
was all due to the fact that the event place went to the Audi TT-RS
of Raeder Motorsport.
was held in near-torrential rain.
Marc VDS won the final round with Catsburg and Martin – it was Catsburg’s first race on the Nordschleife
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Farewell
Celebrating the lives of those lost in 2013
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Allan Simonsen
1978 – 2013

A

llan Simonsen was special – A special
driver, a special talent, a special personality and a particular friend to the dailysportscar team who had, through our Founding
Editor, a very special link to Allan’s career path.
There were so many days when the smiling Dane pulled out a spectacular performance that they merge together as
almost a solid block of brilliance.
In British GT, his ability to squeeze extraordinary performances out of a GT3 Ferrari was
legendary. Over the past few years, his ability
to do the same around the Nordschliefe was
mesmerising. Whether in the Hankook Farnbacher Ferrari, or this year in the factoryentered Aston Martin, his harrying of the
race leader before one of his trademark ballsy
passes will live with this writer forever.
His joy at securing a full season drive in
the all-Danish-crewed Aston Martin for
the 2013 FIA WEC was a conversation I
can recall with crystal clarity even now.
The reaction to his death at Le Mans
was – predictably – a shockwave of
astonishment and grief.
Friends and rivals alike were full of
praise for his performances on track,
and his outlook away from it.
One who knew him well said this: “You
look for comforting words and find yourself saying: ‘He was leading his favourite
race in a factory car in a world championship that he looked like winning.’ The reality though is that there are no words.”
So true. When we look back at the modern
era that we have observed and reported upon,
Allan’s name will be there for two reasons: as
a driver of real talent and achievement, and
sadly (but thankfully) as one of very, very few
in recent years that paid the ultimate price.
We’ll always miss him.

Donations to the Allan Simonsen
Memorial fund can be made on
the following account number in
the Danish bank, Jyske Bank
A/S: IBAN
DK1350780001117416, SWIFT
(BIC-address): JYBADKKK
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Sean Edwards
1986 – 2013

S

ean Edwards’s passing in such circumstances robbed the racing world
of a real, growing and emerging talent. He was rightly mourned throughout
the sport, a sport that had been his life, and
his closest friends felt the loss very deeply.
2013 was undoubtedly a breakthrough
year for Sean. Big race wins in Dubai and at
the Nürburgring – plus a Porsche Supercup
campaign that looked set for glory too.
He excelled on track and was gracious in winning too, revelling in particular in a very fruitful
racing partnership with Bernd Schneider.
Better still, this extraordinarily talented
young man had matured into a professional
who was absolutely the full package both
in and out of the car. He was supremely at
ease with his surroundings and with where
his talent was taking him. A factory future
beckoned, and sooner than most know!
But it was not to be.
After Allan Simonsen’s death, Sean was
one of THE men that stepped up to the
plate and helped to fill the void in the most
appropriate way possible. The irony that just
a few short weeks later we were mourning
his loss too remains tear-jerking to this day.
He is destined now to be remembered as a
lost talent, as a driver whose greatest days were
still ahead of him. Bearing in mind how good
he already was, that’s an astounding thought.

www.seanedwardsfoundation.com
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